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SUMMARY 
...... 

The communications industry has recently shown a great interest in technologies providing 
short-range wireless connectivity in general and ad-hoc network mechanisms in particular. In 
this context, Bluetooth is envisioned as a key component. 
Bluetooth ad-hoc network technology must be able to carry IP both when operating as a 
stand-alone network and when connected to fixed infrastructure. However, Bluetooth lacks 
efficient means to achieve this. This doctoral thesis copes with one of this means, namely, the 
scheduling problem within a Bluetooth network. Functions and scheduling mechanisms still 
need to be develoPeQ in order to enable, among other things, IP networking. 
Communication in Bluetooth is based on connected elementary cells: the Piconets. More 
inter-connected piconets form a Scatternet. The connection points between piconets are called 
(in this document) Bridging Nodes. According to the specifications, a Bluetooth device may 
become member of several piconets, as it is the case of the bridging nodes. As a Bluetooth 
chip has only one transceiver, the bridging nodes need to schedule their presence in the 
piconets they are member of. Therefore, an Inter-Piconet Scheduling (IPS) algorithm is 
needed within the Bluetooth Network. 
Many IPS algorithms have been proposed. It is possible to classify them into two groups: 
QoS -- based and Best Effort - based algorithms. The attention has been focused on the first 
category and a new solution has been proposed: Loose-IPSA (LIPSA). 
LIPSA is an IPS algorithm intended to improve the capabilities of the only existing QoS
based algorithm: IPSA. The latter has a rather rigid nature: the bridging node is not free to 
take decisions without consulting its peers and going through complex negotiation 
procedures. The Best Effort -- based algorithms propose a looser scheduling scheme that 
allows the bridging nodes to take decisions freely, without negotiating parameters with their 
peers. Unfortunately, these algorithms .are not suitable for QUality of Service (QoS). We 
believe that the communication within a scattemet should be characterised, among other 
things, by QoS. LIPSA is the attempt we have made to fmd a way between IPSA's rigid 
scheduling scheme and the high flexibility of the loose IPS proposals. 
In order to evaluate the different algorithm proposals, a set of parameters as well as the used 
traffic loads need to be described in detail. It is desirable to investigate varying traffic loads 
with respect to inter-piconet links in order to evaluate the behaviour of the proposed solutions 
under various conditions. 
Among the evaluation criteria, three parameters have been chosen in order to test LIPSA: 
Throughput, Executing Time and Response Time. Furthermore, a simulation environment has 
been created to specifically test the scheduling algorithms. The implementation has been 
worked out in MA TLAB. 
The simulation results show that LIPSA can provide an efficient solution to the scheduling 
problem and is capable of adapting itself to different traffic conditions. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

"Mobile Internet" is currently the indisputable number one buzzword. The communications 
industry has recently shown a great interest in technologies providing short-range wireless 
connectivity in general and ad-hoc network mechanisms in particular. In this context, 
Bluetooth is envisioned as a key component. Typical usage scenarios for Bluetooth ad-hoc 
networks are e.g.: 

.:. Conference table/meeting room scenarios 

.:. LAN/W AN access 

.:. Home networks 

.:. Industrial applications, e.g. robot networks 

.:. Personal Area Network (PAN) 

.:. Ad-hoc interactive gaming 

Hence, Bluetooth ad-hoc network technology must be able to carry IP both when operating as 
a stand-alone network and when connected to fixed infrastructure. However, as currently 
specified, Bluetooth lacks efficient means to achieve this. This doctoral thesis copes with one 
of this means, namely, the scheduling problem within a Bluetooth network. Functions and 
scheduling mechanisms still need to be developed in order to enable, among other things, IP 
networking on top of Bluetooth based ad-hoc networks. 
In this chapter, some generalities, regarding Bluetooth networking, will come up and an 
introduction to the rest of the thesis will be provided. 
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1.1 BLUETOOTH BACKGROUND 

The original intention of Bluetooth (BT) was to eliminate cables between phones, PC-cards, 
wireless headsets, etc. Today Bluetooth is a true ad-hoc wireless network technology intended 
for both synchronous traffic (e.g. voice) and asynchronous traffic (e.g. IP based data traffic). 
The aim is that any commodity device such as telephone, laptop computers, digital cameras, 
video monitors, printers, fax machines, etc. should be able to communicate over the radio 
interface, i.e. any of these devices could contain a Bluetooth radio chip and its software [2]. 

Bluetooth is a wireless communication technology using a frequency hopping scheme in the 
unlicensed 2.4 GHz ISM (lndustrial-Scientific-Medical) band [1]. 
Two or more Bluetooth units sharing the same channel form a piconet (see figure 1.1). Within 
a piconet a Bluetooth unit can have either of two roles: master or slave. Within each piconet 
there may be only one master (and there must be always one) and up to seven active slaves. 
Any BT unit can become a master in a piconet. 

Piconet 1 Piconet 2 Piconet 3 

e Bluetooth unit (Slave) 

Bluetooth unit (Master) 

Figure 1.1 
Examples of Bluetooth piconets 

Furthermore, two or more piconets can be interconnected, forming what is called a scatternet 
(see figure 1.2). The connection point between two piconets consists of a BT unit that is 
member of both piconets. Henceforth, a unit hosting several entities (i.e. is member of several 
piconets) will be called Bridging Node. This kind of nodes will play an important role in the 
context of this thesis, as the research is based on finding an algorithm that efficiently 
schedules the tasks to be performed by a bridging node. 
A BT unit can simultaneously be a slave member of multiple piconets, but only master in one 
(although a BT unit that acts as master in one piconet can participate in other piconets as a 
slave). A BT unit can only transmit and receive data in one piconet at a time, so participation 
in mUltiple piconets has to be on a time division multiplex basis. The set of rules, which 
regulate the activities of a bridging node in multiple piconets, is called Inter-Piconet 
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Scheduling algorithm. Examples of this kind of scheduling mechanisms will be discussed 
thoroughly in chapter 3. 

+ 

·P\9onet5 
+. 

Mx - Master of piconet x 

• 
.. BT unit. master in one ~ BT unit, master in one 

BT unit, master V piconet, slave in one \y piconet, slave in two 

o BTunit, slave 

Figure 1.2 

r>t BT ~it, slave in 
\GI two plconets 

A Bluetooth scattemet 

D\ BT unit, slave in 
\.Y three piconets 

Server 

• • 

The Bluetooth system provides full-duplex transmlSSion built on slotted Time Division 
Duplex (TOO), where each slot is 0.625 ms long. The time slots are numbered sequentially 
using a very large number range (cyclic with a cycle of 227

). Master-to-slave transmission 
always starts in an even-numbered time slot while slave-to-master transmission always starts 
in an odd-numbered time slot. An even-numbered time slot and its subsequent odd-numbered 
time slot (i.e. a master-to-slave time slot and a slave-to-master time slot, except when multi
slot packets are used) together are called frame. The Bluetooth communication structure will 
come up in detail in the next chapter. 

The communication within a piconet is organized such that the master polls each slave 
according to some polling scheme (Intra-Piconet Scheduling Algorithm, see chapter 3). With 
one exception, a slave is only allowed to transmit after having been polled by the master. The 
slave will then start its transmission in the slave-to-master time slot immediately following 
the packet received from the master. The master mayor may not include data in the packet 
used to poll the slave. The only exception to the above principle is that when a slave has an 
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established SCO (Synchronous Connection Oriented) link (see below for explanation and 
chapter 2 for a more detailed definition), it is always allowed to transmit in the pre-allocated 
slave-to-master time slot. Transmission in a piconet is allowed exclusively between the 
master and a slave (and vice versa). There is no way for a slave to directly address another 
slave. 

Each BT unit has a globally unique 48 bit IEEE 802 address. This address, called the 
Bluetooth Device Address (BD_ADDR) is assigned when the BT unit is manufactured and it 
is never changed. In addition, the master of a piconet assigns a local Active Member Address 
(AM_ADDR) to each active member of the piconet. The AM_ADDR, which is only three bits 
long, is dynamically assigned and de-assigned; it is unique only within a single piconet. 

Even though all data is transmitted in packets, the packets can carry both synchronous data, 
on Synchronous Connection Oriented (SCO) links (mainly intended for voice traffic) and 
asynchronous data, on Asynchronous Connection-Less (ACL) links. Depending on the type of 
packet that is used, an acknowledgment and retransmission scheme is used (not for SCO 
packets transferring synchronous data) to ensure reliable transfer of data (as well as forward 
error correction (FEC) in the form of channel coding). 

The standard format of a Bluetooth packet (although there are exceptions for certain control 
packets) is shown in figure 1.3. 

ACCESS 
CODE 

Figure 1.3 

HEADER 

Standard Baseband packet format 

PAYLOAD 

The AM_ADDR is located in the packet header followed by some control parameters (e.g. a 
bit indicating acknowledgment or retransmission request of the previous packet, when 
applicable) and a header error check (HEC). 
The format of the payload' depends on the type of packet. The payload of an ACL packet 
consists of a header, a data field and (with some exceptions) a cyclic redundancy CRC. The 
payload of an SCO packet consists of only a data field. In addition, there are hybrid packets 
including two data fields, one for synchronous data and one for asynchronous data. Packets in 
which the payload does not include a CRC are neither acknowledged nor retransmitted. 

The protocol layers of a Bluetooth system are illustrated in figure 1.4. The Baseband, LMP 
and L2CAP represent existing Bluetooth specific protocols, the "High level protocol or 
application" represents protocols that mayor may not be Bluetooth specific while the 
Network layer is currently not specified in the Bluetooth standard. 

An important capability in any ad-hoc networking technology is the neighbour discovery 
feature. Without a neighbour discovery capability, a BT unit would not be able to fmd any 
other BT unit to communicate with and, consequently, no ad hoc network would be formed. 
The neighbour discovery procedure in Bluetooth consists of the INQUIRY message and 
INQUIRY RESPONSE message. 
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Related to the INQUIRY procedure is the PAGE procedure, which is used to establish an 
actual connection between two BT units. Both INQUIRY and PAGE procedure are treated in 
detail in the next chapter. 
Beside the neighbour discovery capabilities, the BT units can enter several power saving 
modes, namely, SNIFF, HOLD and PARK mode. These modes will also be described in the 
next chapter. 

Figure 1.4 
The Bluetooth protocol layers. 

1.2 ENABLING NETWORKING 

In order to design any networking enabling solution few properties of Bluetooth technology 
must be taken into account [2]: 

.:. Slow neighbour discovery compared to other ad-hoc networking technologies 

.:. Connection establishment necessary prior to communication 

.:. The master-slave topology implies that all communication goes between master and slave 

.:. The capacity within a piconet is shared among the slaves using time division 

.:. Participation in different piconets has to be on a time division basis due to a single 
transceiver 

.:. One of the basic ideas behind Bluetooth is that it should be possible to implement the 
technology in almost any kind of device. To enable this ubiquity all solutions must be 
rather simple in order to keep complexity and cost low 
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The current Bluetooth specifications include hardly any support for networking features. The 
most advanced network covered by the standard is a piconet with a master unit up to seven 
active slave units. The task of building networking functions on top of the basic Bluetooth 
technology is not straightforward. A number of obstacles of different sizes, often resulting 
from the fact that Bluetooth was not originally intended as a networking technology, have to 
be overcome. It should be pointed out that a connection oriented TDD system, like Bluetooth, 
with slow neighbour discovery and connection establishment is not very well suited for ad
hoc networking. It is not as flexible in adapting its topology to changing conditions (e.g. 
moving nodes) as competing technologies using broadcast media and random channel access, 
like e.g. WLAN. 
Hence, Bluetooth must be enhanced with a number of mechanisms necessary for ad hoc 
networking. This includes: 

.:. Principles and algorithms for how piconets and scattemets can be formed and maintained 
in a reasonably efficient manner 

.:. A scheduling algorithm controlling the master's polling of the slaves: intra·piconet 
scheduling 

.:. A scheduling algorithm for nodes bridging nodes: inter-viconet scheduling. These are the 
nodes that will be responsible for forwarding packets between different piconets 

.:. Enhancement of the protocol stack to support IP (and possibly other network protocols) 
on top of Bluetooth 

.:. A routing mechanism to support communication between arbitrary nodes in a scattemet 

.:. Quality of Service mechanisms on a level that is required by the usage scenario 

.:. Mechanisms to achieve an acceptable level of security in an ad-hoc network 

In addition, other issues may be important depending on the usage scenario, e.g. support for 
compressed voice traffic (see end of chapter 2), e.g. to extend a cellular network into a PAN 
(Personal Area Network) and hand-off between two LAN access points. 
As it has been mentioned, the aim of this thesis is to analyse the inter-piconet scheduling 
problem. Firstly, the existing proposals will be analysed and qualitatively valuated (chapter 
3). Secondly, a new proposal will be presented in chapter 4. Finally, the proposed algorithm 
will be tested and evaluated in chapter 6 in conformance with scenarios and evaluation criteria 
discussed in chapter 5. 
We will conclude this chapter by focusing the attention on the specifications of the inter
piconet scheduling problem. 

1.3 SCHEDULING PROBLEM SPECIFICATIONS 

The scheduling of slave nodes in a piconet is an important task for the master. The scheduling 
algorithm must ensure high performance while maintaining reasonable fairness between the 
different slaves. As it was anticipated, this scheduling is called intra-piconet scheduling. This 
scheduling mechanism is active only in master units. 
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A more complex problem to tackle is the scheduling between different piconets: the inter
piconet scheduling. The nodes that are members of more than one piconet must schedule their 
presence in each of the piconets and preferably make sure this presence is mutual with the 
master of the piconet (unless the node is the master itself, of course), It must also be able to 
support any QoS concept that is extended beyond the borders of a single piconet. This 
scheduling must communicate and be harmonised with the intra-piconet scheduling. The 
inter-piconet scheduling algorithm is active in all nodes, but becomes trivial if the node is not 
a member of more than one piconet. 
Furthermore, all Bluetooth units must have time for INQUIRY and PAGE procedures in order 
to be able to discover other nodes (as it was pointed out earlier in this chapter), establish new 
piconets and include new members in existing piconets. Time for the INQUIRY and PAGE 
procedures has to be squeezed into the regular scheduling. 
Getting all this scheduling to work efficiently in a coordinated manner is a delicate problem, 
especially since the general Bluetooth condition of simplicity (low cost and complexity) must 
be taken into account also in this case. 

Designing an inter-piconet scheduling algorithm is an intriguing problem, since the problem 
is not isolated to a single node or a single piconet. The inter-piconet scheduling in different 
nodes and different piconets can affect each other in a way that can propagate throughout the . 
entire scattemet as it is the case in one of the proposals presented in chapter 3. The many 
degrees of freedom make the task of scheduling a mutual presence between two nodes in a 
piconet very complex. However, since high complexity should be avoided, a reasonably 
simple solution with acceptable performance must be found. This attempt has been made in 
chapter 4. 

The exact assignment of this graduation project as well as the references list can be found in 
the enclosure "Literature Research". 



CHAPTER 2 

The Communication Structure within the 
Bluetooth Network 

Communication in Bluetooth is based on connected elementary cells: the Ptconets. A Piconet is a 
simple point-to-point or point-to-multipoint network: consisting of one Master device and one to 
seven active Slave devices. In addition, an indefmite number of inactive Slave devices may be 
present. These have been switched to a "PARK" mode (by the Master of the Piconet) after having 
been active for a certain period. The PARK mode is one of the operating modes that will be 
discussed in this chapter. The scheduling algorithms, presented in the following chapters, make 
use of one or more operating modes (i.e. HOLD, SNIFF) in order to distribute capacity, for 
instance. The reader should refer to this chapter if elucidations with regard to operating modes are 
needed. 
Beside the communication tasks, Bluetooth devices should perform INQUIRY and PAGE 
procedures in order to increase the connectivity of the network.. Communication, inquiring, 
paging are the principal tasks which should regularly be performed by all devices (Master and 
Slaves) and will described in detail later on in this chapter. 
In the case of Slaves participating in multiple Piconets (bridging nodes) all these tasks must be 
scheduled carefully: the communication with their Masters cannot find place simultaneously, 
since any Bluetooth device has got only one transceiver and synchronisation is needed before 
joining any Piconet actively. We will investigate the suitability of each of the available modes for 
switching between Piconets. 
Support for different quality of service (QoS) classes in Bluetooth networks mainly consists of 
the SCO (Synchronous Connection Oriented) links. For this kind of links reserved time slots are 
allocated to guarantee the timely delivery of real-time sensitive circuit switched traffic, typically 
64 kbps voice traffic. Even though SCO links can handle this kind of traffic, it may be of interest 
to investigate an increased support for real-time traffic over ACL (Asynchronous Connection
Less) links. This issue will be discussed in the last section of this chapter. 
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2.1 OVERVIEW 
The Master regulates the communication within a Piconet: the Slaves cannot communicate 
directly with each other. All data must pass through the Master of the Piconet [1]. 
When possible (the number of active Slaves does not reach the maximum), the Master may invite 
inactive ("parked") devices to reach the active group of Slaves within its Piconet. 
It is theoretically possible (the cases considered until now involve only single Piconets), and 
practically desirable for a single device to participate in multiple Piconets quasi-simultaneously. 
A device might participate in more than one Piconet in one of two ways: as a Slave in both 
Piconets (Slave/Slave node), as a Master in one Piconet and a Slave in the other (Master/Slave 
node). 
There are two reasons for participating in more than one Piconet at once. 

1. Multiple Application Profile Support 
Bluetooth devices should be capable of performing more tasks .at the same time, e.g. a PC 
may be accessing a network, while at the same time address book synchronisation is being 
performed with a cell-phone. It is desirable to perform these tasks simultaneously and 
independently from each other. In this scenario the Application Profiles don't know that some 
part of the Baseband resources are being used for another purpose 

2. Scatternet operation 
it connects two different Piconets by acting as a bridge or a router for traffic between 
Piconets. The amount of time the device spends in each Piconet is influenced by the amount 
of data traffic that is required to be passed between them 

When Piconets expand to ScaUemets, the following problems have to be addressed: 

.:. Co-ordination of activities within a device: 
Enough time should be allocated for "INQUIRY", "INQUIRY SCAN", intra-Piconet 
activities and bridging between Piconets (Master/Slaves and SlaVe/Slave). "Enough time" 
means: how often should these activities be scheduled? Moreover, what modes should be 
used in which nodes (Master, Slave, Master/Slave or Slave/Slave)? 

.:. "Set-up time": 
in order to be connected a set-up time is needed. Mter coming into radio range, an INQUIRY 
procedure is started, followed by a PAGE procedure, which leads to being connected . 

• :. Capacity loss during Piconet bridging: 
during transfer of data a device must schedule its presence in the Piconets it is participating in 

.:. Synchronisation loss while busy in another Piconet: 
a device needs to be "synchronised" with a master in order to participate in a piconet. 
Synchronisation is the subject of the next section. 
When a device stays too long away from a Piconet, synchronisation becomes a problem. This 
will become clear after taking a look at the time constraints 

.:. Communication loss while busy: 
Suppose the Master of the Piconet itself represents the bridging device. When this Master is 
busy in another Piconet or with an INQUIRY (paging) procedure, its Slaves cannot 
communicate for a while. 
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The following stages can be identified in the creation of a Bluetooth network:: 

.:. The formation of a Piconet. This takes place when a device starts the link set-up procedure, 
executing the INQUIRY and PAGE procedures 

.:. Devices enter or leave the Piconet. New devices can become members of the Piconet or leave 
from it. The device can become either a Slave in the Piconet or a Master. In the last case, the 
Master of the existing Piconet must become Slave of this node, or a Slave in the Piconet must 
become Slave towards the new node, too 

.:. The splitting or merging of Piconets. This happens when a Piconet becomes too large to 
maintain efficient communication. It may then split into two or more Piconets, containing 
bridging nodes to ensure the inter-Piconet communication. 

When two Bluetooth devices want to start communicating, they first must discover each other 
(neighbour discovery). One of these devices then should start an INQUIRY procedure and the 
other device should maintain an INQUIRY SCAN procedure. 
The execution of the INQUIRY procedure takes much more bandwidth resources than the 
execution of the INQUIRY SCAN procedure. Very busy devices should not perform any 
INQUIRY procedure for the sake of network efficiency. Devices that are less busy should 
perform INQUIRY SCAN and INQUIRY regularly, in order not to miss each other. 

When a Bluetooth node is involved in a Scatternet, it may become a bridging node. This will 
happen in one of the two ways mentioned at the beginning of this section. In the case of 
Master/Slave the node will function both as a Master in its own Piconet, and as a Slave in another 
Piconet. In the Slave/Slave case, the node will function as a Slave in both Piconets. In both cases, 
the presence of the node in the different Piconets should be scheduled by performing inter
Piconet scheduling. The latter will make use of three possible modes in which any Bluetooth 
device may operate: 

.:. PARK mode: 
If the Master/Slave case is being considered, the Master/Slave node "parks" its Slaves for an 
undefined amount of time while it stays synchronised in another Piconet or while performing 
one of the link set-up procedures. The Slaves loose their active member address. In the 
Slave/Slave case the node stays parked in a Piconet (where it looses its active member 
address) while working actively in another Piconet 

.:. HOW mode: 
The Slaves are put on HOLD for a limited amount of time (in the Master/Slave case) and they 
will not loose their active member addresses. In the Slave/Slave case, the node schedules its 
presence in the Piconets by alternately putting itself on HOLD in one of them (the amount of 
HOLD-time should be agreed with the Masters). 
When data need to be forwarded from one Piconet to the neighbouring one, large "store-and
forward" buffers in the bridging node are required. Real-time performance will degrade. 
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.:. SNIFF mode: 
An activity duty cycle is negotiated between Master and Slaves. In the Master/Slave case, the 
node will negotiate an activity duty cycle with its Slaves and an inverse duty cycle can then 
be negotiated with the Master of the neighbouring Piconet. In the Slave/Slave case, the node 
should negotiate with its Masters two complementary duty cycles. No large buffers are 
needed in this case and real time communication remains possible. 

In the next sections, we shall consider in detail the features which influences scheduling in a 
Scatternet. 

2.2 SYNCHRONISATION· 

The channel in the piconet is characterised entirely by the master of the Piconet [1]. The 
Bluetooth device address (BD_ADDR) of the master determines the frequency hopping sequence 
and the channel access code; the system clock of the master determines the phase in the hopping 
sequence and sets the timing. In addition, the master controls the traffic on the channel by a 
polling scheme. By definition, the master is represented by the Bluetooth unit that initiates the 
connection (to one or more slave units). Once a piconet has been established, master-slave roles 
can be exchanged. We will speak about master-slave switch later on. 

Every Bluetooth unit has an internal system clock, which determines the timing and hopping of 
the transceiver. The Bluetooth clock is derived from a free running native clock that is never 
adjusted and is never turned off. For synchronisation with other units, only offsets are used that, 
added to the native clock, provide temporary Bluetooth clocks which are mutually synchronised. 
The Bluetooth clock provides the heart beat of the Bluetooth transceiver. Its resolution is at least 
half the TX or RX slot length (312.5 J.lS). 
The clock of the master determines the timing and the frequency hopping in the channel of a 
piconet. When the piconet is established, the master clock is communicated to the slave. Each 
slave adds an offset to its native clock to be synchronised to the master clock. Since the clocks are 
free running, the"offsets have to be updated regularly. 
In the different modes and states a Bluetooth unit can reside in, the clock has different 
appearances; 

.:. CLKN (native clock) 

.:. CLKE (estimated clock) 

.:. CLK (master clock) 

The first one characterises the free-running native clock and is the reference to all other clock 
appearances. CLKE and CLK are derived from the reference CLKN by adding an offset. CLKE is 
a clock estimate a paging unit makes of the native clock of the recipient: an offset is added to the 
CLKN of the pager to approximate the CLKN of the recipient, the pager speeds up the connection 
establishment. CLK is the master clock of the piconet. It is used for all timing and scheduling 
activities in the piconet. All Bluetooth devices use the CLK to schedule their transmission and 
reception. The CLK is derived from the native clock CLKN by adding an offset such that the 
CLK corresponds to the CLKN of the master. Mutual drifts causes inaccuracies in CLK. 
Therefore, the offset in the slaves must be regularly updated such that CLK is 
approximately CLKN of the master. 
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As said above, synchronisation with the master of the piconet takes place immediately after that 
the piconet is fonned or every time any device (re-)joins the piconet. A device participating in 
more piconets must schedule its activities taking account of the synchronisation time. We will 
speak about timing constraints concerning synchronisation in the next sections. 

2.3 TIMING CONSTRAINTS 

We saw that each Piconet has its own independent physical clock and generally, there is no co
ordination among the Piconets at the physical layer. The device must schedule its activities within 
the constraints of maintaining its links. It should also. schedule Piconet activities so that the 
individual links are used as effectively as possible. 
The device must solve several timing problems. Scatternet clocking has been considered in the 
last section: it has to do with the differential clock drift between two devices. As a result the basic 
issue at baseband is time tracking. 
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RXlTX cycle of Bluetooth master transceiver in nonnal mode for single-slot packets. 

As it was anticipated in the last chapter, communication is based on TDD: time slots of 625 J.1S 
are used to exchange packets: the Master polls the Slave sending a packet in a slot and the Slave 
may send in the next one. We also saw that the piconet is synchronised by the system clock of the 
master. The master keeps an exact interval of Mx625 J.1S (where M is an even, positive integer 
larger than 0) between consecutive transmissions. 
The slaves adapt their native clocks with a timing offset in order to match the master clock. 
This offset is updated each time a packet is received from the master: by comparing the exact RX 
timing, the slaves correct the offset for any timing misalignments. The slave RX timing is based 
on the latest successful trigger during a master-to-slave slot. 
In the connection mode, the Bluetooth transceiver transmits and receives alternately, see Figure 
2.1 and Figure 2.2. 
To allow for some time slipping. an uncertainty window is defined around the exact receive 
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timing. During noxmal operation, the window length is 20 ps, which allows the RX burst to arrive 
up to lOps too early or lOps too late. During the beginning of the RX cycle, the access 
correlator searches for the correct channel access code (take a look at the packet header in the 
previous chapter) over the uncertainty window. If no trigger event occurs, the receiver goes to 
sleep until the next RX event. If a trigger event does occur, the receiver remains open to receive 
the rest of the packet. Figure 2.1 also makes clear that the time drifts in the slave(s) do not affect 
the master TX timing. 
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RXffX cycle of Bluetooth slave transceiver in normal mode for single-slot packets. 

In the connection state, the Bluetooth unit can be placed in a HOLD mode (see later on fora 
detailed description of the operation modes). In the HOLD mode, a Bluetooth transceiver neither 
transmits nor receives infoxmation. When returning to the noxmal operation after a HOLD mode 
in a slave Bluetooth unit, the slave must listen to the master before it may send infoxmation. In . 
that case, the search window in the slave unit may be increased from ± 10 ps to a larger value X 
ps as illustrated in figure 2.3. The search window may exceed 625 ps up to a maximum of 2x625 
ps (the length of two slots). 
When the access code of the packet sent by the master is recognised, active communication 
within the piconet may resume. At least one slot is needed thus to return to the noxmal operation. 
Because of transmission errors, the slave can miss the packet of the master. In this case, it will 
wait for the next transmission and it will further widen the search window. 
The device may be placed also in SNIFF mode. This will prevent the node to stay too long away 
from a piconet. When returning to the noxmal operation, the node will not need widening the 
search window too much: the length of the window will amount to about one slot. 

The HOLD and SNIFF modes are essential when a node actively participates in more than one 
piconet. The device can actively operate in only one piconet and it must be placed in one of these 
mentioned low power modes in the other piconets. 
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Imagine the bridging node, which participates in two piconets and must forward data packets 
from one piconet to the other. When switching between the piconets it must spend one slot time 
(in the best case) to synchronise. This will result in a charmel capacity loss. 

TXSlot RX Slot 

±XflS 

Figure 2.3 
RX timing of slave returning from hod state 

Synchronisation time constraints represent a limitation for Connection Oriented links. A basic 
Synchronised Connection Oriented (SCO) link consists of duplex pairs of packets transmitted 
every six slots see figure 2.4. 

seOMaster 

seo Slave 

Figure 2.4 
Basic seo link slot division 

Two SCO links would leave 33% of the link unoccupied, since only two slots are left free. 
Suppose two SCO links were to be set up in a bridging node. all in the same piconet. The first 
SCO link occupies the first two slots, the second SCO link is active in the following two 
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slots then timing synchronisation is needed in order to become active in the second piconet. As 
we saw, inter-piconet time alignment does not yield only one slot pair that is available in the 
second piconet and consequently, the device cannot maintain a duplex link on a second piconet. 
Therefore, a scatternet device cannot have more than one SeQ link in any of the piconets in 
which it participates. 

There is one more time constraint, which concerns the PAGE state. This state will be considered 
in detail in a later section. Any node in a scatternet must perform the paging procedure regularly 
in order to keep the extendibility of the scatternet high. 
In the PAGE state, the master transmits the device access code (ID packet) corresponding to the 
slave to be connected, rapidly on a large number of different hop frequencies. In a single TX slot 
interval, the paging master transmits on two different hop frequencies. In a single RX slot 
interval. the paging transceiver listens to two different hop frequencies. ID. figure 2.5 f(i) represent 
the frequencies at which the master transmits and f(i) the frequencies at which it receives. 
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To perform this paging procedure the node must temporarily leave the piconet. At least it must 
stay away two slot intervals long. If its presence is needed within the piconet, the active state and 
the paging state must be scheduled as efficient as possible. 

The same considerations are valid for the INQUIRY state. In this case, the device also transmits 
short packets in order to discover new (discoverable) devices in the neighbourhood. The scheme 
corresponds with the one in figure 2.5. 

The timing constraints of a scatternet device are numerous. Summarising: 

.:. It must maintain a separate piconet clock for each piconet where is participating in . 
• :. It must maintain timing synchronisation for each piconet in which it is a Slave . 
• :. It must enable its Slaves to maintain their timing synchronisation in each Piconet in which it 

is a Master. 
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.:. Besides, many procedures must be perfonned and these require a minimal number of slots in 
which the node cannot operate actively within the piconets it is participating in. 

2.4 PAGING 

With the paging procedure, an actual connection can be established 
In the PAGE SCAN sub-state, a unit listens to the transmissions in the neighbourhood, trying to 
identify its own device access code. The duration of the SCAN window amounts to T w page scan' 

During the SCAN window, the unit listens at a single hop frequency. The window is long enough 
to scan 16-page frequency completely. The PAGE SCAN sub-state can be entered as shown in 
figure 2.6. 

Figure 2.6 
State diagram 

Before entering the PAGE SCAN sub-state from the CONNECTION state, the unit preferably 
reserves as much capacity for scanning. If desired, the unit may place ACL connections in the 
HOLD mode or even use the PARK mode. PAGE SCAN should preferably never interrupt SCO 
connections. The reserved SCO slots that have higher priority than the PAGE SCAN may 
interrupt the PAGE SCAN. If PAGE scanning is continuously interrupted by the SCO 
connection, the SCAN window shall be increased to minimise the set-up delay, see figure 2.7. 
The SCAN interval TpAGE SCAN is defined as the interval between the beginnings of two 
consecutive PAGE SCAN windows. 
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The master (source) uses the PAGE sub-state to activate and connect to a slave (destination), 
which periodically wakes up in the PAGE SCAN sub-state. The master tries to capture the slave 
by repeatedly transmitting the slave's device access code (DAC) in different hop channels. Since 
the Bluetooth clocks of the master and the slave are not synchronised, the master does not know 
exactly when the slave wakes up and on which hop frequency. Therefore, it transmits a train of 
identical DACs at different hop frequencies, and listens in between the transmit intervals until it 
receives a response from the slave. 
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Figure 2.6 
(a) PAGE SeAN Timing, (b) PAGE SeAN with one SeQ link 

The slave's device address is used to determine the PAGE hopping sequence. The latter 
represents the sequence adopted by the master to reach the slave. For the phase in the sequence, 
the master uses an estimate of the slave's clock. This estimate can be derived from the timing 
information that was exchanged during the INQUlRY procedure. The estimate of the Bluetooth 
clock in the slave can be completely wrong. Although the master and the slave use the same 
hopping sequence, they use different phases in the sequence and will never meet each other. To 
compensate for the clock drifts, the master will send its PAGE message during a short time 
interval on a number of wake-up frequencies. During each TX slot, the master sequentially 
transmits on two different hop frequencies. In the following R.X slot, the receiver will listen 
sequentially to two corresponding R.X hops. 
The PAGE hopping sequence is divided into two paging trains A and B of 16 frequencies, see 
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figure 2.8. 
The master repeats Train A Npage times. Hereafter Train B is repeated just the same number of 
times. If still no response is obtained the process is repeated from the beginning. 
The PAGE sub-state can be entered from the standby state or the connection state as shown in 
figure 2.6. When entering from standby all the capacity can be used to carry out the PAGE. 
Before entering the PAGE sub-state from the connection state, the unit must free as much 
capacity as possible for scanning. The ACL connections may be put on HOLD or PARK. 
However, the PAGE may not disturb the SCO links. This means that the reserved SCO slots, 
which have higher priority than the PAGE, will interrupt the PAGE. If SCO links are present, the 
repetition number Npage of a single train should be increased. 
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When the slave successfully receives a PAGE message, there is a coarse PH synchronisation 
between the master and the slave. Both master and slave enter a response routine to exchange 
vital information to continue the connection set-up. The unit that initialises the connection is 
defined as the master unit. 
The amount of time needed to successfully PAGE and connect a device varies and depends on 
several factors: 

.:. PAGE SCAN Interval: 
Depending on the state from which PAGE SCAN is entered Tpagesc8n can vary. It can be 
continuous (when entering from standby state). This means that the number of repetitions of a 
train Npageis low. 
T page scan can be at most 1.28 s. Accordingly Npage will amount to a maximum of 128. 
T page scan can be at most 2.56 s and Npage will amount to a maximum of 256 

.:. Previous Clock information: 
the paging device had previously (during the inquiring response) received information of the 
destination device about its clock values and then it can estimate it. This allows the paging 
device to predict the hop frequency and the time when the destination device will wake up 

.:. Age of clock information: 
the older the clock information is the greater the error is between the estimated clock of the 
destination device and its actual clock values 

There are several Paging issues in a Scattemet environment. Firstly Scattemet formation requires 
that devices that are currently active in a Piconet (or multiple Piconets) and that are connectable 
must periodically enter into PAGE SCAN state. This means that both Masters and Slaves must 
periodically enter the PAGE SCAN mode and be able to respond to a PAGE. For Master devices 
this does not cause a serious problem, since it controls the communication in its Piconet and can 
select a time to enter in PAGE SCAN state, putting its Slaves on HOLD (or SNIFF) mode. The 
Slave should first negotiate with its Master(s) for an inactive period before entering the PAGE 
SCAN state. 
The paging process is very long and the duration is indeterminate for unknown devices. When a 
Slave performs a PAGE, it may schedule an inactive period in the current Piconets for the 
estimated time needed to complete the paging proCe9ure. If the PAGE should take less time than 
scheduled to PAGE, it would be efficient to re-join the Piconet before the scheduled time. If the 
time taken to complete the PAGE is longer than estimated it would result in scheduling violations 
in the Piconets the Slave is member of. 

2.5INQIDRY 

INQumY is the procedure by which neighbour discovery is performed. This is used in 
applications where the destination's device address is unknown to the source. During an 
INQumy sub-state, the discovering unit collects the Bluetooth device addresses and clocks of all 
units that respond to the INQUIRY message. It can then make a connection to one of them by 
means of the previously described PAGE procedure. 
A unit that wants to discover other Bluetooth units enters an INQUIRY sub-state. In this sub-
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state, it continuously transmits the INQUIRY message (which is the ill packet) at different hop 
frequencies. 
A unit that wants to be discovered regularly enters the INQUIRY SCAN sub-state to respond to 
INQUIRY messages. 
The INQUIRY SCAN sub-state is very similar to the PAGE SCAN sub-state. However, instead 
of scanning for the unit's device access code, the receiver looks for the INQUIRY access code 
long enough to completely SCAN for 16 INQUIRY frequencies. The length of this SCAN period 
is denoted T w_INQUlRY_SCIIII' The SCAN is performed at a single hop frequency. 
This sub-state can be entered from the standby or the connection state, as shown in figure 2.6. 
The same considerations regarding capacity reservation in the PAGE procedures apply in this 
case, too. 

The unit that wants to discover new devices uses the INQUIRY sub-state. This sub-state is very 
similar to the PAGE sub-state. The TX and RX frequencies follow the INQUIRY hopping 
sequence and the INQUIRY response hopping sequence. The general INQUIRY access code and 
the native clock of the discovering device determine them. In between INQUIRY transmissions, 
the Bluetooth receiver scans for INQUIRY response messages. When found, the entire response 
packet (PHS packet) is read, after which the unit continues with the INQUIRY transmissions. The 
same trains as in the PAGE sub-state are used, and the same time constraints of the PAGE sub
state are valid in the INQUIRY sub-state. Instead of the Npage, a NINQUIRY is defined. This 
represents the number of times one train of frequencies is repeated. It can amount to a minimum 
of 768 if two SeQ links are present. As in the case of PAGE procedures, the SeQ connections 
have a higher priority and the INQUIRY must be interrupted in the slots reserved for the SeQ 
link. This results in a larger NINQUIRY. 

The amount of time needed to successfully perform the INQUIRY procedure depends on the 
following factors: 

.:. The number of seQ links. More time is needed to discover any neighbour when SeQ links 
are present . 

• :. The INQUIRY response. When the INQUIRY message is received in the INQUIRY SCAN 
sub-state, a response message containing the recipient's address must be returned. This 
response message is a conventional PHS packet carrying the unit's parameters. However, a 
contention problem may arise when several Bluetooth units are in close proximity to the 
inquiring unit and all respond to an INQUIRY message at the same time. 

Suppose that a device has a Master or Slave role in a Piconet, the node needs to spend the 
maximal percentage of its time in INQUIRY sub-state that is possible. This is also valid for the 
INQUIRY SCAN sub-state. In addition, the Master or the Slave needs to maintain its 
responsibilities within the Piconet. If the device is not able to spend time processing a hop train, it 
risks missing the INQUIRY response of discoverable devices. If the device is not in INQUIRY 
SCAN sub-state for the required fraction of time, it may not be discoverable. The time a node 
actively spends in a Piconet and the time it spends performing inquiring procedures should be 
scheduled effectively. This means, for example, that a Master which is forwarding data for two 
SeQ links, does not have time left to perform any INQUIRY procedure. A Slave that is not 
involved in any communication link and does not have anything to send should spend the most of 
the time in the INQUIRY and INQUIRY SCAN sub-states. 
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2.6 MASTER-SLAVE SWITCH 

This procedure allows two devices that are currently connected to exchange roles. For Scatternet 
operation, this mechanism provides the means to change the Scatternet topology by creating or 
deleting Piconets. 
In principle, the unit that creates the piconet is the master. However, a master-slave switch can 
take place when a slave wants to become a master. For the two units involved in the switch, the . 
switch results in a reversal of their TX and RX timing: a 1'OD switch. Since the piconet 
parameters are derived from the device address and clock of the master, a master-slave switch 
inherently involves a redefinition of the piconet: a piconet switch. The new piconet's parameters 
are derived from the former slave's device address and clock. Because of the piconet switch, 
other slaves in the piconet not involved in the switch have to be moved to the new piconet, 
changing their timing and their hopping scheme. The new parameters have to be communicated to 
each slave. 
There are three scenarios: 

.:. Device joining an existing Piconet: 
the new device pages the Master device in the existing Piconet. A link is established where 
the new device is the Master and the existing Master device becomes a Slave towards the new 
device. Effectively, a Scatternet is temporally formed. A Master-Slave switch process then 
occurs to merge the new device into the original Piconet 

.:. Device splitting from the current Piconet with it becoming Master: 
a Slave device in an existing Piconet changes roles with the current Master to create a new 
Piconet. The old Master device then has the dual role of Master in one Piconet and Slave in 
the other 

.:. Device taking over control of the existing Piconet: 
the Slave performs a role switch with the Master device. The previous Master becomes a 
Slave in the new Piconet 

The Master-Slave switch process is an important capability for Scatternet formation. It provides a 
method that can be used to modify the topology of the Scatternet by allowing the exchange of 
roles. It is particularly useful to reduce the number of Piconets in the case where a new device 
connects to the Master of an existing Piconet. 
The piconet switch can take much time and resources. In case that a SCO link is active within a 
piconet, piconet switches must be avoided, as this kind of links may not be put on HOLD. This 
means that SCO links have a higher priority with respect to scatternet efficiency. At the end of 
this chapter, we will discuss the possibility to replace the SCO links with ACL links, which are 
much more versatile and would not represent an obstacle as far as scatternet efficiency is 
concerned. 

2.7 OPERATING MODES 

We have previously pointed out that a bridging node should schedule its presence in the Piconets 
it is participating in. The way to realise this is to switch to one of the existing low power modes: 
SNIFF, HOLD or PARK (while in the connection state). We will discuss the mentioned modes in 
detail: 
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2.7.1 SNIFF 

Rather than listening to every received slot from the Master, the Slave has only to listen to a 
limited amount of slots during Nsniff attempt out of a total amount during T sniff, see figure 2.9. Any 
Slave enters SNIFF mode when forced by the Master or when requested (and negotiated) by 
either the Master or the Slave. 
SNIFF mode actually refers to the connection (at the Link Manager and Baseband level) and not 
the device. Devices with an ACL connection can place the connection in SNIFF mode. SCQ 
connections cannot be placed in SNIFF mode. 
By placing the connection in SNIFF mode, a Master and a Slave formally arrange a repeating 
"free period" during which other activities may be performed. During this period, a device may 
enter an INQUIRY, INQUIRY SCAN, PAGE, PAGE SCAN sub-states, or it may enter a low 
power mode to conserve power consumption. 
SNIFF mode also provides a means for a unit to be active in more than one Piconet. Regular 
periods of inactivity can be scheduled in one Piconet allowing a unit to participate in another 
Piconet. 
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While in SNIFF mode, a Slave device retains its active member address (AM_ADDR). Hence it 
is still considered one of the active members of the Piconet, its ACL connection however is 
inactive. 
The duration of time in which a Slave is in the SNIFF mode must be less than the link supervision 
timeout used by Link Manager to determine when a connection has been lost. 
As we saw before, a Slave derives its timing from packets sent by the Master. Under normal 
conditions (Le. a connection in active mode), the Slave uses a 20 J.lS search window to look for 
the beginning of each packet transmission from the Master. The window begins 10 J.lS before the 
expected start time of the packet. In SNIFF mode, longer periods between packet transmissions 
from the Master may occur. Depending on the length of the "downtime interval" 
(Tsniff - Nsniffattempt), a Slave may need to increase the size of its search window at the beginning of 
each SNIFF cycle. 
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2.7.2 HOLD 

HOLD is similar to SNIFF mode except that it is a one-time instalment, rather than a periodic 
arrangement. It is forced by the Master or requested by either the Master or the Slave. It is a 
formal arrangement to place an ACL connection in a suspended state for a period up to 65535 
slots (40,9 s). SCO connections are not affected by HOLD mode. As with SNIFF mode, a Slave 
in HOLD mode retains its active member address (AM_ADDR). 
While in HOLD, a device can perform scans, pages and inquiries or participate in another 
Piconet. In addition, the duration of this mode must be less than the link supervision timeout or 
the connection is dfopped. 
Also, upon return from HOLD mode, a Slave device may have to increase the size of its receive 
search window to correct the drift in its local clock relative to the Master's local clock. If the 
duration of the HOLD state has been long enough, the search window size may be increased to 
longer than 1.25 ms (two slots duration). 
A Slave in a Piconet may request or force HOLD mode with the Master. If the Master and the 
Slave have previously agreed to enter HOLD mode for any ACL connection, then the Slave may 
force the HOLD without negotiating the HOLD mode parameters, otherwise the Slave must 
request and negotiate HOLD with the Master. While in HOLD, the Slave may communicate with 
the Master of another Piconet, or perform INQUIRY or PAGE. A kind of agreement should be 
found between the two Masters in order to schedule the HOLD mode for the common Slave. 
The Master of a Piconet that wishes to communicate as a Slave in another Piconet could use 
HOLD mode to place all ACL connections with Slaves in its Piconet. Since a Slave in a Piconet 
does not transmit unless polled by the Master, this one should stop polling each Slave in its 
Piconet while communicating as a Slave in the other Piconet. Meanwhile, the Slaves could use 
the opportunity to perform other tasks. 

2.7.3PARK 

PARK mode is another means for temporarily discontinuing transmissions between Master and 
Slave. When a slave does not need to participate on the piconet channel, but still wants to remain 
synchronised to the channel, it can enter the PARK mode, which is a low-power mode with very 
little activity in the slave. The slave loses its active member address AM_ADDR and it receives 
two new addresses: PM_ADDR (parked Member Address) and AR_ADDR (Access Request 
Address). The PM_ADDR distinguishes a parked slave from the others. The AR_ADDR is used 
by the slave in the slave-initiated unpark procedure. 
The parked slave wakes up at regular intervals to listen to the channel in order to re-synchronise 
and to check for broadcast messages. To support the synchronisation and the channel access of 
the parked slaves, the master supports a beacon channel. The beacon structure is communicated to 
the slave before being parked. 
The beacon channel consists of one beacon slot or a train of equidistant beacon slots, which is 
transmitted periodically with a constant time interval, see figure 2.10. 
The beacon parameters NB and T B should be chosen such that there are sufficient beacon slots for 
a parked slave to synchronise to and such that the master can ·handle the channel without 
reserving too much capacity. 
The communication within the active group of slaves keeps a higher priority. The beacon channel 
serves also for unparking of one or more parked slaves. 
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In addition to the beacon slots, an access window is defined where the parked slaves can send 
requests to be unparked. To increase reliability, the access window can be repeated MaCQ!$$ times, 
see figure 2.11. 
The same TDD scheme structure is used as on the piconet channel: the slave is only allowed to 
send an access request in the proper slave-to-master half slot if the preceding master-to-slave slot 
a broadcast packet has been received. 
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Figure 2.11 
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Beacon channel with access windows 

Access window M_ 

It should be clear that the use of access windows must be restricted to an absolute necessity. The 
beacon channel with access windows may seize precious capacity when several links are set-up 
within the active group of slaves. 

2.8 REAL-TIME SCHEDULING FOR ACL LINKS 

Support for different QoS classes in Bluetooth piconets should be kept low, considering that 
simplicity and low cost are important factors for the future success of Bluetooth devices. 
Currently this support consists of the SCO (Synchronous Connection Oriented) links and the Tpon 
parameter for ACL links1

• For SCO links, reserved time slots are allocated to guarantee the timely 
delivery of real-time sensitive circuit switched traffic, typically 64 kbps voice traffic. For ACL 
links the support is of best effort type. The only available QoS parameter is the T pon parameter, 
which defines the maximum poll interval for a certain slave node. 

1 T pon is the polling period determined by the master of a piconet. 
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Even though SCO links can handle circuit switched real-time traffic, it may be of interest to 
investigate an increased support for real-time traffic over ACL (Asynchronous Connection-Less) 
links [7]. Possible applications are e.g. compressed voice traffic (e.g. when Bluetooth is used as 
an extension of a cellular network) and video traffic. The use of the inflexible SCO links for voice 
traffic cause unnecessary scheduling problems, as it will be clear in the following chapters (where 
several scheduling algorithms are presented). These links are also inefficient, since silent intervals 

. in the conversation do not free any capacity in the piconet. In addition, 64 kbps is around five 
times the data rate needed for transferring compressed voice samples (like in cellular networks). 
Hence, sending the compressed voice samples over Bluetooth ACL links has major advantages. 
In reference [?], this issue is discussed in detail. The idea is based upon the introduction of (at 
least) two priority classes for ACL traffic: Real-Time (Rn and Best Effort (BE) traffic and the 
consequent elimination of the troublesome SCO links. 

2.9 CONCLUSIONS 

As it will be mentioned in the next chapters, we require that the scheduling algorithms support 
Quality of Service, among other things. This means that the Bridging Node should be able to 
handle capacity requests, during the communication. The way we have chosen to distribute 
capacity consists of allocating Bluetooth frames for each link, making use of the SNIFF mode. 
The standard procedures (Le. PAGE, INQUIRY) are important for the sake of network 
broadening. Therefore, even in case of heavy traffic conditions, some capacity should always be 
granted to the nodes in order to perform these procedures. 

We support the choice of eliminating SCO links and the introduction of priority classes for ACL 
links. This decision has been made in connection with the creation of a new inter-piconet 
scheduling algorithm (see chapter 4). The latter and other existing proposals (one of which is 
presented in the next chapter) are based on the idea of providing capacity allocation depending on 
priority classes exactly as an Operating System (OS) does. Bringing the inter-piconet scheduling 
problem closer to the as scheduling problem can clearly simplify the search of an efficient 
solution, as the field of as scheduling algorithms have already been investigated thoroughly. 



CHAPTER 3 

Intra- and Inter-Piconet Scheduling Algorithms 

Henceforth, we will focus the attention on the scheduling problems within the Bluetooth Network 
regardless of scatternet forming issues. In chapter 5, we will enumerate the scenarios that are 
important to simulate in order to test the scheduling solutions we are going to present. However, 
these scenarios do not take account of the way the network is formed. 
The main objective of an intra-piconet scheduling algorithm is to rule the polling scheme of the 
master within a piconet. Therefore, the master is the entity that will be concerned with intra
piconet scheduling ·mechanisms. 
Inter-piconet scheduling (IPS) takes place in a node that hosts more than one entity (i.e. several 
members of different piconets): bridging node. A scheduling algorithm then provides the scheme 
according to which the bridging node must switch between the different piconets. 
In this chapter, only one intra-piconet scheduling algorithm proposal will be described: Batched 
Fair-exhaustive-Polling. The latter will be the starting point of the inter-piconet scheduling 
algorithm proposed in chapter 4. 
Beside the mentioned intra-piconet scheduling algorithm. some IPS proposals will also be 
discussed in this chapter. 
Firstly, IPSA (Inter-Piconet Scheduling Algorithm) will be described. The problems this scheme 
encounters in normal and particular traffic conditions will be enumerated as well. 
Secondly, we will look at two algorithms, which rely on a loose IPS scheme: FLIPS (Framework 
for Loose Inter-Piconet Scheduling) and SSSS/C (Signalling-Free, Self-Learning, Scatternet 
Scheduling using CheckpOints). 

3.1 THE INTRA-PICONET ALGORITHM B-FEP 

In order to achieve a high utilisation of the bandwidth within one piconet the master node controls 
the flow of data in the piconet by polling the slaves for every data packet sent in the up-link 
direction (slave to master). A poll from the master node may be in the form of a data packet, thus 
creating a bi-directional data flow at the polling instant. In the downlink direction (master to 
slave), no polling is required to send a packet. In addition, the master controls the packet size 
used by a slave. The latter is needed fOr a precise control of bandwidth and delay in the piconet 
(i.e. QoS control). The way a master polls the slaves, i.e. the polling algorithm (intra-piconet 
algorithm), is decisive for the bandwidth utilisation in the piconet. 
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Data traffic can exhibit a bursty behaviour stemming from user behaviour, application and 
protocol mechanisms (e.g. TCP flow control, retransmission, control flow). 
The distribution of resources should accordingly be done with the objective to achieve fairness. 
For the polling algorithm this means that as much capacity as possible should be given to the 
master-slave pairs that have traffic to send, still with maintained fairness. In the following 
discussion, we will summarise the steps, which have been taken in order to design the B-FEP 
Intra-Piconet algorithm proposal [6] . 

• :. The Round-Robin (RR) algorithm represents a rather simple way to poll the slaves of a 
piconet. The slaves are polled in a circular list and each node is allowed to send one fixed size 
packet. Likewise, the master node sends downlink packets to a slave node only when that 
node is due for a poll. Assuming single slot packets only, the bandwidth share per master
slave pair in a piconet with N nodes and no SCO traffic is always: 

C Ctot 
master-slave pair = N -I (3.1) 

where C,otis the total capacity in the piconet (i.e. IMb/s). If multi-slot packets are used the 
share could· be as much as: 

5Ctot 
C master-slave pair = 5 + N _ 2 (3.2) 

This applies to the case where only one pair is active and is using 5-s10ts packets. Simulations 
have shown that the use of multi-slot packets significantly improves the handling of bursty 
traffic especially. 
The Round Robin algorithm also allocates capacity to master-slave pairs whose queues are 
empty at both sides. An efficiency improvement is done in the next step . 

• :. The Exhaustive Polling (EP) algorithm has the ability to focus capacity to the master-slave 
pairs that need it. This algorithm polls the slaves following the Round-Robin scheme until a 
node is discovered with a non-empty queue. In that case, the master stays with that node until 
the uplink queue has been exhausted. However, in the BT case the sum of uplink and 
downlink queue contents for a particular master-slave pair should be considered since the 
channel is bi-directional. The Exhaustive Polling algorithm has an inherent fairness problem: 
a dominant flow may seize the channel for a long period. If no limit on the total traffic load is 
fixed (admission control), other traffic streams may experience congestion for an indefinite 
time. Even though admission control is performed, the algorithm may still result in very high 
delay variations, but will still provide high channel utilisation. The best utilisation is achieved 
by sending more-slots packets (e.g. 5-s10ts) . 

• :. In order to introduce a fair behaviour into a polling scheme that have high utilisation the first 
two steps (RR and EP) are combined into a scheme denoted Fair Exhaustive Polling (FEP). 
The main idea is to maintain a group of active nodes that have non-empty queues and apply a 
RR scheduling of these particular queues until they are exhausted. When a node has sent all 
packets stored in its output queue, the node is withdrawn from the active group. If all nodes 
have empty queues, they are polled in a RR fashion until a node has something to send. The 
active group consists of master-slave pairs with packets in either the uplink or downlink 
queues. In order to let new pairs into the active group, the slaves outside the group must be 
polled periodically. The packet size can be chosen in order to minimise overhead. 
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.:. The last step is to schedule packets in batches. Instead of scheduling packets in a continuous 
flow, batches of packets are issued for transmission to the client (slave) units. While a batch 
is being transmitted, the next batch is formed according to the FEP algorithm. The new batch 
of packets will be based on the feedback received from the current batch being transmitted. 
This feedback should gather information about the activity level of the client units. The 
feedback provides means for the PEP to decide if a unit should be regarded as idle or if the 
uplink packet size should be increased or decreased. 

The best effort policy for a BT piconet has been to focus the available resources where they are 
best needed. The algorithm does not take into account capacity and priority requirements. In an 
active group ofIiodes, the capacity is allocated according to the RR allocation scheme (3.1). The 
Batched PEP can be an efficient intra-piconet scheduling solution if priority requirements are 
considered, too. 

3.2 THE IPS ALGORITHM PROPOSALS 

In this section, some IPS algorithm proposals will be discussed. The attention will be focused on 
two different kinds of proposals. 

INTER~PICONET SCHEDULING 

Figure 3.1 
Classification of IPS algorithms 

As depicted in figure 3.1, two kinds of algorithms have been proposed: "Quality oj Service"
based and "Best Effort"-based algorithms. The former group embraces those algorithms that 
provide specific bandwidth allocation in accordance with capacity requests and priority classes. 
The "Best Effort"-based algorithms do not allocate any specific bandwidth for the links involved 
in the inter-piconet communication; no priority classes are distinguished either. Unlike the QoS
based algorithms, these scheduling schemes are characterised by a high looseness; accordingly, 
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the bridging nodes do not have any commitments and schedule their presence in their hosted 
piconets with a high degree of freedom. 
In the next subsection, the algorithm IPSA will be briefly described and thoroughly examined. 
LIPSA (Loose-IPSA) is our IPS proposal and will be presented in the next chapter. 
In the last subsection, the "Best Effort"-based algorithms will come up. 

3.3INTER-PICONET SCHEDULING ALGORITHM (IPSA) 

In order to illustrate the description of the algorithm, the scenario in figure 3.2 has been 
considered. 

Bridging 
Node 

Figure 3.2 
Example of bridging node hosting three slaves of three different piconets. 

3.3.1 The Scatternet Scheduler 

A new overall scheduling model, denoted scatternet scheduler is presented in this proposal [3]. 
This scheduler consists of two levels: one intra-piconet scheduler active in the master nodes only 
and one inter-piconet scheduler active in every node. The part of the scattemet scheduler, which 
is responsible for intra-piconet scheduling is denoted Master-Slave Scheduler (MSS). The part 
responsible for IPS is denoted Piconet Scheduler (PS). 
The PS is assumed working with absolute timing, Le. what time slot to invoke a certain slave or 
the master, for how long that entity will have access to the radio interface and schedule the next 
interval they will get active. 
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Suppose a node hosts several entities, e.g. the master of a certain piconet and slave members of 
other piconets. The MSS will exclusively work when the master entity is active and will use the 
input from the PS to decide what slaves are currently present in the master's piconet. The PS may 
schedule several slaves as being present, overlapping in time, since they belong to the same 
piconet. 

3.3.2 The PS and the PS List 

The PS is a list consisting of points in time when a slave or the master entity in a node shall 
become active [3]. The approach taken in the IPSA proposal is based on a purely dual match 
between idle (ti) and active (tJ intervals between a master and its slave. During the period 
between active periods. the master-slave pair may put themselves in a power save mode, e.g. 
HOLD or SNIFF (cf. the previous chapter). 

Tps 

tal t.J 

PSList 

PSp, Tps 
tit tal 
t2, tal 
t3, la3 

PSp (t-<» (piconet 1 is active) (piconet 3 is active) 

tl 

tal 
PSp (t-O) (slave SI.1 is active) 

tl 

Slave Sl.1 is idle 
PSp (t-o) 

Slave S3,1 is idle 
PSp (t-<» 

Figure 3.3 

(a) 

Slave SI,I is in SNlFF mode 

(b) 

Slave S2.1 is idle 

(c) 

tl 

(d) 

PSList 

PSp, Tps 
tit tal 

PSList 

PSp, Tps 
tit tal 

PSList 

PSp, Tps 
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PS Fmmes and PS lists for the bridging node (a), master MI (b), master M2 (c), and master M3 (d). PSp is 
the PS pointer, which indicates the starting point of the PS frame 
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A node that has set up SNIFF mode intervals in two piconets will have the same periodic pattern 
until new SNIFF intervals are negotiated. If HOLD mode is used a new T HOLD must be defmed at 
each end of a communication window in a piconet. 
In figure 3.3 the representations of the PS list in the PS scheduler of the four nodes (the three 
masters and the bridging node of figure 3.2) are depicted both as data in a PS list register and as 
sequences of Bluetooth frames representing the PS lists. This period of frames is denoted PS 
frame and forms a super frame of Bluetooth frames. One Bluetooth frame is used as guard frame 
when the bridging node switches between piconets. 
The PS list contains a PS pointer (which represents the point of time when all PS frames begin), 
the length T PS of the PS frame, the points of time when the active windows start (to and their 
duration (t..0. 
The length of the PS list, counted in frames, depends on the period defined for the SNIFF mode. 
The list can be seen as a cyclic register counted modulo Tps, which should be the period of the 
longest active SNIFF mode in a node. Shorter periods may also be used as long as T PS is a 
multiple of the shorter periods. Any master node (M2 in figure 3.2, for example) may schedule 
several overlapping slaves simultaneously: during the active window in which the bridging node 
will be present in its piconet, the master may also poll other slaves. 
Besides the presence in different piconets, the bridging nodes should also schedule time for 
INQUIRY and PAGE procedures in case they are defined as discoverable and connectable nodes. 
When the bridging node becomes member of one more piconet, a number of alternatives to 
include the new piconet in the scheduler are enumerated below: 

.:. Try to find a free and big enough time window (which is not used to communicate with 
the other piconets) in the PS frame of the bridging node. This would not cause any 
updates of the existing SNIFF parameters 

.:. A new time window, larger than the one available. is necessary between the bridging 
node and the new master. Then, either the Tps is increased for all the existing masters or 
the current active windows (Nsniffa!~ is decreased to make place for the new piconet in 
the bridging node 

The issue to find free room in a PS frame also occur if: 

.:. An existing master-slave pair requires an increased time window at the same location in 
the PS frame . 

• :. A master-slave pair requires changed location of their time window in time . 
• :. A node (master or slave role) retires from the master-slave pair and releases capacity 
.:. A master slave pair requires a new T ps period. This may trigger a full update of the entire 

PS frame and potentially other master-slave pairs having one of the nodes as a shared 
node 

.:. An autonomous adaptive allocation process decides to change the PS frame structure of 
one or more allocations. This could be the result of procedures that detect under-utilized 
PS frame windows 
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3.3.3 PS List Exchange 

The process of finding an appropriate window for the new piconet involves an infonnation 
exchange procedure conveyed in a new type of LMP (Link Manager Protocol) message or in 
modified versions of existing LMP messages [3]. In general, PS lists should be exchanged 
whenever a PS frame needs to be changed in a node due to, for instance, the separation of a node 
or the change of bandwidth requirements (larger/smaller active window). 
The main idea is to let the involved master-slave pairs exchange their PS lists, to be used as 
reference when a new PS list is created. The information in the PS list may be encoded as starting 
points and duration of scheduled slaves and master or possibly also as a binary array 
representation of the PS frame itself. The latter can denote occupied and free Bluetooth frames 
(time slot pairs) in the current PS frame for a node. 
As a rule, the master unit (the unit that hosts the master entity in a master-slave pair) in any pair 
of nodes makes the decision on a new PS list of a slave. Nevertheless, the change may be 
requested by a slave unit. .. 
IT a slave node wants to initiate a change of its PS frame, it sends its PS list, together with the 
desired change, to its current master node either in PS Change Request LMP message (new) or in 
a modified SNIFF request LMP message. IT the master accepts the change, it sends a P S Change 
Accept LMP with the new PS list in return, or a modified SNIFF accept LMP message. 
Otherwise, the master may send a PS Change Request LMP with an alternative PS list, or a PS 
non-accept LMP message. 
IT a master unit wants to change its PS frame, it conveys the desired change in a PS change 
Request LMP message, or in a modified SNIFF message to the slave. IT the slave accepts the 
change, it replies with a PS Accept LMP message. Otherwise, either it sends its PS list to the 
master in a PS Change Request message for the master to reply to, or it sends a PS non-accept 
LMP message. 
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Figure 3.4 
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Slave initiates a PS list change procedure (successful). (a) The PS change LMP messages are used. (b) The 
modified SNIFF LMP messages are used. 
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Whether the PS change LMP message are used and results in an acceptation, they should be 
followed by a forced SNIFF set·up (SNIFF LMP) from the initiator based on the' agreed PS list. If 
the modified SNIFF LMP messages are used, the SNIFF mode parameters are set up directly if an 
agreement on PS lists is reached (using SNIFF request and SNIFF accept LMP messages). 
In figure 3.4 the message exchange procedure is shown in case the slave initiates the PS change. 
Whether the master initiated the PS change, the directions of the arrows would be the opposite. 
In order to have time to perform the processing of PS list matching etc. the PS change request 
may be sent early in a PS frame window and the response at the end of the same window. 

3.3.4 PS List Matching Algorithm 

During the PS request procedure. a matching attempt is made between the PS list from the 
requesting node and the PS list residing in the receiving node. If possible, the change request 
parameters should be fitted into any positions available simultaneously in both PS lists. This 
would avoid updates of other concurrent piconets. 
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PS Frame (bridging node) 
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Binary Representation 
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I111111111111111111111 
PS Frame (master) 

(b) 

Common free locations 

Resulting Binary Array 
(c) 

Figure 3.5 
(a) PS frame and its binary representation for the bridging node; (b) PS frame and its binary representation 
for the master, (c) Result after bit-wise OR operation 
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Assume that master M2 sends a PS change Request message (containing its PS list) to the 
bridging node (figure 3.1). The task for the bridging node is then to find a proper location for the 
request issued by M2 in both its own PS list (Ll) and in the sent PS list (L2). 
The idea is to crate two binary arrays of the PS lists Ll and L2. These arrays represent the PS 
frames of the two nodes. Each binary position corresponds to a frame in the PS frame. 
Consequently, the length of the binary array is equal to the T pg. The content of a position in the 
binary PS frames words is set to one if it is part of an active window and zero if it is free t.o be 
used (see figure 3.5). 
To find the common free locations of the two binary lists a third binary PS list is created by 
performing a bit-wise "OR" operation. The content of the resulting binary array contains the free 
locations common to both nodes. 
Thereafter, the common free locations are extracted and compared to the PS Change Request 
parameters issued by M2• Depending on how strict the request was regarding position and 
objective rate, the issued active window is matched against the free locations. If no requirements 
on the location in PS frame are issued it is only the size of continuously free frames that is 
marched. A best fit should be made, which means that the smallest free window that satisfies the 
issued objective rate should be used. 
If no satisfactory location can be found, a PS Change non-accept message is prepared. 
If a location could be found, the new active window is included into the PS lists of the nodes. 

3.3.5 Use of the Hold mode 

The fundamental difference between the HOLD and the SNIFF mode is that the former must be 
reallocated each time an active window expires. This means that for each window a PS Change 
procedure must be performed between two nodes. The format of the PS Change Request message 
may be the same. The PS frame is renewed continuously. However, there is still a need for a T pg 

parameter as a reference for the objective rate and as a limit on the delay in the system. Without 
this limit, the active windows may grow uncontrolled during high load conditions in a node. 

3.3.6 Merits of IPSA 

.:. IPSA is the first step, which has been made in order to provide an efficient solution for the 
inter-piconet scheduling problem . 

• :. The algorithm enables an efficient time-sharing of a node taking part in several clusters of a 
packet radio system, where only one cluster (piconet) at a time may become active . 

• :. IPSA enables either a periodic active window pattern or a renegotiated window on a per visit 
basis . 

• :. IPSA enables a separation for different priority classes when the active windows are allocated 
between nodes in the clustered network. We will speak about capacity allocation in the next 
chapter . 

• :. The algorithm enables an adaptive allocation of active windows to enable an efficient 
utilisation of the network resources 
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3.3.7 Drawbacks of IPSA 

The main peculiarity in IPSA is the use of a PS list, which is based on absolute timing. Note 
(figure 3.3) that each PS list contains the same PS pointer representing the "absolute" point of 
time in which the PS frame starts. The latter is a new concept in Bluetooth: in the Baseband 
Specifications, entities as "PS frames" (and PS lists) are not specified. SNIFF windows are 
specified and described as having duration T sniff and starting with an active period (NsniffattempJ. 
In the situation depicted in figure 3.2, all involved nodes keep a PS list with the same PSp and T PS 

(or multiples of any specified values). Even though each node has its own PS Frame, 
synchronisation among the different PS Frames (in terms of PSp and T ps) is needed, according to 
the algorithm. 
As a result, we believe that IPSA could present problems if the scatternet scenario is more 
complex than the one considered in the IPSA documents. Moreover, the document does not 
mention any measures that should be taken against the clock drift of the various nodes involved in 
the communication. 
We also wonder if PS lists, PS frames, PS list exchanges etc. are really needed. Referring to the 
motto "keep it simple", is IPSA simple enough? Can it be simpler? 
We will try to answer these questions by proposing a new inter-piconet scheduling scheme in the 
next chapter. 
We will end this subsection by discussing thoroughly the problems that IPSA encounters. 
Firstly, we will prove that a local choice of the PS frame parameters may affect the whole 
scatternet. Secondly, we will draw the attention to the clock drift between Bluetooth devices, 
causing synchronisation problems between two active windows within the PS frame of a bridging 
node. Finally, some capacity allocation problems will come up. 

3.3.7.1 Wide Scope Character of PS Parameters 
See also [4] for support of these argumentations. As it has been claimed, the PS frames are set up 
on "per link" basis and each node keeps its own PS list. When inter-piconet communication is 
needed (a bridging node is originated), a PS list Exchange takes place in order to set up 
synchronised PS frames. 
However, as it appears in figure 3.3, the PS frame is a common time window, which all nodes 
should refer to when scheduling their tasks. As matter of fact, all nodes should at least have the 
same initial PSp and a period equal to or multiple of a certain T ps. In addition, the periodic PS 
frames of the all nodes should always start approximately (the clocks are not exactly 
synchronised) at the same point of time. 

The IPSA document describes the scheduling mechanism referring to a simple scenario and no 
generalisation is made. In the following example, a more complex situation has been considered. 
Look at figure 3.6. The scenario of figure 3.2 has been expanded by adding a bridging node (BNz) 
in piconet 2. Referring to the mechanism explained in the IPSA document, we assume that a PS 
list exchange takes place between master Mz and BNz• However, before becoming a bridging 
node, slave S2,2 did not need to schedule its presence in more piconets and it had to listen to its 
only master continuously (except when it needed time for INQUIRY and PAGE procedures). As 
a result, the PS block in the Scatternet Scheduler of the slave in question was not needed (if we 
assume that the only aim of the Piconet Scheduler is to schedule the activity of several entities 
hosted by the node). After being paged by master ~, the PS module of BNz should start 
working, in order to schedule the presence of the node in the two piconets. 
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Bridging 
Node (BN1) 

Figure 3.6 
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Bridging 
Node (BN2) 

Configuration with two bridging nodes. 

One question arises at this point: whether BN2 needs to work with a PS frame different from the 
one used by BN It can master Mz agree on more PS frames, and handle all of them 
simultaneously? The document is not clear about this matter. 

Let us firstly assume that the master may handle more PS frames (as many as the amount of 
bridging nodes in its piconet) simultaneously. Then, the situation in figure 3.7 can occur. 
In figure 3.7a the PS frame for master Mz (before starting to negotiate with BN2; compare it with 
figure 3.3c) is shown. The desired PS frame of BN2 is depicted in figure 3.7a, too. 
In figure 3.7b, the combination of the two frames has been shown, together with a new PS list for 
masterMz. 
In this case, the PS list for Mz should contain different PSp and T ps values which originate 
different PS frames with different starting points and different periodicity. This may result in 
complicated situations where a master should manage several bridging nodes, all with different 
PS frames parameters. Moreover, PS List Exchange and PS List Matching Algorithm would not 
be possible anymore for master Mz in the way described by the algorithm. 

Let us now assume that the PS list and the relative PS frame are unique for master Mz (it cannot 
handle more PS frames at the same time). The new bridging node needs a PS frame to work with. 
Does the new bridging node make its own default PS list (taking the various priority requirements 
into account) and transmits it to the masters, or does it wait for any suggestion coming from 
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masters which are already involved in strict PS frame agreements with other nodes? 
Referring to the example in figure 3.3, master Mz already has its own PS list containing the 
parameters of the PS frame in common with all other nodes. Accordingly, it seems likely to us 
that the new bridging node decides to schedule its tasks accepting the parameters (pS frame 
starting points and Tps or multiples) of the already existing PS frame of master Mz• It does not 
attempt to change them, causing a chain of changes in the other links. 
Presumably, master ~ will follow the example of BNz and, as a result, all nodes depicted in 
figure 3.6 will adopt the same parameters as the original PS frame. 

PS List for M;z 

tal 
(slave S2,2 is active) 

TPS2 

(a) 

tal tal 
PS List for M;z 

t slave S1-1 is active} t 
~------------~ 

{slave S2,2 is active} 

(b) 

Flgure3.7 
(a) PS fmme, which master M2, has in common with BNI; PS frame. whicb master M2, bas in common 
with BN2; (b) The combination of the two PS fmmes. 

Whether BNz asks for a different PS frame (different starting points and Tps which is not a 
multiple of the current values), in spite of it all, master Mz cannot accept without consulting BNJ• 
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Then, it would try to change the PS frame by issuing a Change Request to BNl. The latter will do 
the same with all the other involved nodes. 
Finally, either the change is accepted by every node or one of them rejects it. In the fIrst case, an 
unknown series of reallocations may take place and LMP Change Accept messages (or SNIFF 
accept) will be exchanged in the direction back to the initiator. In the second case, a Non-Accept 
LMP message will be sent back and BN2 may decide to try again by sending more suggestions, or 
passively accept the current PS frame. 
The result is always the same: all nodes involved must ultimately handle the same PS frame 
parameters (pSp and Tps or multiples). 

New bridging nodes can be added in the scenario of fIgure 3.6. For each new inter~piconet 
connection, the reasoning above may be repeated. 
A complex scattemet may be formed starting from the simple scenario in fIgure 3.2 and applying 
the same reasoning at each new inter-piconet connection set up. All new links will be 
characterised by either an already existing PS frame or a new PS frame (causing a chain of 
changes in the other inter-piconet links). 
The whole scattemet will fInally be characterised by specifIc values of PSp and T ps' 

One of the problems of this approach may be the behaviour of the algorithm in the situation 
depicted in fIgure 3.8. Two independent scattemets, characterised by two different PS frame 
parameters (PSph T pst for scattemet 1 and PSP2, T ps2 for scattemet 2; the values are not multiple 
of each other), need to be connected. The connection may take place, for example, by allowing a 
node of scattemet 2 to be paged by a node of scattemet 1. 

Figure 3.8 

Scatternet 1 
PSPI 
Tpd 

A connection between two existing scattemets is being set up via a bridging node. 

Scatternet 2 
PSpz 

TpSl 

The new originated bridging node should perform the arduous task to decide which parameters to 
choose for its PS frame 

1. It can accept the suggestion of the master that belongs to scattemet 2 (this master deals with at 
least another bridging node and schedules its tasks within a PS frame characterised by PSP2 
and T ps2)' This could require a change of parameters in scattemet I, since the master belonging 
to scattemet I should start handling the same PS frame as the one handled by the bridging 
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node. This can result in a catastrophic "chain reaction" of changes, depending on the size of 
the scatternet and the number of inter-piconet connections. Whether the change is rejected by 
one or more nodes in scatternet I, an agreement could never be reached and, lastly, a 
connection between the piconets could never be possible 

2. It accepts the suggestion of the master that belongs to scatternet 1. The remarks above are 
valid in this case, too. 

3.3.7.2 Clock Drift 
One more problem can be caused by the clock drift between two Bluetooth devices. 
The communication in Bluetooth is based on the synchronisation of internal clocks. Within a 
piconet, the master's clock will be the reference in the TOD (Time Division Duplex) 
communication scheme. In order to stay synchronised with the master, the slaves add an offset to 
the values of their clocks. 
A bridging node, as the one depicted in figure 3.2, keeps track of the clocks of several masters 
and uses this knowledge when it switches between piconets. This switch is necessary because all 
BT devices have only one transceiver and the masters use different frequency hopping schemes 
(in order to avoid interference). However, the switch would have been instantaneous for the 
bridging node, if the clocks of all masters were mutually synchronised. 

Bridging 
Node 

folE----

Figure 3.9 

Absolute point of 
time 

111111111111 

(a) 

Overlapping---I1JIoI 
tendency 

(b) 

Switch Time 
getting shorter 

(a) The PS Frames for the different masters cannot start at the same moment due to synchronous internal 
clocks; (b) the active windows in the PS frame of the bridging node tend to overlap. 
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IPSA uses al:!solute time: when a PS Frame is set up, information is conveyed about the moment 
in which the very first PS Frame will start. Thereafter, all involved nodes will calculate the 
following PS Frame starting points by using their own clocks as reference. Since the clocks are 
not synchronised the PS Frames for the different nodes will begin at different points of time, 
more or less close to each other (see figure 3.9a). 
The figure refers to the scenario in figure 3.2. The bridging node exactly knows when the PS 
frame (and the various active windows) of each master starts, because it keeps track of the current 
value of all masters' clocks (the masters do not keep track of any clock, instead). Apparently, this 
is the only thing that matters, since the bridging node is the only node, which must schedule its 
presence in different piconets. 
However, a differential clock drift exists between the masters. Due to this drift, the starting points 
of the periodical PS frames of the masters will deviate continuously from each other. As a result, 
if no measures are taken, the deviation will become so high that the active windows, visited by 
the bridging node, will tend to overlap (see figure 3.9b). 
Consider, for example, the PS frames of master M2 and M:; (figure 3.9a). Suppose that the clock 
of master M2 runs slightly faster than the clock of master Mg. Due to this clock drift, the active 
window of M2'S PS frame will continuously approach the active window of Mg's PS frame. The 
switch between piconets would lastly become impossible for the bridging node. 

According to the IPSA document, the PS frames are supposed to repeat continuously. Supposing 
that the PS frames repeat until the active windows in question start to overlap, some adjustments 
are needed. The document does not mention any measure to be taken in order to perform these 
adjustments. We then assume that the general mechanism of PS frame set up is used for such 
adjustments. 

+++++++++++++++++ 
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PS frame for BN, 

I ru 111111111111111111111111111111 ~ !;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~ 

t PSp (b) 
Piconet 2 is active 

Figure 3.10 
(a) PS frame for master M2, which has two bridging nodes in its piconet. as depicted in figure 3.6; (b) PS 
frame for bridging node BN2 
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In the example of figure 3.9, the bridging node should agree on a new PS frame with M2 or M3 
(or both), some time before the switch between the piconets is made impossible by the clock drift. 
The new PS frame, to agree on, actually has the same parameters as the old one, except for the 
starting point, which will be adjusted in order to synchronise again. 
This has some consequences. Assume that the bridging node tries to adjust the starting point of 
M2's PS frame. This master may have other bridging nodes in its piconet as, for example, in 
figure 3.6. M2's PS frame can then look like the one depicted in figure 3.10a. 
The bridging node BN2 (see figure 3.6) has, for instance, the PS frame shown in figure 3.1 Ob, 
which is synchronised with M2's (and ~'s) PS frame (i.e. they have the same starting point). The 
adjustment of the starting point (performed by BN 1) in the PS frame of master M2 will also result 
in an adjustment of the starting point of BN2'S PS frame. Again, this will be brought about by 
setting up new PS frames. Accordingly, the starting point of ~'s PS frame must be adjusted, too. 
This is another example of "chain reaction" caused by IPSA: a local adjustment of a PS frame 
starting point will result in an unknown series of adjustments through the scatternet. 

3.3.7.3 Capacity Allocation 
The capacity allocation algorithm takes account of priority classes and capacity requests. The 
available bandwidth is distributed among the active links, aiming at satisfying the requests of the 
higher priority links first. This means that, in certain traffic conditions, there could be no capacity 
left for lower priority links, if the bandwidth were completely seized by the higher priority links. 
As a result, data could uncontrolled pile up in the queues of the latter links, choking the network 
locally and causing delays. Something else has not been discussed in the IPSA document. It 
concerns the capacity allocated for piconets having an empty queue and for which no data is 
destined. Let us consider again the scenario in figure 3.2. Before setting up the PS frame, the 
priority requirements of the different piconets are taken into account and, accordingly, capacity is 
allocated for all piconets. The width of an active window (within a PS frame) with respect to the 
PS frame width T!IS is related to the priority requirements and symbolises the total capacity 
allocated for a certain piconet. 
Let us assume that, in the beginning, piconets 2 and 3 have a non-empty queue and that piconet 1 
does not need to exchange data. Should any capacity be allocated for this piconet, too, or will it 
not be visited at all by the bridging node? 
We suppose that few BT frames will however be allocated for piconet 1 within the PS frame. 
Piconet 1 will then be visited regularly until it conveys the need to take part actively in the data 
exchange. At this point, either a general agreement is reached on a new PS frame or a place can 
be found for piconet 1 in the existing PS frame. The second option is preferred, of course, since a 
radical change of the PS frame could cause the discussed chain of changes through the scatternet 
(except if a mUltiple of the existing PS frame width is chosen). 

3.3.7.4 Drawbacks Summary 
IPSA lacks of flexibility and is characterised by a low adaptation to traffic condition. In the case 
of steady traffic conditions and if no clocks drift existed, the algorithm could be considered an 
efficient solution to the IPS problem. In a dynamic traffic conditions, we do not believe that IPSA 
would perform efficiently as well. 
The feature that causes all the problems discussed above is the PS frame. Strict agreements must 
firstly be reached before data can actually be exchanged. This could slow down the 
communication, if these agreements were to be reached too often and if local agreements 
provoked changes allover the network. 
As a rule, it is dangerous to agree on periodic absolute points of time in a radio-frequency 
environment where the devices are not mutually synchronised. 
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Summarising: 

.:. IPSA is a rather complex algorithm 

.:. All involved nodes should refer to a strict time scheme of communication 

.:. IPSA does not react quickly to a change of the traffic conditions and presents synchronisation 
problems due to the use of absolute time 

.:. The efficiency of the algorithm depends upon the frequency of change request procedures. 
These procedures require a large amount of overhead in the case of more complex scenarios (> 
3 piconets) 

.:. Connecting two different scatternets can require a scattemet-wide chain of changes 

.:. Local adjustments of PS frame starting points can cause a scatternet-wide chain of adjustments 

.:. Capacity could not be granted at all for links carrying low priority classes. In addition, 
capacity is lost whether a bridging node is member of one or more piconets which do not need 
to exchange data for long time 

.:. IPSA needs to add new features to BT profile: PS list, PS frame and either a modified SNIFF 
Request LMP message, or a new PS Change Request packet 

3.3 BEST-EFFORT BASED IPS SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS 

In this section, we will discuss two "best effort"-based IPS proposals. No rigid scheduling scheme 
is proposed in these algorithms. According to the promoters of this kind of algorithms, a mUltiple 
homed node must be able to switch rather frequently and rather freely between its different 
piconets to give different data flows a reasonable level of service, especially in terms of delay. 
Moreover, the inventors of these algorithms were fully aware about the rigid nature of IPSA, 
where nodes are supposed to obey strict agreements of when to be present in different piconets. 
In contrast, what a multi-homed node would actually need is flexibility to choose the piconet to 
be present in, based on the current contents of its buffers and the buffers of the nodes with which 
it communicates. This implies a much looser scheduling principle, which allows a node to make 
quick decisions and even deviate from previous plans. A faSt and simple way to get an indication 
of if another node has traffic waiting for a node would also be desirable. Furthermore, there must 
be mechanisms to deal with the mutual clock drifts, in order to allow long absence from a 
piconet. 

3.3.1 Framework for Loose Inter-Piconet Scheduling (FLIPS) 

This proposal is not based on negotiations and agreements between nodes. Instead, each node will 
inform its neighbour(s) (as best as it can) in a piconet of when it plans to leave the piconet and 
when it plans to return. A slave will inform its master and a master will inform all its slaves. The 
return time information is optional for slave nodes and not binding. For master nodes, the return 
time is mandatory information and binding. Please refer to [4] for more details. 
A master node should resume its responsibilities towards a multi-homed slave node when it 
returns to the piconet. If the slave node does not return at the indicated time, the master will soon 
detect this and switch to a schedule of infrequent, but coarsely predictable, polls of the concerned 
slave. From the point of view of the master, the concerned slave is now a ''passive remote slave". 
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If the master does not receive the planned return time, the slave node will be considered as 
"passive remote" either immediately (if the time the slave planned to leave the piconet is 
conveyed) or when the slave's absence has been detected (if no information was conveyed). After 
a certain time without receiving responses to its polls, the master will break the connection with 
the "passive remote slave". 
The master, on the other hand, is bound by the announced time of return to its piconet. However, 
this does not mean that it has to return exactly at the announced time. This means that from the 
announced time of return the master resumes its responsibilities towards its slaves in terms of 
maximum polling intervals and any other QoS commitments. 
To enable slave nodes to maintain synchronisation with a piconet, while the master is absent, the 
master must return to its piconet at predefined instances (called "beacon instances") to transm~t 
beacon messages. In addition to providing the channel access code for the slaves to synchronise 
to, a beacon message should contain information that is useful for the receiving slaves, Le. the 
master's planned time of return (which may not have been received by all the slaves). 
A multi-homed node must regularly monitor master transmissions in the piconet(s) in which it is 
currently not active in order to maintain synchronisation. In order to do this, beacon instances 
should be preferred, since at the beacon instances a master transmission will be received even 
though the master is absent from its piconet. 
We will consider the case of a slave and a master switching between piconets more in detail. 

When a slave node is about to switch to another piconet, it should try to inform its master of the 
current piconet in advance. In-band signalling is preferably used for this, i.e. with signalling data 
in an extension header or in a new packet type with mixed signalling data and user data. This data 
is denoted Ts (s = switch). 
In addition to the time of the piconet switch, the slave could optionally, but preferably, include 
the time when the slave plans to return to the current piconet (Tr). 
If the master has received the piconet switch timing information, it indicates the concerned node 
as being in the "remote" state at the time of the piconet switch (Ts)' If the time of the planned 
return to the piconet (Tr) was included in the signalling data, this means that from that time (Tr) 
the master resumes its responsibilities towards the node. These responsibilities include polling the 
node with a maximum interval of the T poll. The master is not supposed to poll the returning node 
exactly at the indicated time Tr. The Tpoll agreement only requires that the master polls the 
returning slave at least once within the interval between Tr and Tr + Tpou. This gives the master 
some flexibility to fit the returning node into its present schedule without neglecting the needs of 

. the other slaves. 
The remote node may choose not to return to the piconet at the indicated time Tr. It may choose to 
stay longer in another piconet, e.g. due to a packet burst in the other piconet. In such case, the 
master will not get any response to its polls. After a certain time returnTO, the master will put the 
non-responding node in the "passive remote" state. A slave node in the "passive remote" state 
should be polled by the master at every Passive Remote Poll Interval (TpoJIPa). Again, the master 
does not have to poll the "passive remote" slave exactly when indicated by the T po\IPR parameter. 
Instead, this parameter indicates the start point of a polling window (PR polling window) with the 
length of ApollPR' The master must then poll the "passive remote" node at least once, within the 
window. If the master does not receive any response to the first poll in a PR polling window, it 
should preferably (however optionally) poll the slave again before the end of the window. After a 
certain time passiveConnectionTO without response from the slave, the master determines that 
the slave is lost and breaks the connection. 
It is preferable to use predefined default values for T poJIPR and ApoUPR, in order to avoid useless and 
tedious negotiations. 
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It would also be advantageous that the time instances of the PR polling windows are predictable. 
A way to achieve this is to derive the starts of the PR polling windows from a combination of the 
master clock and the AM_ADDR of the concerned slave. 
From the fact that a slave, that switched to another piconet may not always know whether the 
master of the fIrst piconet received the piconet switch time information correctly, it follows that 
the start times of the PR polling windows must be predictable independently of the piconet switch 
time information. 

A master node, with its responsibility for traffic processing in a piconet, cannot be allowed the 
same flexibility in piconet switching as a slave node. Stricter timing requirements and better 
predictability of the node's presence in a piconet are needed for a multi-homed master node. 
However, since the traffIc processing in the master's piconet will come to a complete halt when 
the master switches to another piconet, the master should avoid multiple piconet memberships as 
far as possible. Instead, it should try to utilise multi-homed slave nodes as forwarding nodes. If 
the master cannot avoid multiple piconet memberships, it should try to let one of the slaves take 
over the role as master of the piconet. If neither this is possible, the master will be a multi-homed 
master node, but, due to its responsibilities to its own piconet, stricter requirements will be put on 
a multi-homed master than on a multi-homed slave. When a master node plans to switch to 
another piconet, it should fIrst try to inform its slaves by contacting them one at a time or by 
means of broadcasting messages. 
The messages should contain the same parameters (Ts and Tr) discussed above. However, the 
return time is not optional in this case. The master is obliged to respect the announced Tr 
parameter. At this time, the master must resume its traffic processing commitments in its own 
piconet. Depending on the master's current traffIc processing commitments in its own piconet. 
the master may be able to stretch its visit to another piconet a few frames beyond Tr • In any case, 
even if it is not required by the traffic processing commitments, the master must return to its 
piconet and start transmitting within a time masterReturnTO measure from Tr • In addition, the 
master must ensure that the synchronisation of its piconet is not lost, even when it temporarily 
visits another piconet. Therefore, it must provide transmissions, which can be used by its slaves to 
synchronise. Even when the master is visiting other piconets, it should briefly return to its own 
piconet at regular intervals to transmit beacon messages. 
Just as in the case of the PR polling windows, it is benefIcial if the times of the beacon 
transmissions are predictable, even without knowledge of the piconet switch time information. 
In general, a slave node may use the time while the master is absent to perform INQUIRY or 
PAGE procedures or visit other piconets (if it is a multi-homed slave). 
A slave that, for some reason, did not receive the piconet switch time information from the 
master, it will just notice a sudden lack of transmissions in the piconet. Mter a certain time 
activeMasterTO, the slave should regard the master as absent, or being in the "remote" state. The 
slave should then start to monitor the beacon messages, or any other transmissions from the 
master, is received within the time absentMasterTO, after the expiration of activeMasterTO, the 
slave assumes that the contact with the master is lost and breaks the connection. The same 
behaviour should also be used if no transmissions from the master can be received after the time 
of the master's planned return, Tr• with the only difference that the time 
activeReturningMasterTO should be used instead of activeMasterTO. The time 
activeReturningMasterTO should be measured from Tr • 

In general, a node must maintain its synchronisation with a piconet from which it is absent, while 
being active in another piconet. From the point of view of a piconet from which the node is 
absent, the node is a remote slave. 
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In order to maintain synchronisation with the passive piconet (from which it is absent) it should 
receive a master transmission in the passive piconet often enough to compensate for the mutual 
clock drift. The remote slave should preferably choose to monitor the master's transmissions at 
the predictable beacon instances. A remote slave may also choose to monitor master 
transmissions any time when it knows that its presence is not necessary in the piconet where it is 
currently active (e.g. when it as determined that another slave is transmitting a multi-slot packet). 
If the remote slave fails to receive a master transmission within the time 
remoteSlaveActiveMasterTO, the remote slave should regard the master as absent, or being in the 
"remote" state. 
While the remote slave regards the master as absent (or being in the "remote" state), it must 
monitor the beacon instances, unless prevented by higher priority matters. After determining that 
the master is absent, i.e. after the expiration of the remoteSlaveActiveMasterTO timer, the 
absentMasterTO timer is started. If the remote slave knows of the planned return time of the 
master, Tn it may choose to monitor choose to monitor any master transmission after T r• Then. if 
no master transmission can be received within the time remoteSlaveActiveReturningMasterTO 
after T r• the slave should regard the master as absent again and use the absentMasterTO timer 
accordingly. 

As claimed above, it would be desirable to have a mechanism that would allow a first node to 
find out whether a second node, especially a master of another piconet, has packets waiting to be 
sent. Two solutions have been proposed: 

1. If the beacon concept is extended so that the master is required to send a beacon message at 
all predictable instances, even when it is present in its own piconet, the beacon message could 
be extended to carry also traffic information in terms of pending packets. This information 
would be very useful for remote slaves, which, by monitoring the beacon message. could be 
informed when the master (in a piconet from which the remote slave is absent) has packets to 
send to the remote slave. In addition, it would be useful also for the present slaves, which 
may use the information when planning piconet switches. 

2. Instead of using the beacon messages. it is also possible to include the pending data 
information in every packet transmitted by the master. Ideally, the information would be 
contained in the Baseband packet header, but only when the packet is sent'in the direction 
from the master to a slave (the Baseband packet would not be changed for packets in the 
opposite direction). Furthermore, an additional a "polling pause indicator" is proposed. If this 
is set, the master indicates that it will not poll the receiving slave during the poliingPause 
number of frames following the packet from the master. 

An advantage of the first scheme (in comparison with the second one) is that it is simple in the 
sense that it just generalises an already existing concept (the beacon concept). Moreover, it 
consumes less bandwidth. A disadvantage of the first scheme is that remote slaves are restricted 
to monitoring the beacon messages, if they want to receive information about pending packets. In 
the second scheme, the remote slaves can get this information from any master transmission. 
Another attractive feature of the second scheme is the polling pause indicator, which may give the 
remote slaves frequent opportunities for brief visits to passive piconets to maintain 
synchronisation and check for pending packets. However, more bandwidth is wasted than in the 
first case. 
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This proposal does not require negotiations and no other information would be exchanged than 
what has already been described. However, the author does not exclude that information about a 
node's status regarding piconet memberships may be exchanged. Information that is a bit more 
detailed would be the number of piconet memberships of the node and the BD_ADDR of the 
master of each piconet hosted by a bridging node. 

3.3.2 Signalling·free Self.learning Scatternet Scheduling with Checkpoints (SSSSlC) 

The communication rules introduced in this algorithm allow the nodes to coordinate their 
presence in different piconets, without exchanging specific signalling messages. The scheduling 
scheme allows the nodes to adjust the intensity of the polls according to the amount of user data 
to transmit. Please refer to [8] for more details. 
The principle of this approach is that nodes rely on previous communications in the past to 
predict the position of time slots when they can communicate. The solution does not require the 
addition of new signalling messages or any modifications to the packet types and basic 
procedures defined in the Bluetooth Baseband specification. However, the possibility to switch 
between piconets in active mode is required. This can be performed by defining a new mode 
(besides the modes we have already discussed in the last chapter), which is currently not specified 
in the existing version of Bluetooth. A bridging node would be able to switch between piconets 
by entering the JUMP mode (this operating mode is not included in the current version of 
Bluetooth baseband specifications). 
This algorithm is similar to the previous one in that both algorithms are loose scheduling 
schemes. These algorithms do not intend to provide absolute accuracy in the scheduling. 
However, the algorithm described above relies on sending signalling messages to coordinate 
inter-piconet communication: whenever a node leaves a piconet, it announces the expected time 
of its return. In contrast, this algorithm relies on the history of communication to predict the 
availability of nodes in different piconets. 
The idea is that a master-slave data transmission can be initiated only at predictable points in 
time. These predictable pairs of slots where the polling and the response take place are called 
checkpoints. The checkpoints are deterministic points in time in relation to a pair of nodes when 
the two nodes regularly meet. The checkpoints are periodic, which makes them predictable. 
Upcoming checkpoints are designated basing the choice on the usage of previous checkpoints. If 
a node wants to initiate a data transmission with one of its peers, it waits until the next checkpoint 
when the peer is expected to show up and they can start exchanging user data packets using the 
successive slots after the checkpoint. 
During the communication, there is the possibility to increase or decrease the intensity of the 
checkpoints. If certain checkpoints are not visited by one of the nodes, the other node willieam 
which of the checkpoints are missed and it will not use them in the future. This adjustment of 
checkpoint intensity is performed such that the sequence of the checkpoints remains periodic, 
only the period is changed. Furthermore, the algorithm requires that the period must be number of 
slots, which is a power of two. This makes it easy for two nodes starting with different checkpoint 
periods to quickly synchronise. The activity of being present at a checkpoint is referred to as 
check. A master actively checks its slave by sending a packet to the slave. A slave node passively 
checks the master by listening to it. 
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Figure 3.11 
Arrangements of the checkpoints. 
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In figure 3.11, a possible arrangement of the checkpoints is shown. The checkpoints that are 
actually used from the set of all potential checkpoints are called alive checkpoints while the rest 
are called dead checkpoints. 
The offset, which is the point in time where the sequence of periodic checkpoints starts, together 
with the length of the period unambiguously designate the active checkpoints. The initialisation 
process ensures that the same offset and period values are used in the two communicating 
endpoints. 
The exchange of user data packets can start at any checkpoint and it may last for several 
successive slots. After each checkpoint, where user data has been exchanged, the intensity of the 
checkpoints is increased to allow the quick transmission of further user data packets, which 
typically arrive in bursts. 
In inter-piconet communication, the bridging node switches between the piconets in active mode 
(by entering the JUMP mode): any node can leave the piconet anytime without any prior notice. 
Inter-piconet communication can be achieved such that the bridging node maintains alive 
checkpoints in each of the piconets it participates such that they do not overlap. This ensures that 
it can show up in all of its piconets regularly. The communication party of the bridging node will 
learn the checkpoints when the bridging node is not present. The checkpoints that the bridging 
node misses will become dead. However, being present at a checkpoint is not a strict rule and a 
node communicating in one piconet may miss a few checkpoints in the rest of its piconets without 
those checkpoints becoming dead. 

A node stores the offset of the checkpoint interval for each of its Bluetooth links separately. 
Besides storing the poll interval the node also differentiates the checkpoints by assigning them 
sequence numbers. These are cyclic and are relevant only within the given node and it is 
independent of how the peer node numbers the same poll slots. 
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Figure 3.12 
Checkpoints with sequence and age numbers. 

In figure 3.12, the simplest case of numbering the checkpoints is shown. Beside the sequence 
numbers, the bridging node keeps track of the age of a checkpoint, which is a measure of the 
usage of the checkpoint with a particular sequence number. The age counter of a checkpoint is 
maintained separately by the two communicating nodes. The age of the checkpoints is initialised 
to some positive number Ainit• As shown in the figure, if a node misses the checkpoint or it checks 
but the peer node is not present, the age counter is decreased by one. If both are present and 
exchange data packets or just a POLL-EMPTY packet pair, the counter is increased by one. There 
is also a maximum age defined: Amax. If this age is reached, the checkpoint counter will be no 
longer increased. If the age counter decreases down to zero, the checkpoint with that particular 
sequence number will be considered dead. 

The following main parts of the algorithm may be distinguished: the initialisation process; the 
rules that define when and how a node decreases the checkpoint intensity; the rules that defme 
how the checkpoint intensity is increased. 

3.3.2.1 Initialisation process 
At every new Bluetooth link establishment the master and slave nodes first have to find a 
checking period and offset that is appropriate for both of them, before they can start 
communication. 
First, the nodes try to fmd their new peers by checking in all of the possible checkpoints that are 
not used by an already existing link. The master polls the slave in all of its unused master-slave 
slots and similarly the slave listens to the master in all of the master-slave slots that do not collide 
with any of its existing checkpoints. If there is no common part of these two sets, the two nodes 
will never be able to establish communication. If the two nodes cannot establish communication 
at any of the unused checkpoints, they will start to dismiss some of the checkpoints of existing 
links, thus making more capacity available for the checks of the new node. The decrease of 
checking intensity for existing links is repeated until the communication with the new node is 
established or the checking period for the others decreased to the minimum. This guarantees that 
eventually the two nodes will be able to establish communication. The first pair of slots where the 
two nodes can communicate will designate the offset of the checking period, where the periodic 
checks start. Beginning at the offset point, the checking period can be selected arbitrarily and 
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independently by the master and slave nodes subject to the constraint that it must be a power of 
two .. 
The node that has the smaller checking period will decrease checking intensity following the 
decrease algorithm. 

3.3.2.2 Decreasing Checking Intensity 
In this process, a node initiates the decrease by systematically missing some of the alive 
checkpoints and the other node that discovers this decrease and follows the other. 
If one of the nodes decides to decrease checking intensity, it increases the checking period by 
keeping only every second or fourth, etc. active checkpoints and missing all the rest. The 
checking period should be only doubled at one step. 
If there is no user data transmission at a checkpoint (just a POLL-EMPTY packet pair), or any of 
the nodes did not show up, the checkpoint is considered unutilised. The decrease is triggered 
when the utilisation falls below a certain threshold. If Nun is the number of utilised checkpoints 
and Ntot the total number of checkpoints, the utilisation is calculated as p = Nu,lN tot. The minimum 
number of samples that have to be measured is denoted N".;". The decrease is triggered when 
p falls below 0.5. 
In order to discover a checking intensity decrease, the age of a checkpoint is used. Whenever the 
peer node that is doing the decrease does not show up at a checkpoint, the age of the checkpoint 
will be decreased in both nodes. When the age counter of the dismissed checkpoints decreases to 
zero, the node assumes that the peer has increased checking period and considers the checkpoints 
with the respective sequence number to be dead. It doubles the check period by keeping only the 
alive checkpoints and renumbers the remaining checkpoints (see figure 3.13). 

This node statts ski pping The checkpoints are 
checkpoints renumbered 

/ ~ 
seq: 0 seq: 1 seq: 0 seq: 1 seq: 0 seq: 1 seq: 0 seq: 1 
age: 2 age: 2 age: 1 age: 3 age: 0 age: 4 age: 4 age: 5 
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seq: 1 seq: 0 seq: 1 seq: 0 seq: 1 seq: 0 seq: 1 seq: 0 
age: 2 age: 2 age: 1 age: 3 age: 0 age: 4 age: 4 

, This node detects the decrease and 

age: 5 

renumbers the checkpoints 

Figure 3.13: 
Example of checkpoint decrease. 
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3.3.2.3 Increasing Checking Intensity 
If user data (not only a POLL-EMPTY pair) is exchanged at a checkpoint, the checking intensity 
is increased immediately to allow the quick transmission of further user data. The master and 
slave nodes decide independently about the checking increase taking into account the available 
resources, the status of their transmission buffers etc. It is not obligatory to increase checking 
intensity. If the increased checkpoints are under-utilised, any of the nodes may initiate the 
decrease procedure. 
After increasing polling intensity, the age of the checkpoints are reset to an initial value (Ainit) and 
the measured utilisation is reset to zero. The initial age may depend on the actual checking 
frequency, the amount of free resources etc. For example, after increasing the checking intensity 
to a relatively high value the node does not tolerate if the peer misses too many checkpoints, that 
is why it initialises the age to a relatively low value. 
In the example in figure 3.14, the nodes initialise the age to one, indicating that they will start the 
decrease immediately if the first check is unsuccessful. That is the increased checking intensity is 
supported only if the peer is doing the same right after the user data transmission. 
The parameter Nmin can be also reset after the increase. If it is set to a relatively small value the 
node requires that the new checkpoints have to be utilised even over a short timescale, otherwise 
it initiates checking intensity decrease. 
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Figure 3.14 
Example of increasing checking intensity after sending user data. 
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3.3.3 Merits and Drawbacks of the loose inter-piconet scheduling algorithms 

FLIPS provides a supportive mechanisms needed for a variety of possible IPS scheduling 
algorithms. Hence, a number of different inter-piconet scheduling algorithms could co-exist in a 
scattemet, as long as they conform to the standardised framework.. 
The main merit of FLIPS is that the scheduling scheme results in a loose coupling between 
different nodes in terms of the scheduling of piconet switches. Moreover, it is decentralised and 
propagation of negotiations (due to "hard" scheduling window agreements) is avoided. Therefore, 
the node achieves a high flexibility to quickly adapt its piconet switching to the traffic conditions. 
A multi-homed node is also relatively free to choose the piconet to be present in, basing the 
choice on the current contents of its buffers and the buffers of the nodes with which it 
communicates. This may result in a gain of bandwidth. 
However, signalling messages are still needed to convey information about start points and 
durations of the absence from a certain piconet (this is required each time a node plans to leave a 
piconet). A bridging node will do its best to inform its peers about its intentions. Information 
about return time is not mandatory and further contacts are based on predictable points of time, 
which can unfortunately coincide with other planned tasks. In no case, the success of the 
communication can be 100% guaranteed. In this context, it could be difficult to respect capacity 
requirements and assure a fair capacity allocation (as in IPSA, with its rigid schemes and 
agreements). 
One more minus is the definition of two new states: "remote" and "passive remote" states, which 
are not specified in the current version of Bluetooth. In addition, a huge amount of new timers 
and parameters make the algorithm rather complicated. 
Summarising, the merits of FLIPS are: 

.:. Loose coupling between different nodes in terms of the scheduling of piconet switches 

.:. High flexibility to quickly adapt piconet switching to the traffic conditions 

.:. Propagation of negotiations is avoided 

.:. Clock drift problems are under control 

The drawbacks of FLIPS are the following: 

.:. Signalling messages are needed each time a.node plans to leave a piconet 

.:. 'Best Effort' -based algorithm (no specific bandwidth can be granted to the active links) 

.:. Delay caused by the uncertainty about the presence of a node in the piconet when information 
of return time is not conveyed 

.:. Definition of new states 

.:. Huge amount of parameters and counters 

Unlike FLIPS, SSSS/C allows nodes to coorqinate their presence in different piconets without 
exchanging signalling messages. The algorithm also supports the dynamic adjustments of the 
polling intensity based on the amount of user data to be transmitted. This is well suited tQ best 
effort data traffic, which is typically bursty. Moreover, this algorithm is applicable for both intra
and inter-piconet scheduling. The polling intensity adjustments makes also intra-piconet 
scheduling efficient. 
The absence of signalling and the utilisation of a modest amount of parameters and timers make 
this proposal more attractive in relation to FLIPS. It is less complicated en easier to manage. 
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However, capacity requests cannot be satisfied, since the algorithm is based upon the adaptation 
of the communication to the amount of data and not upon negotiations or agreements on 
parameters. In addition, as in FLIPS, SSSS/C does not guarantee 100% of communication success 
between two nodes. Some delay may be accumulated especially in the initialisation stage. After 
establishing a new link, the nodes try to find their new peers by checking in all of the possible 
checkpoints that are not used by an already existing communication. In certain traffic conditions, 
it could take much time before the nodes meet and start communicating. 
The algorithm does not consider the case in which a node leaves the network or breaks the 
connection(s). If the peers were not informed, they would try to contact the node by decreasing 
the checking period continuously. according to the SSSS/C scheduling scheme. This results in 
capacity loss. 
Finally, a new state must be specified: the JUMP mode. 
Summarizing, the merits of SSSS/C are the following: 

.:. It has all the merits of the FLIPS 

.:. Signalling is not needed 

.:. Less new parameters and counters, thus easier 

.:. It is valid for both intra- and inter-piconet scheduling 

.:. Well suited to best effort traffic 

The drawbacks of SSSS/C are the following: 

.:. 'Best Effort'-based algorithm 

.:. Delay experienced especially in the initialisation stage 

.:. Signalling is not needed (it is also a drawback, as the nodes cannot inform their peers 
about their leaving) 

.:. Definition of a new state: JUMP mode 

Open issues: measures should be taken in case a node leaves the network without notifying it. 
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Loose-IPSA (LIPSA) 

The primary idea was to create a common mechanism for intra- and inter-piconet algorithms, for 
the sake of uniformity of scheduling schemes within a scatternet. 
IPSA [3] is the departure point from which oUr idea has been developed. Other IPS algorithms 
have been proposed (e.g. Frameworkfor Loose Inter-Piconet Scheduling [4] and SSSSIC [8]), but 
they are especially well suited for best effort data traffic. On the other hand, IPSA allows the 
allocation of capacity based on priority agreements. 
IPSA has a rather rigid nature: the bridging node is not free to take decisions without consulting 
its peers and going through complex negotiation procedures. The other algorithms propose a 
looser scheduling scheme that allows the bridging nodes to take decisions freely, without 
negotiating parameters with their peers. Unfortunately, these algorithms are not suitable for 
Quality of Service (QoS). We believe that the communication within a scatternet should be 
characterised, among other things, by QoS. 
A way could be found between IPSA's rigid scheduling scheme and the high flexibility of the 
loose IPS proposals (refer to chapter 3 for a detailed description of the algorithms). Our proposal 
(LIPSA) is an attempt to cross this way. 
Firstly, the attention will be focused on the inter-piconet scheduling scheme. Then, the capacity 
allocation mechanism will come up. Thirdly, an eventual location for the scheduler will be 
discussed. Finally, the drawbacks of LIPSA and the improvements relative to IPSA and other 
proposals will be enumerated. 
The proposal may be used in any cluster forming packet switched radio network where TDMA is 
used to divide the presence for a node (only having one transceiver) in several simultaneous 
clusters. 
Please read also [11], p. 267. 
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4.1 SCHEDULING SCHEME OVERVIEW 

According to the Batched Fair Exhaustive Polling (B-FEP) intra-piconet scheduling algorithm 
[6], the master should hunt for the slaves with a non-empty queue and add them to an active 
group of slaves, that we call Slaves Active Group (SAG). As soon as the SAG gets members, the 
master stays with this group of slaves in order to empty their queues. The slaves outside the active 
group are regularly polled in order to check if they need to be added to the active group. 
Aiming at uniformity of schemes, this scheduling mechanism should be extended to the inter
piconet communication, too. This proposal describes an inter-piconet scheduling scheme, which 
is analogous to the intra-piconet one (B-FEP). 
In addition, the proposal attempts to find a way between the rigidity of the IPSA scheme and the 
looseness of the best-effort based scheduling algorithms. 

The main idea is that the bridging node is in charge of IPS and makes decision, without 
negotiations, based on some information supplied by the masters of the hosted piconets. Uke a 
master in a piconet, this hierarchical powerful node should hunt for those piconets with pending 
data and add them to an active group of piconets that we call Piconets Active Group (pAG). As 
soon as the active group is not empty anymore, the bridging node stays with the active group 
attempting to "exhaust" the pending data. During this attempt, the passive piconets are probed 
regularly, in order to give them a chance to be added to the PAG. 

We will consider the case of a bridging node only hosting slaves members, as depicted in figure 
3.2, in the previous chapter. The case of a bridging node also hosting a master will be considered 
later on, in this chapter. 
The bridging node will take decisions about scheduling its presence within the hosted piconets. 
The masters may convey information about the amount and nature of their links, priority 
requirements and amount of bridging nodes etc., but the bridging node will finally determine all 
parameters with regard to the IPS. The masters will· not be in charge of making this kind of 
decisions and negotiations will neither be possible. 
Within a piconet, a bridging node should achieve a higher polling priority, in comparison with the 
other slaves within a piconet. This implies the following (we assume that B-FEP is in charge of 
the intra-piconet scheduling mechanism): 

.:. When the bridging node is active in a certain piconet, the master of the piconet in 
question should constantly keep the bridging node in its SAG 

.:. If only ACL links are present within a piconet, the master should adapt its polling scheme 
staying as long as possible with the bridging node for the duration of the active period 

If there are SCQ links, the master could not be capable of polling the bridging node continuously, 
during its active period. 
The presence of two or more bridging nodes within a piconet could also cause this kind of 
problems. As mentioned above, the master will not be in charge of making decisions about the 
location in time of the active periods of its bridging nodes. Therefore, the active periods of 
different bridging nodes belonging to the same piconet could inevitably overlap. We will discuss 
the measures to be taken against this, in a later section. 

Before taking any decision regarding the scheduling parameters, the bridging node makes use of a 
Preliminary period (sections 4.2, 4.3). 
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For the duration of the preliminary period, the bridging node "visits" all hosted piconets, one at a 
time, and exchanges some preliminary information. The preliminary period is a time window that 
will be called Preliminary Window (PW). . 
The PW is subdivided into a number of sections: sub-windows, during which one piconet is 
visited (see figure 4.2). The maximal width of these sub-windows is fixed. 
During a preliminary sub-window, the bridging node exchanges the preliminary information with 
the master of the related piconet 

After gathering the necessary information, the bridging node starts switching between the 
piconets, according to the determined schedule, in order to empty the queues. 
All masters with pending data have received the SNIFF/HOLD parameters separately, so that 
they will not share a common time window(e.g. the PS :frame in IPSA). The masters will only be 
aware of the existence of the SNIFF window determined and conveyed by the bridging node. 

From the point of view of the bridging node, the active periods in the different piconets will take 
turns in a periodic way (whetherortly SNIFF windows have been set up). Accordingly, a periodic 
time window could be defmed in which all piconets belonging to the P AG are visited. This time 
window is called Traffic Window (TW) (see section 4.4). It looks like an IPSA PS :frame [3}, but 
it is not shared with any other node involved in the communication: it is the timetable of the 
bridging node exclusively. 

In figure 4.1 both the PW and TW are shown. The bridging node of figure 3.2, in the previous 
chapter, visits the three clustered piconets during the PW. Masters 1 and 3 are added to the PAG 
(as they have pending data). After collecting the preliminary information of master 1, the bridging 
node determines the currently most suitable SNIFF parameters and transmits them to master 1. 
New SNIFF parameters are determined after collecting the preliminary information of master 3 (if 
the SNIFF parameters conveyed to master I changed, after visiting master 3, master 1 would be 
informed during the frrst active period). The bridging node builds its timetable, represented by the 
TW. 
Initially master 2 has no pending data and the bridging node conveys the time of its next visit. 

We can distinguish the following three main parts of this algorithm: 

.:. The initialisation process 

.:. The preliminary period 
(. The traffic period 

In the rest of this section, we are going to discuss how the inter-piconet communication can be 
initiated and how it is maintained with the help of the mentioned PW and TW. 
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Figure 4.1 
Example of inter-piconet communication with LIPSA: the Preliminary Window and sub-window; the 
Traffic Window of the bridging node 

4.2 INITIALISATION 

The master of a piconet must know in advance whether one of its slaves has become a bridging 
node. When a slave is paged by another device (or pages itself another device) it temporarily 
leaves the piconet, but, before doing this, it should inform its master about its new condition of 
bridging node. If the master does not receive this information (because of transmission errors, or a 
sudden departure of the bridging node), the bridging node will inform it as soon as it comes back. 
Each time it comes back to the piconet, the bridging node will be polled once, in the beginning, . 
with a packet containing the preliminary information (provided that the master knows about the 
existence of the bridging node). 
We have mentioned that a preliminary period should precede the exchange of user data. This 
period is called Preliminary Window (PW). During the PW, the bridging node should have time 
enough to visit all the piconets it is member of and exchange the information (the preliminary 
information Will come up in the next section) necessary to set up a suitable SNIFFIHOLD period. 
The PW is subdivided into preliminary sub-windows. As soon as the bridging node has 
established a contact with a piconet, a preliminary sub-window starts. A maximal duration of a 
preliminary sub-window is fIxed; we will discuss this in the next sub-section. 
On the other hand, the duration of the total PW is not fixed. Beside the exchange of preliminary 
information, during the PW, the bridging node needs time to switch between piconets and get in 
contact with the respective masters. This time could vary depending upon the stage of the inter
piconet communication. 

Assume that inter-piconet communication still needs to be initialised in the scenario of figure 3.2. 
Let us also assume that all masters know about the bridging node condition of their common 
slave. 
In fIgure 4.2, the initialisation is shown. 
The bridging node will try get in contact with all masters by staying synchronised with one 
piconet at a time until the connection has been established. 
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Figure 4.2: 
Example of Preliminary Window and Sub-Window 

As soon as the master of piconet 1 polls the bridging node (with the preliminary packet), the first 
PW and the first preliminary sub-window start. After a successful exchange of preliminary 
information, the bridging node switches to the following piconet and so on. The end of the last 
preliminary sub-window also represents the end of the PW. 
If there are pending data, a Traffic Window will follow (see sub·section 4.4); otherwise, a new 
preliminary period is needed. 
Whether there were piconets with pending data, they were added to the P AG and the TW would 
be characteris.ed by the exchange of user data between the bridging node and the members of the 
PAG. 
In case all queues were empty, new PWs will take turns until a piconet is found with pending 
data. 

The bridging node does not know the duration of the very first PW, as it did not determine any 
time parameter, yet. The next PWs will have a duration previously planned by the bridging node. 
During initialisation, the bridging node just waits patiently to be polled. Having contacted all 
masters initially. it will carefully plan all following appointments and convey this schedule to the 
masters. 
After contacting a master during the very first PW, the bridging node will estimate the duration of 
the PW. Depending on this estimation, the bridging node will convey the time of the next 
appointment. If this time elapses before the end of the PW, the bridging node will however 
respect the appointment by visiting the piconet again in a new preliminary sub-window (see 
figure 4.3) and will convey the time of a new appointment (postponing an eventual TW). 
In figure 4.3, the bridging node conveys the time of the next appointment to master I, after 
having visited its piconet in the first preliminary sub-window. It will not succeed to complete the 
PW before the time of the new appointment is elapsed, thus the bridging node temporarily 
switches back to piconet I (postponing the appointment). Thereafter it goes on attempting to 
complete the initial PW. 
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Figure 4.3 
Initial PW: The bridging node must temporarily go back to piconet 1 (at the detennined time) while it is 
hunting for master 3 

Whether transmission errors occur during this first series of preliminary sub-windows, new sub
. windows are attached immediately behind, as depicted in figure 4.4. 

Unsuccessful preliminary sub-windows 

~-:!'-~=~ I ~ I ~ 8 ~~io~!.':'_:~_·:!''':+- ~--------
Figure 4.4 
Initial PW: New sub-windows are attached immediately behind the unsuccessful ones. 

Suppose, for example, that the exchange of preliminary data in piconet 1 failed, a new sub
window is attached behind the first one and so on, until the preliminary data exchange has been 
completed successfully. 
After the initialisation stage, this will not be possible anymore. If errors occur after the inter
piconet communication has been initialised, the scheduling scheme will not be affected. 
In general, if errors occur after the initial PW (during one of the next PWs or elsewhere in a TW), 
the time of the next appointment could be unclear for either the bridging node or the master (or 
both). In this case, the peers would meet at a defined default time, in order to avoid breaking the 
connection. The default time is equal to one of the following: 
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1. The last successfully conveyed offset for SNIFF mode or THOLD 
2. If no SNIFF offset, or THOLD were conveyed, yet, the default time is the time elapsed 

between the last active BT frame (in which data has successfully been exchanged) and 
the start point of the unsuccessful preliminary sub-window 

The connection will be broken in case that one of the peers does not show up after a fixed amount 
of attempts. 

4.3 THE PRELIMINARY PERIOD 

Mter initialisation, new preliminary windows will occur during the inter-piconet communication. 
These PWs will have a fixed length and, generally, will not consist of the same amount of sub
windows needed during initialisation. In this sub-section, we will focus the attention on the kind 
of information exchanged within a PW . 

. Based on the preliminary information, the bridging node will determine the SNIFF/HOLD 
parameters for each of its masters. 
Whether the data traffic is steady, a scheduling scheme will be build according to the information 
collected within the PW. As a result, the bridging node will determine suitable SNIFF modes for 
all piconets in the PAG separately. The combination of all SNIFF windows will originate the TW. 

4.3.1 The Preliminary Information 

As a rule, the PW does not have a fixed width. However, a maximal number of BT frames can be 
·fIxed for the preliminary sub-windows. The choice is based on the time the peer nodes need to 
exchange the preliminary information. 
Assume that the bridging node has established contact with one of its masters. The situations may 
occur: 

1. The master has pending data I the bridging node has an empty queue 
The master sends a packet containing the following information: 

.:. The amount of pending data (or just the fact that the queue is not empty) 

.:. The amount of seQ links 

.:. The amount of ACL links with the respective priority classes and allocated capacity 

.:. The amount of bridging nodes with the respective SNIFF parameters (offset, 
N .. dff attempt and Tsniff), allocated capacity, priority classes and the amount of the 
clustered piconets 

.:. A proposal for the most suitable (for the master) SNIFF parameters the bridging node 
should use. The proposed period Tsnlff will depend on the amount of ACL links and 
the Talliff of the bridging node(s) with higher priority. The proposed offset and 
parameter Nsnlff attempt will depend on the allocated capacity and the location in time of 
the active periods of the remaining bridging nodes. 

The bridging node will then answer the master with a packet containing the currently most 
suitable SNIFF parameters. These are determined taking account of the received information and 
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the requirements of the already visited masters. The master acknowledges the received packet. 
The SNIFF mode is then entered. 

2. The master has an empty queue I the bridging node has pending data 
The master sends a polling packet (see section 4.7 for the packets format) to the bridging node 
containing the status of its queue and the rest of the preliminary information mentioned above 
(with the exception of the SNIFF window proposal). The bridging node transmits a packet 
containing the amount of pending data (if available), the capacity to be allocated and the priority 
class. The master then transmits a packet containing the renewed preliminary information adding 
its proposal for suitable SNIFF parameters. The bridging node makes its decision about the 
SNIFF parameters and conveys that to the master. The master acknowledges and the SNIFF mode 
is entered 

3. The master has an empty queue I the bridging node has an empty queue 
The master sends a polling packet to the bridging node containing the status of its queue and the 
rest of the preliminary information mentioned above (with the exception of the SNIFF window 
proposal). The bridging node conveys the time of the next preliminary sub-window. The master 
acknowledges the received information. The bridging node enters the HOLD mode 

4. The master has pending datal the bridging node has pending data 
The master sends a packet containing the preliminary information enumerated in 1. The bridging 
node transmits a packet containing the amount of pending data (if available), the capacity to be 
allocated and the priority class. The master then transmits a packet containing the renewed 
preliminary information including a new proposal for suitable SNIFF parameters. The bridging 
node makes its decision about the SNIFF parameters and conveys that to the master. The master 
acknowledges and the SNIFF mode is entered 

4.3.2 The Width of the Preliminary Sub-Windows 

If the nodes have a processing time (to perform the necessary calculations) much shorter than the 
duration of a BT time slot, the maximal number of time slots needed for a preliminary sub
window is 5, i.e. three BT frame. However, two more frames could be added for the following 
reasons: 

.:. The unreliable communication environment of Bluetooth, causing transmission errors 

.:. In case of empty queues at both sides, some more time is granted in expectation of data 
becoming available 

.:. In case of long absence, more time could be needed to synchronise with the master's 
clock 

In conclusion, the width of a preliminary sub-window should then be 5 BT frames, at most. If the 
preliminary information is exchanged successfully in less than 5 frames, the preliminary sub
window could be dismissed earlier. If transmission errors occur during the exchange of the 
preliminary information (mutilated packets, unacknowledged packets, etc.), few more frames are 
granted in order to correct the errors. 

As mentioned before, the PW will be followed by either a TW or a new PW, depending on the 
availability of user data. As soon as data become available in one or more piconets, data traffic 
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will take place in a 1W. The piconets without pending data will get the chance to be added to the 
PAG in the following PWs whose location in time is determined by the bridging node. 
The bridging node does not have to visit all piconets during the PWs, after the initialisation. Only 
the piconets outside the PAG will be visited. 
As depicted in figure 4.1, for example, piconet 1 and 3 are initially added to the PAG. The 
bridging node attempts to empty the queues of those piconets and visits piconet 2 later at a fixed 
point of time, in order to check for pending data and give it a chance to be added to the PAG. In 
this case, the second PW consists of one single sub-window. In the example, piconet 2 is added to 
the PAG after the second PW and it will be visited regularly in the renewed 1W. Since all 
piconets are now involved in the exchange of user data, the PWs are not needed anymore. 
Even though PWs don't occur anymore (because, for example, all piconets were added to the 
P AG), the exchange of preliminary information still takes place in the active windows within the 
1Ws. 
As mentioned above, each time the bridging node returns to the piconet the master initially polls 
it with a packet containing the preliminary information (possibly together with user data). If 
adjustments are needed, they can be made within the 1W itself. 
Whether the queues of one or more piconets are emptied, these will be dismissed and the 1W will 
be adapted to the renewed PAG. Since then, the dismissed piconets will be probed regularly in the 
following PWs. 

4.3.3 Occurrence of Preliminary Windows 

The piconets outside the PAG must be probed regularly for two reasons: to check for pending 
data and to keep track of the master's clock. 
Whether the bridging node probed the piconets outside the P AG too often, capacity would be 
subtracted from user data traffic. On the other hand, a long absence from a piconet would cause 
synchronisation problems and there could be the possibility that data suddenly become available 
and accumulate to a large extent before the bridging node is realises it. 

The solution is to increase gradually the period of occurrence of the preliminary sub-window 
dedicated to the piconet in question. A piconet outside the PAG will be initially visited with a 
certain frequency. If the queue is still empty after a number of sub-windows, the frequency will 
gradually be decreased, until a minimum is reached. The longest period of occurrence of the 
preliminary sub-window, coincide with the longest period in which the bridging node may stay 
away without loosing synchronisation. 
The maximum allowed drift of the clock in a Bluetooth device is ±20 ppm in relation to the 
nominal frequency. This means that the maximum mutual drift between two Bluetooth units is 
±40 ppm. Furthermore, a slave in active mode must maintain the value of the offset between its 
own clock and its master's clock with a maximum error of ±10 J.lS. With a 40 ppm mutual drift, a 
10 J.lS error is built up in 250 ms, i.e. 200 frames. 

The frequency of occurrence of PW s will depend on the traffic conditions and the amount of 
piconets within the PAG. The presence ofPWs, during communication, should intensify when the 
PAG has few members (in comparison with the total number of clustered piconets). Conversely, 
the frequency of occurrence must be decreased in the presence of an overcrowded PAG. 
In figure 4.5, a bridging node hosts 4 piconets. Initially, three piconets are added to the PAG. 
Piconet 1 is probed again after two traffic windows and, since the queue is still empty, the time 
between the next sub-windows is doubled. The queue of piconet 4 is emptied after three 1W s; the 
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bridging node starts probing it frequently. The frequency would then be decreased if data do not 
become available shortly. 

PW 

Period between 
successive visits 

The period has 
been doubled 

Figure 4.5 
Example of frequency decrease of PW occurrence. 

4.3.4 Location of PWs 
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The bridging node determines the occurrence of the preliminary sub-windows separately. 
The very first PW is located outside the traffic of user data. After a TW has been established, the 
next PWs may occur outside either the TWs or, more often, within the TWs. 

Preliminary sub-window 

Offset Tmilf 

Figure 4.6 
During the preliminary sub-window, the bridging node transmits the SNIFF parameters to the master. The 
offset will determine the periodic location in time of the active window. 
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As shown in figure 4.6, the offset of the SNIFF window (conveyed to a certain master by the 
bridging node) determines the location in time of the periodical window in which the bridging 
node will be active. As a rule, the value of the offset for a particular master is chosen in order to 
avoid overlapping active windows of different bridging nodes in the same piconet (see next 
section). 

PW 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 4.7 
(a) PW outside the TW; (b) PW contained in a TW 

If the flow of TWs were temporarily interrupted to make space for a PW, the location in time of 
the periodic active windows would change after resuming the TW flow, probably causing 
overlapping active windows in one or more piconets. 
In figure 4.7a, a PW shows up after temporarily interrupting the flow ofTWs. After resuming the 
flow, all active windows will still occur regularly with a period Tsnifft but with an added offset 
Tpw• 
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After initialisation, the PWs should generally be contained in the TWs. 
In figure 4.5, the PWs were placed beside the TWs for graphical convenience. The bridging node 
will actually subtract few frames from the active windows within the TWs, to probe the piconets 
outside the PAG (as shown in figure 4.7b). The choice of the piconets from which the frames are 
subtracted could depend on the priority class of the pending data. Whether the piconets outside 
the PAG are more than one, it would not be efficient to concentrate all sub-windows together in a 
big PW, as the bridging node would seize too many frames destined for user data. It is better to 
probe one or two piconets at a time in a PW. 
The PWs could be planned outside the TWs (temporarily interrupting the flow of TWs), if this is 
allowed by the traffic conditions. 

4.4 THE TRAFFIC PERIOD 

The traffic window is the timetable of the bridging node exclusively: the masters of the piconets 
hosted by the bridging node do not share it. They schedule their tasks taking account of the 
SNIFF parameters determined by their bridging node(s). This means that the masters will do their 
best to "stay" with the bridging node during the period Nsniff attempt and will handle the rest of the 
links (ACL and SCC) outside the active window. 
The SNIFF parameters are not negotiated: the bridging node will exclusively determine them. 
This confers power to the bridging nodes in the scattemet context. 
In our opinion, this power is deserved, as the bridging node is the only node that can directly 
watch over the traffic conditions of more piconets. They represent the nerve centres of the 
network. 
However, the masters still keep their leading role, allowing their slaves to take part in the 
communication with the help of the polling mechanism. In addition, they are in charge of 
allocating the capacity within their piconet. 
The bridging node is allowed to make decisions about its presence within a piconet, but the 
master will finally decide to poll it or not. This kind of decisions will be taken based on the 
existing links within the piconet, their priority class and the allocated capacity. 

In the proposed scheduling algorithm, the bridging node is free to choose its own timetable as it 
does in the loose IPS algorithms. However, traffic information will be collected from the 
clustered piconets, in order to adapt this timetable to the traffic conditions in the neighbourhood. 
The last feature aims at creating a scheduling mechanism, which takes account of priority classes 
and enables an adaptive allocation of active windows to grant an efficient utilisation of the 
network resources, as in IPSA. 
The information collected by the bridging node contains, among other things, the amount of the 
bridging nodes present in the clustered piconets and the amount of piconets clustered in each of 
those bridging nodes. Moreover, the bridging node keeps track of the SNIFF parameters adopted 
by the other bridging nodes for the piconet that they have in common. 
Based on this information, the bridging node can build the most suitable timetable. Since the 
information is continuously updated (at the beginning of each active window, the masters poll 
once the bridging node with a packet containing the preliminary information, see the previous 
subsections), adjustments of the timetable may be made continuously within the TW. 
This results in an adaptive algorithm, which dynamically allocates capacities, adjusts the size of 
the different active windows and probes the piconets with an empty queue. 
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4.4.1 Establishment of the Traffic Window 

The establishment of the Traffic Window will be described systematically. We will initially 
consider the simple scenario in figure 3.2. 
We also assume, for the moment, that there is always pending data and that the inter-piconet 
communication must be initialised. 

j 
(a) 

2 

000 j 

3 

ODD 

ODD : ... 
TW 

(d) 

Figure 4.8 
Establishment of the Traffic Window 

During the initial PW, the bridging node firstly visits piconet 1 and receives the preliminary 
infonnation. 
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Since the other piconets have not been visited yet (and the bridging node does not know if they 
have pending data), the bridging node accepts the SNIFF parameters proposed by MI' In figure 
4.8a, the preliminary sub-window destined for piconet 1 is shown together with the (provisory) 
SNIFF window detennined for MI by the bridging node. 
Piconet 2 is then visited and, based on the infonnation provided by M2, a new global T sniff is 
detennined. This is depicted in figure 4.8b. 
Finally, piconet 3 is visited and, again, the global T sniff, is adjusted in order to make place for a 
third active window (see figure 4.8c). 
At the end of the PW, masters Ml and M2 do not know, yet, about the definitive value of Tsniff 
determined by the bridging node. This and eventual other adjustments (e.g. the Nsnlffaltelllpt values) 
will be conveyed during the frrst active windows. 
In figure 4.8d, the TW, built by the bridging node, is shown. The masters will not be aware of the 
existence of this TW. From their point of view, the SNIFF windows shown in figures 4.8a, 4.8b 
and 4.8c (with the adapted period Tsniff) will repeat independently. 

4.4.2 The Parameter T sniff 

The parameter Tsniff is a common parameter for all SNIFF windows. Since the bridging node 
visits the piconets one by one during the PW, it can detennine the most suitable value only after 
receiving the last preliminary infonnation. This means that the Tsniff value may be tuned each time 
that new preliminary information is provided. 
The bridging node makes the choice of the definitive suitable Tsniff' The latter will firstly refer to 
the parameters proposed by the masters. The master choice for T miff is especially based on the 
amount of ACUSCO links within its piconet and the respective allocated capacity. The bridging 
node will detennine the final Tsniff after collecting all masters' proposals concerning the SNIFF 
parameters. 
The bridging node will finally choose the largest proposed Tsnlff' The latter will be called T.:: 
and will represent the lowest width the following TW s may assume in the rest of the 
communication, until the largest proposed Tsniff changes. Ifpiconets are dismissed from the PAG, 

or the traffic conditions change, T.:: will accordingly be updated. 

After the T:': is determined, the bridging node could choose to increase the value ofT miff, taking 

account of capacity loss, amount of overhead and adaptation to traffic conditions. In general, T sniff 
may vary during the inter-piconet communication, as we will see hereafter. However, the value 

will never be chosen below the current T.':J . 

The choice of a suitable Tsniff depends upon a series of factors. 
Suppose the TWs consist of several active windows, if Tsniff were chosen too small (e.g. equal to 

the current r/:;), the bridging node could switch too often between piconets. This would cause 

capacity loss (the bridging node needs at least one BT frame to switch between piconets) and 
waste of power. Moreover, the amount of overhead would also increase, since the number of 
preliminary packets (transmitted by the masters at the beginning of every active window 
infonning the bridging node about the changes in the data traffic and configuration) per time unit 
increases. As a result, the throughput could decrease, even though the preliminary information is 
piggybacked. 
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As a rule, the bridging node should adjust the value of Tsniff each time Nc changes, but this 
dynamical adaptation of the TW width will not always be possible. In a later section, we will see 
that the choice of a suitable T sniff could also depend on the presence of other bridging nodes in the 
hosted piconets. Accordingly, the TW width could have to be kept constant or be dynamically 
adapted to the TW width of other bridging nodes with higher priority data traffic. 

One final issue is left: on which basis does the master propose a suitable T snitT value to the 
bridging node? 
Suppose that a master has got bridging nodes in its piconet, beside an unspecified amount of 
slaves. In presence of pending data, the master will allocate capacity in its piconet. The total 
capacity available in a piconet is I Mb/s. This capacity may be divided up by allocating a number 
of frames per period to the active links sharing the channel. This period can be the width of a 
SNIFF window. 

We define the value N~ attempt as being the lowest amount of frames the width of any active 

window may amount to. Moreover, a simple slave (hosting only one piconet), having a non

empty queue, should be polled at least N ~ times per T sniff. 

Consider a piconet consisting of an unspecified number of nodes (~ 8). The active links between 
master and simple slaves are denoted x, y, Z, etc. while the links between master and bridging 
nodes are denoted a, b, C, etc. If 1 and m express amounts of frames allocated within a SNIFF 
period for the different nodes, then: 

ma +mb + .. +l;:c +ly + .. =Tmiff 
........ v .... -----,;I 

(4.4) 

n terms 

We assume that the master's intra-piconet scheduler has partitioned the capacity of the channel 
according to a given allocation algorithm that takes account of capacity requirements and priority 
classes. Then: 

m =N
a

iff =IC T iffJ a an· attempt ~ a an 

m b = N~niff attempt = l C bTaniff J 

l;:c = lc ;:cT miff J 
I y = lc yTaniff J 

(4.5) 

where Ci is the capacity allocated for link i. We have n independent equations and n+1 unknowns. 
In order to fmd a solution for this system of equations we impose that: 

Moreover, the solution must provide the lowest Tmrthat satisfies 4.4.4.5 and 4.6. 
The following scheme can provide the solution. 

(4.6) 
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Again, k could depend on the local traffic conditions. For example, a general instability in the 
neighbourhood could give preference to a value below unity, while local stability could give rise 
to a greater k. 
The choice of a suitable k can be done after monitoring a series of TWs. Then, the value of k will 
be inversely proportional to the total amount of active windows reporting continuous changes. 

Tm" +,:, xo-[::J J (4.3) 

4.3 could also be used to calculate a suitable Tsniff' This alternative formula makes use of an 
TREF 

exponential term with base: 0 = s~~. 
Tsniif 

The expression between the brackets is graphically represented in figure 4.10 for several values of 
h. In order to compare 4.1 and 4.2, the functions have been represented for the same values of h 
and k. The discussion regarding parameter k in 4.2 is also valid here for h. 
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Graphical representation of formula 4.3 for different values of h. 

The difference between the two formulas can be observed in the slope of the curves. The curves 
plotted in figure 4.9 are clearly steeper than the corresponding curves in figure 4.10. As h and k 
approach zero at the same rate, the decay rate of Tsniff will be much greater in 4.3 than in 4.2. 
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Figure 4.9 
Graphical representation of formula 4.2 for different values of k. 

(4.2) 

Formula 4.2 is a generalisation of formula 4.1 and is valid for k > O. Expression 4.1 can be 
derived from 4.2 by setting k = 1. In figure 4.9, the value of Tsniff between the brackets is 
represented as function of N c/N PAG. 
The function is plotted for different values of the exponent k. Furthermore, T::;: were set to 100 

frames and Ts=:: to 25 frames. The curves relative to a < k < 1 lie all below the curve representing 

4.1 (k = 1), while the curves relative to k > 1 lie all above 4.1. 
Clearly, the parameter k determines the decay rate of Tsniff 

.:. If k is close to a and the PAG is full of unstable piconets, Tsniff will not change significantly as 
Nc/NPAG departs from its maximum (Le. when one or few more piconets stabilise after a 
period of instability). Furthermore, Tsniff quickly approach Ts=:: as Nc/NPAG slightly departs 

from its minimum (i.e. when one or few more piconets become unstable after a period of 
stability) 

.:. If k > 1,Tsniff shows the opposite behaviour: it quickly approaches its maximum as soon as one 
or few more piconets leaves a period of instability 
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On the other hand, switching frequently between piconets gives the possibility to the bridging 
node to update its infonnation about the traffic conditions frequently. Accordingly, a small T sniff 
could give rise to a faster adaptation to the traffic conditions. 
If T sniff were chosen too large, the bridging node would save power and the capacity loss, caused 
by switching between piconets, would be insignificant The amount of overhead would be 
reduced as well and the throughput, accordingly, increased. 
On the other hand, the adaptation to the traffic conditions could be slower, as the amount of the 
received preliminary packets per time unit would decrease. 
A compromise should then be found between the two cases. The proposed solution is an adaptive 
sub-algorithm: a self-learning bridging node will adapt the value of T sniff to the rate of changes in 
the local network configuration, the status of the queues and the nature of the data to be 
exchanged. This kind of information is contained in the preliminary packets. 
This means the following: 

.:. If the preliminary information changes continuously (e.g. as a result of a continuously 
changing nature of the data traffic); the value of T.niff wUl be decreased (until T::: is 

reached) 
.:. If the traffic conditions are steady enough; the value of Toniff may either be increased 

or left constant. 

The amount of increase/decrease of T sniff will depend upon a fixed value for the maximal TW 
width, T::::; , the number of piconets in the PAG, NPAG and the number of piconets experiencing 

frequent changes with regard to the traffic conditions, Ne. NPAG is equivalent to the number of 
active windows within the TWs and Ne is equivalent to the number of active windows in which 
the preliminary infonnation continuously changes. r::::; can be chosen taking account of the 

general nature of the data traffic in the neighbourhood: e.g., the bridging node will give the 
preference to a small r::::; in the presence of unstable traffic conditions. 

If T sniff is expressed in number of BT frames, the total amount of frames could amount to: 

T miff = IT;:: - Ne (T;:: -T::;)j 
N pAG ~ 

(4.1) 

As specified in the expression, the result should be approximated to the highest integer below the 
real value (this approximation choice has been made arbitrarily 
Any piconet will be considered "unstable" if a fixed amount of consecutive active windows (in 
which the bridging node is present in the piconet in question) report changes in the traffic 
conditions. This fixed amount can also be variable. e.g. it may depend on the nature of the data 
traffic in the neighbourhood. Accordingly, Ne represents the number of unstable piconets. Tsniff 
will be updated each time N e changes. 
In 4.1, Tsniff is a linear function of Ne. Instead of a linear relationship, the following examples 
propose a quadratic function and an exponential one. 
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We start by assigning the minimal amount of frames to the links having the lowest allocated 
capacity: mmln frames for a bridging node and 1mm frames for a simple slave. 
We then calculate Tsniff from the equations in 4.5 relative to the links with the lowest capacity: 

(4.7) 

for a bridging node, and: 

(4.8) 

for simple slaves. 
The lowest value between those found in 4.7 and 4.8 is adopted to calculate the rest of the 
expressions in 4.5. Finally, the sum of the resulting mj and Ii values (expression 4.4) leads us to 

the Tsniff we were looking for: T!!I . 

mmm, Imm are assigned to 
the links with the 
lowest capacity 

mmin, Imm 

4.7 and 4.8 
are calculated and the 
lowest value is passed 

T~ .1 
The remaining 

expressions in 4.5 are 
Ts~: = Imj + Iii calculated 

i i 

Figure 4.11 
Graphical representation of the algorithm the master uses to calculate a suitable T snllf. 

In figure 4.11, the algorithm for the calculation of a suitable T sniff is graphically represented. 
Each time a change occurs in the number of links or in the nature of the data traffic within a 
piconet, the master will reallocate the capacities and update the value of its suitable Tsniff• The 
bridging nodes will constantly be informed about these changes. 

Suppose now that a piconet has a bridging node (BN}), which has set up a SNIFF window. 
Another slave becomes a bridging node (BN;!) and attempts to initialise the inter-piconet 
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communication waiting for the preliminary information supplied by the master. The master will 
carry out the procedure in figure 4.11 and calculate the new suitable Tsniff' The latter will be sent 
to BNz, in the preliminary information, together with the SNIFF parameters currently utilised by 
BN\. It is then up to BNz to decide whether: 

1. adopting the TW width of BN It in order to avoid overlapping active windows (see section 4.5 
for a detailed discussion regarding overlapping windows) 

2. or adopting a different Tsniff, greater or equal than the suitable value proposed by the master 

(T::: ).1 This in relation to the fact that this value represents the shortest period for which 4.6 

is satisfied. 

4.4.3 The Parameter Nsnllhttempt 

The priority class parameter is used to partition the total capacity among the clustered piconets in 
a bridging node. An incoming request with a specific priority class may override another request 
carrying a lower priority class. 
One of the priority levels should be of type "best effort". Data carrying this priority class do not 
ask for any particular capacity: the available capacity will be fairly shared. 
The NSDiff attempt parameter is firstly calculated by the masters and sent as indicative value to the 
bridging node. As seen in the previous subsection, this value depends upon: 

1. The required capacity and priority class of the link with the bridging node 
2. The already allocated capacity for that priority class and higher 
3. The suitable Tsniff value . 

Let us consider the establishing of a communication link between a master and a bridging node. 
During initialisation, if data are available between master and bridging node, the master will 
calculate the number of frames per period to be allocated in its piconet for the new link. Taking 
account of the number of active links in the piconet, the master calculates a suitable Tsniff first; 
then, it allocates an amount of frames Nsniffatlempt (representing the active window) proportional to 
the required capacity. If Tsniff is expressed in BT frames, the capacity the master allocates for the 
link can be expressed as: 

N sniff allempr 

CON = T iff 
Slll 

(4.9) 

This value of capacity is sent by the master in the preliminary packet, but is only indicative and 
represents the maximal value of capacity the master could allocate for the link in its piconet The 
bridging node must allocate itself capacity for all its clustered piconets. This means that the 
masters will wait for the response of the bridging node, before allocating any capacity. The 
response of the bridging node may contain a CBN capacity value that deviates from the one 
calculated by the master (but never exceeds it). 

I Choosing a TW width different from the one adopted by BN\ implies that BN2'S link with the master 
carries a higher priority class with respect to BN\'s link. This is also the subject of section 4.5. 
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In the following discussion, we shall focus the attention on the algorithm the bridging node would 
make use of to allocate capacity for its clustered piconets. 

The bridging node will perform the following tasks: 

Firstly, the most suitable Tsnilf is determined. Secondly, capacity (Nsnilf atlemptITsnlfd is 
allocated for each of the piconets, taking account of the indicative values conveyed by the 
masters (CBN;) and the priority classes of the respective links. 

The parameters Tsniffand Nsniffattempt proposed by the masters could deviate from the values finally 
determined by the bridging node. Nevertheless, the values CBNi could still be left unchanged. 

Before presenting mathematical expressions that describe the algorithm, we shall look at few 
examples, referring to the scenario in figure 3.2 of the previous chapter. 
Assume that, during the PW, the masters propose different T sniff, Nsniff attempt pairs, depending on 
the existing links in their piconets and the required capacities, see table 4.1. 
Accordingly, the bridging node will build a TW using the widest proposed Tsniff (Tsniff-REF), i.e. 60 
BT frames. This will also become the SNIFF period for master 1 and 3. The links with these 
masters require a specific capacity and the active windows must proportionally change in relation 
to the new determined Tsniffvalue. 

Master 1 Master 2 Master 3 

Table 4.1 

Finally, both Master 1 and 3 will get an active window 20 BT frames wide. 
In this example, the capacity allocated by the masters for the link with the bridging node casually 
amounted to 1/3 in each piconet. Assuming that the bridging node does not need any capacity to 
perform other procedures, the TW is divided up in three parts and the capacities put by the 
masters at disposal of the links with the bridging node are respected, regardless of the priority 
classes. 
Consider the example in table 4.2. 

Master 1 Master 2 Master 3 
(proposal) (proposal) (proposal) 

Tsnlff [# frames] 30 60 45 
NsniffattemDt [# frames] 15 45 22 
CBN 1/2 3/4 112 

Table 4.2 

As it did in the previous example, the bridging node would still choose for the longest period 
proposed, but the sum of the capacities, that the masters would potentially allocate in their 
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piconets, now exceed the available capacity in the bridging node. In this case, the priority classes 
will influence the capacity distribution. 

The bridging node will wholly allocate the requested capacity for the link(s) with the 
highest priority class and distribute the remaining capacity among the links with lower 
priority classes. Whether more than one link has the same priority class, the available 
capacity for the priority class in question is fairly distributed among the relative links. 

Assume that the link with master 1 (table 4.2) has the highest priority class and the other links 
have the same priority class. The bridging node would allocate 30 frames for the link with master 
1 (1/2 of the total capacity, as requested) and the rest would be partitioned between the links with 
masters 2 and 3. However, the capacity requests of these links still cannot be satisfied. In fact, the 
remaining capacity is 30 frames per period; the link with master 2 needs 3/4 of this amount (i.e. 
22 frames), while the link with master 3 requires 112 of the amount (i.e. 15 frames). Aiming at 
accommodating the two links in the remaining capacity, a specific number of frames will be 
subtracted from both requests, so that the total amount of frames does not exceed the maximum 
allowed. The way to proceed, in this case, will be presented later on in this section. 

Regardless of the priority classes, a minimal capacity should always be granted to the links with 
the lowest priority needs, even though high priority links require a total amount of capacity that is 
equal (or exceeds) the available one. 
Moreover, the total capacity available for a bridging node will never be Ts!lif'ifsniff. i.e. the 
bridging node cannot allocate all the frames of its TW to the data communication. The time that 
the bridging node requires to switch between piconets must also be taken into account. Some 
capacity must also be allocated for the standard procedures that every node is supposed to 
perform: INQUIRY, INQUIRY SCAN etc. The occurrence of these procedures in a bridging node 
must be, of course, much less frequent than the occurrence in a simple slave. 
We will call the capacity reserved for the mentioned system procedures: Csys' 

We now present the algorithm that could be used to allocate capacity for links carrying specific 
requests and priority classes. As seen in the examples above. the masters convey the capacity that 
could be allocated at most in their piconet. The algorithm takes account of these capacity values. 
We define the following quantities: 

CAV =l-C -"C pc sys Lk (4.10) 
bpc 

is the capacity available for the priority class pc and 2: C k is the total capacity allocated for the 
l>p<: 

links having higher priority classes. 

F~V = lTsnwC:: J (4.11) 

is the amount of frames, within the TW, available for the priority class pc. In the following 
discussion, we will neglect the term Csys. and assume that the whole capacity is available for data 
exchange. 
Suppose that n links (bridging node - piconets) have the same priority class pc: we define the 
quantity Cpt:_i as being the capacity that master i (relative to link i) can allocate at most in its 
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piconet. We also define the quantity Cmill as being the capacity that at least should be granted to 
any link with a given priority class (we will discuss this issue later on in this section). 
The bridging node will start allocating capacity for the links with the highest priority class. This 
means that the whole capacity is initially put at disposal of these links. The capacity values 
conveyed by the masters must satisfy the following condition: 

or, equivalently: 

(4.12) 

where F:Cv is calculated with 4.11 and in this case (allocation of the highest priority links) is 

equal to T sniff; Fj = F:Cv c pc.i must be at least mmin (as defined in expression 4.6). In case that 4.12 

is satisfied the capacities will be allocated adopting the values indicated by the relative masters.2 

If the following occurs: 

II 

LCpc.i >1 or 
i=1 

(4.13) 

it means that the proposed values are conflicting (as their sum exceeds the available amount of 
capacity); therefore, the bridging node will change the capacity values indicated by the masters so 
that condition 4.12 is satisfied. This can be reached by defining a vector L containing specific 
amounts of frames to be subtracted from the original vector F (whose components are represented 
by the values Fi in 4.13). The following expression is then calculated: 

(4.14) 

L is determined taking account of the mutual relationships among the components of vector F; 
accordingly, amounts of frames proportional to the capacity values Cpc) will be subtracted in 
4.14.3 The new components of vector F, found in 4.14, are then substituted in 4.12. If the latter is 

2 H F/ < mmin, the TW width must be increased. 
3 Assume that vector F has the following components: [Fl; Fz: FJ]. The maximum and minimum, among 
the components, must firstly be detected. Suppose that FJ is the maximum and FJ the minimum, the 
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satisfied, the capacity can then be allocated successfully, otherwise a new vector F is calculated 
by applying again 4.14. This process is repeated until condition 4.12 is satisfied. During the 
iterations, the result of one or more components Fi in 4.14 may reach a value below the minimum 
mmin' This means that there is no enough space to accommodate all links with priority class pc in 
the current TW. The width of TW is then increased, 4.11 updated and the iterative process 
resumed. 

Up to this point, we were concerned with the allocation of capacity for the links with the highest 
priority class. The bridging node will proceed to allocate capacity for the links carrying lower 
priority classes. 
The allocation scheme is almost the same; the only difference is that the availability of capacity 
must firstly be verified with the help of 4.10. If the result is zero, it means that all capacity is 
currently seized by the highest priority links. In this case, some capacity Cmin will be released in 
order to make place for the lower priority links. As a result, a general reallocation will take place: 
for the highest priority links the total capacity has become 1 - Csys - Cmin: for the lower priority 
links the capacity Cmin is ready to be allocated. 
As a rule, if capacity has been allocated for links with priority classes above a certain pc, in order 
to allocate capacity for the link(s) with priority class pc, the availability of capacity is firstly 
checked with 4.10. If no capacity is available, some will be freed (say Cmin,..pc): a reallocation of 
capacity will affect the higher priority links; the links with priority class pc will then have Cmin,..pc 
at disposal. Assume now that the masters relative to these links have conveyed the capacity 
values that at most can be allocated in their piconets. As before, these values are denoted with 
Cpcj' Instead of 4.12, the following condition must now be satisfied: 

n 

LCpc_i SC:: (4.15) 
j=1 

where C; is either calculated with the help of 4.10, or is set to Cmin,..pc in case that 4.10 gives zero 

as result. 
The proposed capacity values can again conflict if their sum exceeds c:: . This new condition is 

clearly more restrictive than the one stated in 4.12. In order to provide a successful allocation, the 
iterative process represented by 4.14 can still be used in case that the sum of the values Cpcj is 
greater than one; on the other hand, if 

n 

C:: < LCpC_ i SI, (4.16) 
i .. 1 

another strategy should be adopted. 

following values are calculated: k1 = F11F1, k3 = FiF]. Vector L can be detennined by firstly assigning the 
value 1 (L3 .. 1) to the component in correspondence with the minimum of vector F; secondly, the 
component in correspondence with the maximum of vector F can be expressed as: L1 ... L 11 k3.J: finally, the 
remaining components are expressed as function of L] (Le. L1 ... L k1 X L1 J). Vector L gets the following 
fonn: [L1; L1; L3] ... [L lIk3 J; L kik3.J: 1]. 
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Firstly F:v is detennined with the help of 4.11. Secondly, the following expression is calculated: 

lF~vtc,,-.J= t~ (4.17) 

Since the values Cpc) obey constraint 4.16, the summation in 4.17 never exceeds F:v • However, 

F:v frames are available for the link(s), thus, different amounts of frames will be added to the 

components of vector F until summation 4.17 approaches the value F:v. The iterative process 

discussed above can be adopted in this case too, with the exception, that vector L in 4.14 must 
now be added rather than subtracted. 
In figure 4.12, the allocation algorithm is graphically represented. The input to the algorithm 
consists of: the priority class, the TW width and the capacity values conveyed by the masters, 
whose links with the bridging node share the priority class in question. If capacity is not available 
for the lower priority links, place would be made by releasing the capacity Cmin• This also requires 
a capacity reallocation for the higher priority links, as the capacity at their disposal is now 
decreased. As a result, the available number of frames could not be enough anymore to 
accommodate the higher priority links; therefore, the TW width would be increased and the 
process repeated from the beginning. T sniff must also be decreased in case that the number of 
frames F/ allocated for a link gets below the value mmi,/ 

The choice of granting capacity to all links" (regardless of their priority class) has been made in 
order to avoid queues being overloaded with data that cannot be transmitted if higher priority 
links actively seize the available capacity. 
The final issue regards the value of Cmin• The latter can be expressed as a function of the priority 
class. Assume that the priority classes are the following: PCI = PCIOWIIslt PC2, ••• PCn = PC/Ughut. Then, 
the respective Cmin values can be detennined as follows: 

C
min

(pC
1
) = Cmin (pc2) 

2+g1 

C
min 

(pc
l
) = Cmin (PC i+1) 

i+l+g j 

C min (pc n-2 ) = C min (pc n-I) 
n-l+g n-2 

C
min 

(pc
n

_
1
) = A. Cmin (pcn ) 

n 

(4.18) 

where 0 < A < nl2 and g = [gl, g2,"" gn.2] is a vector whose components are positive number. 

4 It is important to set the value of mmln to a number that is not too low. A bridging node cannot schedule its 
presence in a piconet for only one frame, for instance. One frame is needed to synchronise with a piconet. If 
no transmission errors occur, such a low number"of frames per active window would affect the throughput 
significandy. 
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The active links that temporarily have the highest priority class (that is not necessarily pc,,) get a 
Cmi" equal to 1 - Csys (the maximal available capacity); the Cmil! values of the remaining lower 
priority links can then be calculated according to 4.18. 
If all links with a specific priority class (that is not the highest) were broken during inter-piconet 
communication, the capacity would be released and added to the capacity of the active higher 
priority links. If all links, having the (temporarily) highest priority class, were broken during 
inter-piconet communication, the Cmi" value of the new highest priority class would be set to 1 -
Csys. Each time a connection is broken and capacity is released, a new reallocation is needed. 

Attention must be paid to the width of the TW. As discussed in section 4.3.3, in order to preserve 
synchronisation a slave (thus also a bridging node) must receive a packet from its master at least 
once per 200 frames. Assume that the links with the highest priority class almost seize the 
available capacity and several links with lower priority class must share the remaining piece of 
capacity. In order to accommodate all links within its TW (taking account of the minimal number 
of frames mmi" allowed for an active window), a bridging node could need to increase T.niff to an 
unacceptable amount. For any link between master and bridging node, having an active window 
Nsniffattempl wide within the TW, the following condition must be observed: 

TsniJ! - N sniff attempt ::; 200 [frames] or 

TsniJf ::; 200 + N sniff Oltempt 

(4.19) 

If the capacity left free by the higher priority links were too small, this could result in a violation 
of 4.19. In this case, a greater Cmi", as defined in 4.18, should be released (e.g. by tuning 
parameters A and g), so that Tsniff obeys constraint 4.19. 

4.4.4 The Offset Parameter 

This parameter will determine the starting point of the SNIFF windows. The master conveys its 
choice for the offset in the preliminary information. This choice is based upon the presence of 
other bridging nodes within its piconet and the location in time of their periodical active 
windows. Whether there are no other bridging nodes, the master will not propose any offset. In 
the presence of other bridging nodes within the piconet, the master will supply information about 
their SNIFF parameters. 
The offset is a valid precautionary measure against overlapping active windows, only if the TWs 
of all bridging nodes within the same piconet have the same width. 
A bridging node is not always in state to set the width of its TW to a value fixed by another 
bridging node. 
A question arises at this point: what would happen if a piconet had several bridging nodes with 
uncoordinated SNIFF windows? 

4.5 COMPLEX SCENARIOS 

The establishment of inter-piconet communication in figure 4.8 relates to a rather simple scenario. 
In figure 4.13 the scenario of figure 3.2 has been expanded, in order to form a more complex 
situation in which more bridging nodes are present in the different piconets. 
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Again, we will assume that BNI must still initialise inter-piconet communication by setting up its 
TW. 
As it is shown in the figure, this is not a simple task. Beside BNh MI has got 1 slave and one 
more triple bridging node, Mz has got 2 slaves and a double bridging node and M3 has got 1 slave 
and a double bridging node. 
In this complex situation, the bridging node will always do its best to follow the suggestions of 
the masters, which are already involved in SNIFF agreements with other bridging nodes. 

During the PW, BNl firstly visits Mh which allocates a certain capacity (according to the priority 
class of the data to be exchanged) and proposes the Tsniff used by BNz• MJ will try to avoid 
overlapping active windows by conveying a suitable offset for the SNIFF window of BN I-
BN 1 will temporarily accept the proposal of master Mh as it has not heard anything from the other 
masters, yet. 
Masters Mz and M3 will convey similar proposals, based on the SNIFF parameters of their 
bridging nodes. 

Assume that all Tsniff values proposed by the masters are different (also not mutually 
proportional). If BNI chose the value proposed by Mit for example, it would prevent that its 
active window within piconet 1 overlaps the active window of BNz• However, this would cause 
overlapping active windows in the other two piconets. 

Figure 4.13: 
Scenario with several bridging nodes 

In figure 4.14, the situation is depicted in which BN J chooses the SNIFF window proposed by MI' 
The SNIFF windows of BNJ and BN3 would then be uncoordinated (as the Tsniff values are 
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different). Therefore, some sections of the active windows (in the common piconet 2) will 
overlap. 
There are two questions, which must be answered at this point: 

1. Which value should the bridging node (e.g. BNI ) choose as most suitable Tsniff for its Traffic 
Window, when the surrounding piconets are all involved in inter.piconet communication? 

2. How should the masters (e.g. Mz in the situation in figure 4.14) behave during the 
overlapping sections of different active windows? 

The priority classes will help us answering the questions. 
A bridging node, which initialises the inter-piconet communication, will consider the priority 
classes of the links of the surrounding bridging nodes. It will then try to avoid overlapping active 
windows in the piconet with a bridging node having a link with the highest priority class. 

In our example, assume that BNz has the highest priority class among the· surrounding bridging 
nodes. BNl will then choose the same TW width used by BN2 and the offset proposed by the 
correspondent master. The combination of T sniff and offset will prevent that the active windows of 
BNI and BN2, within piconet 1, overlaps during the inter-piconet communication. 

T sniff(BN1) 
Active window ofBN1 in piconet2 

Rilimmi 
TWBNl 

I I I 
I I I 
I I I 

----:>*!---i!E<-- Overlapping sections >1 !< 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 

I I I 

M% I ~ Mz ~ 11M: 

1l1I1i18C1I1. ~~.'~«i~"~W~#~4~---

Active window ofBN3 in picone! 2 

Figure 4.14 
Example of overlapping windows 

This will not be the case in piconet 2: the situation depicted in figure 4.14 will occur. Master M2 
must choose which bridging node it should poll during the overlapping sections of the active 
windows. During the overlapping sections (whose width varies in time, as shown in figure 4.14), 
. the master will poll the bridging nodes a number of times proportional to the priority class of their 
links. 
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Assume BN3 has a link with priority class PBN5 and BNI a link with priority class PBNl = k·PCBN5. 
Master M2 will poll BNI k times more than BN3: if, for example, the overlapping section is 6 
frames wide and k = 2, the master would poll BN I 4 times and BN3 2 times. 
In general, if the overlapping section is FoL, the master will poll BNI jj times and BN2J2 times, 
whose values can be calculated as follows: 

it =rk. /21 

f =lFoL J 
2 k+l 

(4.20) 

fork> 1 and: 

it =Lk·/2J 

fF
OL l /2 = k+l ' 

(4.21) 

forO <k<l. 
If the surrounding bridging nodes all have the same priority and different T sniff values: the 
bridging node will base its choice upon the traffic conditions of the different piconets. 

The behaviour discussed above does not apply only to a bridging node that initialises an inter
piconet communication. Each bridging node, which is already involved in inter-piconet 
communication, continuously monitors its neighbourhood. Accordingly, it will adapt its SNIFF 
parameters to the changing traffic conditions and topology. 
For example, assume that BNI has the highest priority for the data to be exchanged with masters 
M2 and M3. After that BNI has established its TW, the masters (Mt, M2 and M3) will convey the 
renewed preliminary information to their bridging nodes. For BN:> and BN4, the new bridging 
node has now the highest priority in the neighbourhood; thus, they will adapt their SNIFF 
windows to the one set up by BNI. 
This general adaptation of the T sniff parameter to the traffic conditions strives for a local 
uniformity as far as the width of the TWs is concerned .. However, a local uniformity could 
effectively be reached if the nature of the data traffic were locally stable. 

4.6 BREAKING THE CONNECTION 

The bridging nodes determine the SNIFFIHOLD parameters and convey them to the masters. 
Both master and bridging node will do their best to respect the current values of the parameters. 
This means that the master will poll the bridging node as much as possible, during the determined 
Nsniffuttempl, and the bridging node will do its best to be present during the active window. 
Both are not obligeds to meet during this time window. Due to a burst of data, for example, the 
bridging node can decide to remain some more time with a piconet and switch later to the 

5 In the Baseband Specifications, it is not clear whether any slave should continuously listen to the master, 
during the active window of a SNIFF period and whether the master is obliged to poll continuously the 
slave, during the active window. This issue gave rise to a still unsolved difference of opinion. 
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following one. When the master notices its absence, either it keeps on polling it, or decides to poll 
the bridging node later in the same active window. Whether the bridging node does not show up 
at all, the master will wait the next active window. After a fixed number of active windows in 
which the bridging node does not show up, the connection will be broken by the master. 
This is reciprocal: the bridging node will break the connection if the master does not poll it at all, 
for a fixed number of consecutive active windows. 

If the bridging node temporarily loses the contact with one of its masters for the dur~tion of an 
entire active window, it will show up in the next one. However, some adjustments of the general 
SNIFF parameters could be necessary, in the meanwhile. Nevertheless, in spite of the 
adjustments, the bridging node will return to the piconet in question at the time it would have 
returned if no adjustments were made. As soon as the bridging node gets in contact with the 
master, it will inform the master about the adjustments. 
As a rule, eventual adjustments will not come into effect if the changes have not been conveyed 
and acknowledged. 

If errors occurred during the preliminary windows, causing uncertainty as far as the new 
appointment is concerned, the peers would meet at a defined default time (see section 4.2). If one 
of the peers does not show up after a fixed amount of consecutive attempts, the connection would 
be broken. 

4.7 DATA MESSAGES 

The algorithm makes use of three kinds of messages: the preliminary information, the SNIFF 
parameters and user data. The SNIFF parameters are usually conveyed with LMP messages and 
user data are generated in the higher layers. The question is where should the preliminary 
information be included. This will depend on where the scheduler will be situated. Whether it is 
located in the baseband, then the preliminary information will be included in the LMP packets. 
Whether the scheduler is located in one of the higher layers, the preliminary information could be 
included in the header of the respective layer (or even in the user data). 

When preliminary information is exchanged outside the PWs (i.e. at the beginning of the active 
windows, within the TWs), the preliminary information should preferably be included in the 
packets containing user data. This would increase efficiency. 

4.8 MASTER ENTITY CLUSTERED IN A BRIDGING NODE 

Until now, we have only considered examples with bridging nodes exclusively hosting slave 
entities. Suppose that a master entity is hosted as welL 
Firstly, the bridging node does not need to visit the piconet of the hosted master, during the PW. 
Secondly, the bridging node still builds its timetable (TW) in which the master entity periodically 
becomes active, just as any other entity. 
During the active window destined to the master entity, the master will take care of the 
communication within its own piconet. 
However, as the master is responsible of coordinating intra-piconet communication, it is not 
advisable to form bridging nodes hosting a master entity. In fact, according to the specifications, 
the active slaves must continuously listen to their master and break the connection if the master 
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stops sending polling packets. As a result, the slaves having a master clustered in a bridging node 
would break the connection each time the master leaves the piconet. In order to keep the 
connections intact, the master should put its slaves in one of the power saving modes discussed in 
chapter 2 (Le. PARK, HOLD, SNIFF mode), each time it leaves the piconet. This could result in a 
general decrease of throughput within the piconet, beside the delay caused by the absence of the 
master. 
Even though the slaves are not active during the absence of the master, they still need to stay 
synchronised with the master's clock. This means that the master may not stay away too long. As 
a result, either the width of the TW does not exceed a fixed value (see subsection 4.3.3 for a 
detailed discussion about the clock drift), or the master entity becomes active several times during 
aTW. 

4.9 THE HOW MODE 

Whether there is no pending data in one or more piconets, the bridging node conveys the time of 
the following PW. The HOLD mode will then be entered. 
This mode could also be used as alternative to SNIFF mode. This would be efficient if the traffic 
nature is rather unstable, the data is of the type "best effort" and specific capacity allocation is 
unnecessary. The way to use the HOLD mode could come to a compromise with one of the 
algorithms discussed in the previous chapter: SSSS/C. 
We believe that the combination of SNIFF and HOLD mode (in the SSSS/C style) provides the 
best solution for the inter-piconet scheduling problem. 

4.10 BUFFERS 

One more issue will be discussed in this section before drawing the conclusions; see also [14J. 
[16J, [18] and [19]. 
A bridging node in a scattemet can have the following roles: 

1. It forwards the incoming c1ata from one piconet to another 
2. It is the addressee of the incoming data (the incoming data are addressed to the device 

which hosts the bridging node) 
3. It is the sender of data originated from the device which hosts it and addressed to one 

or more piconets 

In the Baseband of any Bluetooth device there is, among other things, a buffer for incoming data 
(in-buffer) and a buffer for outgoing data (out-buffer). 
Data, arriving from the higher layers, are collected in the out-buffer (figure 4.14a). 

The out-buffer of a bridging node can contain data addressed to several piconets. When a node 
becomes member of a piconet, a part of this buffer should exclusively be reserved for the new 
piconet. In the scenario shown in figure 3.2, for example, the buffer for outgoing data should be 
divided in three parts (figure 4.14b). When synchronised with a particular piconet, the scheduler 
(having the out-buffer under control) can switch over to the part of the buffer, which is reserved 
for the piconet in question. 
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If the buffer for outgoing data were not divided up as described above, data, originating from 
higher layers and addressed to ·different piconets, would pile up in the buffer and the sending 
order would follow the FIFO (First In First Out) rule (see figure 4.14a). As a result, in order to 
empty the buffer, the scheduler would be obliged to schedule the presence of the node in the 
different piconets according to the same FIFO order. 

Data piled up in { 
the out-buffer 

Figure 4.14 

Data coming from higher 
layers 

(a) 

Data coming from higher 
layers being ordered in the 
different sections 

(b) 

Data destined for 
Piconet 2 

Data destined for 
Piconet 1 

Data destined for 
Piconet 3 

(a) Out-buffer where data are piled up and FIFO order is used; (b) partitioned out-buffer. 

Then, either the scheduler is located in the Application Layer (user data is then generated and 
piled up in the out-buffer in the order planned by the JPS algorithm), or the scheduler is located in 
the Baseband (the out-buffer can then be partitioned as described above). 
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However, data to be forwarded (e.g. IP packets which are routed by a bridging node) will not 
reach, in general, the Application Layer. Then, in case that IPS is performed in the Application
Layer, the scheduler could not control the flow of forwarding data. 
On the other hand, a Baseband-scheduler can keep all kinds of data under control. It should be 
able to make an inventory of data coming from the higher layers and save data, addressed to a 
certain piconet, in the place (within the out-buffer) that qas been destined for that particular 
piconet. 
Another possibility is to provide the scheduler with a buffer of its own and situate the scheduler in 
one of the lower layers, which is crossed by all kind of user data. Accordingly, out-buffer 
partitioning would not be necessary since the scheduler would pile up data in the out-buffer in the 
right order (the one planned by the IPS algorithm). 

The buffer for incoming data does not need any partitioning. The order of incoming data is not 
important, as they are handed over to the higher layers as soon as they arrive. 

4.11 MERITS AND DRAWBACKS OF LIPSA 

The algorithm described in the previous sections aims at coming away from the rigidity of the 
scheme in IPSA and, at the same time, providing a mechanism for capacity allocation. 
Although, in this proposal, information about the traffic conditions, topology, etc. is still 
exchanged (as it was done in IPSA), no negotiations take place. The bridging nodes acquire the 
power to take decisions, without negotiating their choices with their peers. This power is 
deserved, as they are the only nodes being capable to monitor the local traffic situation. 

The bridging node still needs a "time window" to schedule its tasks (the TW), but this represents 
its own timetable, which is not shared with any other node within the scattemet. 
On the other hand, IPSA proposes a time window (pS frame) that is shared by all nodes involved 
in the inter-piconet communication. In fact, all nodes (the masters included) must schedule their 
tasks within this shared window. This causes problems when the size of the window is adjusted 
(in order to adapt it to the traffic conditions) locally. In general, sharing time parameters within a 
large scattemet creates problems (as it was pointed out in the previous chapter). 

The proposed scheduling scheme allows a faster adaptation to the traffic conditions, since local 
changes (e.g. in a TW) will not cause a chain of negotiations allover the network. The 
simulations shown in the last chapter will confirm this statement. 
Clock drift problems can also be solved easily without causing a chain of adjustments allover the 
network. This improvement (in respect of IPSA) is due, again, to the fact that the masters, 
involved in inter-piconet communication, do not share any time window. No measures must then 
be taken to synchronise the starting point, when their mutual deviation causes switching problems 
to the bridging nodes (the clock drift problems of IPSA has also been discussed in the previous 
chapter). 

The bridging nodes only allocate capacity for the piconets with pending data, adding them to an 
active group (P AG) as the master does with its slaves in the context of a piconet (according to B
PEP). This means that the inter-piconet scheduling mechanism is analogous to the intra-piconet 
one. Uniformity of scheduling scheme is then created in the scattemet. 
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The aim of the proposed algorithm was also to provide a suitable scheme that distinguishes 
different priority classes and allows the allocation of capacity based on priority classes. 
The bridging nodes are free to take decisions about their timetables. They will not consult anyone 
and they are not obliged to be continuously present in the active windows. 
The algorithm proposes a dynamical scheme, which tends to the set up the optimal timetable by 
continuously tuning the SNIFF parameters. 
It can be considered a compromise between the looseness of the proposed best-effort IPS 
algorithms and the rigidity of the scheduling scheme in IPSA. 

In addition, the proposal is conformant to the existing version of Bluetooth: no new modes 
(JUMP, or "active remote") are required, thus, the specifications are not supposed to be adapted. 
However, if one of the mentioned modes were introduced. it would benefit the performance of 
LIPSA. 

The main drawback of this proposal could be the inevitability of overlapping active windows. 
However, the priority class of the links is respected in this situation, too. In simple traffic 
conditions and scenarios, the overlapping windows could easily be avoided, since the bridging 
node would tune the SNIFF parameters until the optimal timetable (free from overlapping 
windows) is reached. 
In a complex traffic situation (unstable nature of data traffic), overlapping active windows could 
not be avoided. 

If the preliminary information, exchanged outside the PWs, is included in the user data packets, 
the amount of overhead should not create problems. 



CHAPTER 5 

Evaluation Criteria and Scenarios 

Many devices, such as notebook computers, phones, PDAs and other computing devices will 
incorPorate Bluetooth wireless technology, in the future~ they will have the ability to fonn 
networks and exchange infonnation. 
With respect to the handling of Bluetooth scattemets, various proposals have been submitted. 
In chapter 3 and 4, we have discussed two main kinds of algorithms: "QoS" and "best effort" 
based algorithms. In this chapter, we will enumerate some possible scenarios and define a set 
of criteria on the basis of which the different algorithms could be evaluated. 
The power saving modes used on the different Bluetooth links should be appropriately chosen 
for the proposal that is being evaluated. The same applies to the corresponding parameters. 
However, the chosen set of parameters as well as the used traffic loads need to be described in 
detail. It is desirable to investigate varying traffic loads with respect to inter and intra-piconet 
links in order to evaluate the behaviour of the proposed solutions under various conditions. 

5.1 SCENARIOS 

It is important to define some representative scenarios to refer to when the algorit1;uns are 
being evaluated [9]. Many combinations of devices could be thought of, however, two kinds 
of scenarios can be distinguished: static and dynamic scenarios. Unlike the dynamic 
scenarios, the static ones consist of topologies that do not change in time. 
The scenarios can also be classified in simple and complex. A simple scenario consists of few 
nodes fonning a small scattemet (lor 2 piconets). Such a scenario can be used to test the 
correct working of the algorithm. However, it is not suitable for measuring the perfonnance 
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of the algorithm in variable traffic conditions. Therefore, some complex scenarios, consisting 
of a greater amount of nodes (> 2 piconets), should be also taken into account. 
In this section, some simple "real life" scenarios will fIrstly be described. Secondly, we will 
present "futuristic" scenarios that are more complex. 

5.1.1 LAN access 

A laptop with its private mouse connects to a local area network via an access point. While 
maintaining its master role towards its private device, the laptop becomes a scatternet device 
assuming the slave role towards the access point (see fIgure 5.1). 

Access Point 
LAN 

Slave 

(a) (b) 

FigureS.1 
(a) Scenario: access Point, laptop and private device; (b) topology 

In terms of responsiveness, the mouse needs to be polled every 10 frames at the latest [9]. I 

The modes (i.e. active, SNIFF, HOLD, PARK), which will be used between mouse-laptop 
and laptop-access point, respectively, should be appropriately chosen depending on the 
proposal that is being evaluated. 

5.1.2 Ad-Hoc Data Exchange 

Two laptops, which have established a private piconet, are exchanging data. While one of the 
notebooks maintains a master-only functionality, the other one assumes the role of bridging 
node (see fIgure 5.2).2 
Again, in terms of responsiveness, every mouse needs to be polled after 10 frames at the 
latest. 

I The mentioned amount of frames is an estimation based on recent measurements that are perfonned 
on prototype devices. In this case, the delay amount to 12.5 msec. 
2 The tenn "bridging node" could be misleading, since, in this specific case, no data is ·'bridged". 
However, we keep the denomination of "bridging node" that indicates in general a multi-homed device. 
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Slave Slave 

(b) 

Figure 5.2 
Data exchange between laptops 

Examples of traffic load configurations: 

1. Fully loaded link between laptops; interrupted sporadic bursty traffic in each laptop's 
private piconet. It can be used to evaluate interaction between inter- and intra-piconet 
links 

2. Fully loaded links between laptops & PDAlmobile phone (e.g. running some 
synchronization protocol), interrupted by remaining inter- and intra-piconet links 

3. Fully loaded links with the e~ception of the laptop-mouse links 
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5.1.3 Scenarios with several Bridging Nodes 

These scenarios consist of somewhat larger scattemets, containing more then one bridging 
node. 

5.1.3.1 LAN access with multiple clients 

This scenario is similar to the one described in section 5.1.I.The only difference is that in this 
case there are more then one clients attached to the access point. 

.llcoess Point 

.,..,.... .... 
............... ! ;., 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5.3 
Access Point, multiple clients that all have private devices 

5.1.3.2 Conference table 

The conference table scenario allows many possible topologies. Two topologies are presented 
that contain the major device types (M, S, MIS, SIS). 
A group of people in a meeting wishes to view a presentation on their notebooks. The 
presenter places his own notebook into host model. The others attempt to connect to the host. 
Since there are more than 8 notebooks, a scattemet configuration is needed so that all 
notebooks can view the presentation. Below are some assumptions about the application and 
the users that affect the formation and operation of the network . 

• :. All notebooks are running the same presentation sharing application 

.:. All participants are present in the room when the presentation begins 

.:. If the users are not sophisticated enough to create a scattemet, the presenter enters host 
mode with a name for the meeting. Then, the others select a "join meeting" operation. 

3 This mode is not described in the Bluetooth v.l specifications. It could be dermed in a later Bluetooth 
version or it could just indicate that the device in question is the main source of data. 
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which prompts for the name of the meeting to join. The application is responsible for 
setting up the network topology 

.:. The participants attempt to join the meeting at the same time 

.:. The application is implemented such that once a notebook is connected to the host it can 
appear as a host to other notebooks 

The resulting topology is shown in figure 5.4. 
This configuration can be made more complicated if mice with a Bluetooth connection are 
added to the laptops. 

. . ..• ::~: ---- ./ ................... . 
~""=i:'" '\,;: .. \,. .. 

- ....... -- .. 

(a) 

Slave 

Slave 

Slave 

(b) 

Figure 5.4 
(a) Scenario consisting of users viewing a presentation run by the host; (b) topology indicating the 
various roles assumed by the nodes 
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5.1.3.3 Private Network within a Larger Network 

A meeting similar to the previous scenario is in progress. The participants are from two 
different companies. Three people from company X wish to create a private, secure network 
in order to pass messages back and forth while viewing the presentation of company Y. This 
private network is created after the main network is up and running. The resulting topology is 
shown in figure 5.5. 
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(a) 

SlavelMaster 
(b) 

FigureS.S 
(a) Scenario with private network integrated in a larger network; (b) topology 
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5.1.4 PAN with LAN access 

This scenario consists of a larger Personal Area Network, with one or more access points, as 
shown in figure 5.6. 

. , -
"""". ",iii 

Mx - Master of piconet x 

·P~onet5 . . 

•
. • BTunit, master in one ~ BT unit, master in one 

BT urut, master 'C.I piconet, slave in ooe 't:Y piconet, slave in two 

o BTunit, slave 

Figure 5.6 

'" BT ~t, slave in 
"'" two PIConets 

CJI'\ BT unit, slave in 
Xl/Ihree piconets 

-.. 

(a) Scenario with private network integrated in a larger network; (b) topology 

5.1.5 Mobility in an ad-hoc network 

Server 

Up to this point, we have assumed that the topology remains constant throughout the network. 
However, this is not a correct assumption: users are mobile, and the network topology 
changes constantly. 
In some cases, the investigation of the performance of the algorithms operating under 
dynamic conditions is superfluous, as the changing topology can be considered as a sequence 
of different static configurations. However, especially the QoS based algorithms (like IPSA 
and LIPSA) need to be evaluated in the case of changing topology, e.g., the appearing or 
disappearing of nodes. The reason why this is important for QoS algorithm is that they 
allocate capacity during the inter-piconet communication. Accordingly, capacity could be lost 
in case that a node suddenly disappears without informing its peers; the capacity seized by the 
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leaving nodes cannot be released until the peers notice the absence of the nodes. The time in 
which the capacity remains unnecessarily seized could differ depending on the specific 
algorithm. 
The changing topology can be brought about by letting the nodes roaming in- and out the 
network. 
For instance: take the topology described in the previous subsection, and let n devices be in
and out of reach of the network, every x minutes. 

5.2 EV ALUATION.CRITERIA 

In chapter 3, we mentioned that two kinds of algorithms have been proposed. Accordingly, 
the comparison can be made either between algorithms of the same sort, or between 
algorithms of different sorts. 
Some evaluation criteria could then be more useful to compare algorithms of the same sort 
and less meaningful in case that algorithms of different sorts are compared. This chapter lists 
the evaluation criteria that will be applied when evaluating and selecting a possible IPS 
solution. 

5.2.1 Adaptation to traffic conditions 

With respect to the adaptation to various traffic loads, the following issues need to be 
investigated: 

.:. The behaviour of the proposed solution in the presence of dynamic traffic conditions 

.:. The way in which the bandwidth is shared between various links in the worst case of 
traffic conditions 

.:. Fairness in relation to bandwidth sharing [12] 

Dynamic traffic conditions correspond to links carrying bursts of data. 
The mentioned worst case represents the condition in which all links (involving bridging 
nodes) have fully loaded queues waiting to be emptied. 
The last issue needs to be discussed more thoroughly. The fairness of an algorithm cannot be 
measured as, for example, the throughput (see next section). It can be evaluated qualitatively, 
e.g. by investigating the way the algorithm distributes the capacity among the links. Since two 
kinds of algorithms have been proposed (see chapter 3), the fairness should be investigated 
comparing algorithms of the same sort. 
As far as QoS-based algorithms are concerned, a fair distribution of capacity should take 
account of the priority classes4 that characterise the different links. Accordingly, capacity 
requests of higher priority links should be satisfied first. Lower priority links should however 
not be suppressed completely by the higher priority ones. Links with the same priority class 
should share the allocated piece of bandwidth in a "best effort" way. 
"Best effort"·based algorithms do not allocate capacity by taking into account specific 
priority classes. An attempt is made to empty the queue of the nodes involved in the 
communication, but no specific capacity is allocated for the active links. In this case, the 
bandwidth should be "fairly" distributed among the links: if there are no capacity requests, all 

4 The priority class is a number that represents the importance of a link with respect to the others (as it 
has been discussed in the previous chapter). These numbers could depend on either the history of 
communication or the responsiveness of certain devices (e.g. a mouse with a Bluetooth connection). 
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links should get the same amount of bandwidth; in the presence of capacity requests, an 
attempt should be made to reseIVe an amount of bandwidth proportional to the these requests. 

The following 'traffic load profiles' could be used: 

.:. Increasing data load; Rather than reflecting a real-life scenario, this behaviour can be used 
to evaluate the reactivity of the proposed solution . 

• :. Bursty traffic; e.g. short peaks resulting from printer commands, variable bit rate flows 
(streaming. video) 

.:. Fully loaded links (links involving bridging nodes and having fully loaded queues at both 
sides) 

With respect to data loads, it is desirable to make use of real-life applications like TCP, if 
applicable to the chosen simulation environment. 
In addition to single-hop links, multi-hop links crossing a scattemet as well as multi-hop links 
crossing each other (resulting in a bottleneck for the overall scattemet) need to be 
investigated. 

5.2.2 System Throughput and Waiting Time 

Throughput is a parameter that needs to be defmed in the case of inter-piconet scheduling. In 
an Operating System, scheduling is performed by the processor and the throughput is defmed 
as [12]: 

Jobos 
Throughputos = Processing Time 

(5.1) 

where Jobos indicates the time required by an application to be executed and Processing Time 
the time actually spent by the processor to perform the job. 
In the case of a node scheduling its presence within different piconets, the Jobs could be 
symbolised by the queues that need to be emptied. In order to standardise the simulation 
modelling, we assume that all packets are one-slot packetss. This means that the total amount 
of data-packets in the queues also represents the amount of frames needed to deliver the 
packets. Since the BT frames have a flxed duration, the total amount of packets multiplied by 
the frame width is equal to the time required to deliver the packets: 

Job rPS = (number of packets)xI.25 sec-3 (5.2) 

The Processing Time of an Operating System can be translated into Delivery Time in the IPS 
case. The latter indicates the actual time needed (e.g. by a bridging node) to perform a Job rPs 

deflned in 5.2. Suppose that several nodes connected to a bridging node have non-empty 
queues and that different amounts of packets are waiting to be sent to the bridging node in 
question. Depending on the scheduling scheme, some signalling could be needed before the 
peers start to exchange user data. This means that a larger amount of packets, than the one 
contained in the queues, could be exchanged. Equivalently, a larger amount of frames could 

S One BT frame consists of two slots. As seen in the first two chapters, the set of all first slots 
represents the downlink channel (master to slave), while the set of all second slots represents the up
link channel (slave to master). One-slot packets are data packets whose size fits in one time slot. Data 
packets may have a greater size, up to five time slots. 
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be needed in order to empty the queues. This amount represents the mentioned Delivery Time. 
In the case of inter-piconet scheduling the Throughput can then be defmed as: 

Job 
Throughput = IPS 

IPS D l' T' e Ivery Ime 
(5.3) 

According to the dimension of a JoblPs defmed in 5.2, the throughput is a dimensionless 
quantity. However, JoblPs could be expressed in amount of bits; consequently, the dimension 
of throughput would become [bits/sec]. 
The total system throughput can be calculated as follows: 

TOT I.·Jobi Throughput = __ -='=--~_-
IPS I.i[DeliveryTime]i ' 

(5.4) 

where the Jobs, in the numerator, represent the non-empty queues of the links involving 
bridging nodes only and the [Delivery Time]i, in the denominator, is related to Jobi• 

The higher the total system throughput, the better the IPS solution. 

In 5.3, no waiting times are included in the calculation. The Throughput gives an indication of 
how much overhead is needed in order to deliver a certain amount of user data. Beside 
overhead, waiting times could also represent an annoying problem within IPS. 
When a J oblPs is generated, some time passes before the system generates a response 
(Response Time) [12]. This means that, in the inter-piconet communication, data will not be 
exchanged as soon as they become available. Time is needed, for example, by the peers to 
realise that data is waiting to be sent and, in the case of IPSA and LIPSA, some time is 
needed to organise the communication (i.e. setting up a PS frame or a Traffic Window, 
respectively). 
In addition, in the case of LIPSA, for example, some queues (of lower priority links) could 
wait an amount of frames that is much larger than the number of packets (frames) to be 
delivered, before being emptied. This is due to the bandwidth being mostly seized by the links 
with higher priority classes. Depending on the capacity allocated for a specific link, a JoblPs 
(e.g. a queue being emptied) could repeatedly be intenupted and resumed later, in order to 
perform other JobslPs. The actual time spent to perform a JoblPs will be denoted: Executing 
Time. . 
Finally, the total Waiting Time [12] related to a specific JoblPs is defmed as: 

[Waiting Time] 'ob = [Response Time] + [Executing Time] 
",' II'S (5.5) 

The Mean Waiting Time can be calculated taking the contributions of all links (involving 
bridging nodes) generating JobslPs at a particular time: 

~II(I)[W •• '7"\' ] L". aztmg llme Job 
WaitingTime(t) = 1=1 I ; 

net) 
(5.6) 

net) is the total number of JobslPs generated at time t. Time averaging 5.6 leads us to the most 
general indication of the IPS Waiting Time within the network; the Time Average Mean 
Waiting Time 
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\
~II(I) 

(Waiting Time (1)) = Li=l [Waiting Time ]Job/ ) 

n(t) . 
(5.7) 

Clearly, large Waiting Times could be an indication of bad perfonnance for the algorithm 
being tested [12]. 
In QoS based algorithms (like IPSA and LIPSA), the Mean and Time Average Mean Waiting 
Time can be calculated on a priority class basis. This means that in 5.6 and 5.7 only JobsJPS 
carrying the same priority class should contribute to the summation. 

5.2.3 Power Consumption, per Throughput 

With respect to mobile devices, power consumption per amount of payload data sent needs to 
be taken into account. The proposed solution should provide the means to allow mobile 
devices to make use of power-saving mechanisms. 

5.2.4 Responsiveness & Delay 

In order to guarantee a minimum responsiveness, the scenarios, described in the previous 
sections, have introduced mice, which need to be polled after 10 frames at the latest. The way 
the algorithm fulfils this requirements should be investigated. 
With respect to interactive applications, the delays on corresponding connections introduced 
by the proposed algorithm must be considered. The delay is strictly related to the Waiting 
Time parameter defmed in the previous subsection. The perfonnance of the proposed solution 
handling delay-sensitive applications in different traffic conditions should be investigated. 
The traffic conditions to refer to are described in subsection 5.2.1. 

5.2.5 Devices Using Pre-Scheduling 

Some vendors are designing a Bluetooth baseband-chip architecture where a number of slots 
are 'pre-scheduled'. The reason for this is that it is difficult to react directly after the reception 
of a data packet, with another data packet. Some time is needed to process this packet in 
flnnware. Therefore, up to 16 slots are written in advance to a hardware buffer for 
transmission. 
The applicability of the scheduling algorithms to this kind of devices should be investigated. 

5.2.6 Scalability 

In order to identify possible limitations to scattemet topologies, scalability issues need to be 
considered [9]: 

.:. Functionality within a single device: Master/Slave, Slave/Slave; Master/Slave/Slave 

.:. Number of connections that can be maintained by a master: 1 device (covered by the 
LAN access scenario; cf. section 5.1.1); 2 or 3 devices (covered by the data exchange 
scenario; cf. section 5.1.3); 5 devices (e.g. laptop + 4 private devices + scattemet device; 
it should be covered by the conference table scenario; cf. section 5.1.2 and 5.1.4) 
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5.2.7 Interference and Transmit Power 

With respect to interrerence and transmit power: 

.:. In which way does the proposal under evaluation react on interrerence? 

.:. Is there any risk that links are going to break down more frequently? 
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.:. Does the proposed solution lead to an increased transmit power because of more frequent 
retransmissions? 

5.2.8 Interoperability 

Most likely, the solution .for IPS that will be proposed for the fIrst generation of Bluetooth 
devices (version l.x), will not signal the end of the work. Therefore, it is important to propose 
a solution that has a <roadmap to the future'. It should be possible to build, and extend the 
solution, and bring in more advanced schemes that allow for backward compatibility with 
older solutions [9]. 

With respect to interoperability with devices being based on Bluetooth 1.1, the following 
questions need to be answered: 

.:. Is the proposed solution capable of interoperating with devices developed according to 
the current specifIcation 1.1? . 

• :. What impact does the proposed solution have on 1.1 compliant devices? 

5.3 CHOICES WITH REGARD TO SIMULATIONS 

In the next chapter, we will quantitatively evaluate LIPSA. The latter was implemented and 
tested within a simulation environment, which has been specifically designed in order to test 
the perrormance of Inter-Piconet scheduling algorithms. 
The parameters on which the simulations have been based are: Throughput, Executing Time 
and Response Time. The other evaluation criteria have been neglected for the following 
reasons: 

.:. Power Consumption, per throughput, is closely related to the Throughput. However, we 
did not have power specifIcations of Bluetooth devices at our disposal. Therefore, no 
quantitative evaluation in term of Power Consumption could be perrormed 

.:. Responsiveness & Delay are closely related to Response Time and Executing Time 
respectively 

.:. The other parameters are not quantitatively estimable. 

The tests perrormed are aimed at fmding the ideal conditions (width of the Traffic Window, 
capacity request and priority class) for which the highest Throughput, the lowest Response 
Time and the lowest Executing Time are reached, in the presence of different traffic 
conditions. Subsequently, tests have been perrormed in order to check if LIPSA could reach 
the mentioned ideal conditions. 
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Simulation Results and Conclusions 

A simulation environment for Inter·Piconet communication has been designed with the help of 
MA TLAB. LIPSA has also been implemented and tested with this simulator. 
Firstly, in this chapter, we will describe the working of the simulator. Secondly, the test results 
concerning LIPS A will be presented and discussed with the help of graphical aids. 
The algorithm has been tested for different traffic conditions as it was anticipated in the last 
chapter. 
On basis of the collected data, at the end of the chapter, we will draw a conclusion and provide 
recommendations with regard to the performance of LIP SA. 

6.1 THE SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT 

A simulation environment was needed in order to evaluate the IPS algorithms. The only simulator 
available was NS (Network Simulator) specially adapted for the Bluetooth network. This 
simulation environment was originally supposed to test several scattemet forming and routing 
algorithms designed for ad·hoc networks. No attention has been paid to the scheduling problems 
within the network. In addition, the simulator does not support the operating modes of the 
Bluetooth devices (i.e. SNIFF, HOLD and PARK), which are indispensable for some algorithms 
(e.g. IPSA and LIPSA) in order to distribute the available capacity. 
Accordingly, we created a new simulation environment in MATLAB. This simulator is especially 
suited for evaluating the IPS algorithms. 
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The performed simulations are based on network configurations wherein one node bridges several 
piconets. An example of such a scenario is depicted in figure 6.1. 

-----~~ 

Figure 6.1 
Simulation scenario containing one node bridging several piconets. 

This scenario is based on the one depicted in figure 5.3 in chapter 5. We assume, in this case, that 
the access point plays the role of bridging node. 
The input to the simulator consists of time schedules, which represent the status of the queue of 
each node involved in the communication. One such schedule is represented in figure 6.2. The 
first column contains amounts of frames; the second column contains capacity values; the third 
column contains priority class values. If capacity and priority class values are not zero, a row 
contains all information needed to establish a link. 
Consider the first row, for example: '525' represents the duration (expressed in amount of 
frames) of the link, '113' is the capacity request and '3' is the priority class. As we mentioned in 
the last chapter, the amount of frames also corresponds to the amount of user data-packets. 
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Consider now the third row: capacity value and priority class are both equal to zero; '206' still 
represents an amount of frames but, in this case, it does not correspond to an amount of data
packets. The simulator will not consider this row as a link to be set up, but as a period of time in 
which no data is available in the queue of the node in question. 

NODE X 

I 

525 1/3 3 
I 

650 3/4 1 
I 

206 0 0 

46 3/4 2 

179 1/2 1 

Job [# fr.) Cap PC 

Figure 6.2 
Time Schedule of node X. 

All nodes, but the bridging node, have a time schedule. The schedules of the slaves (with the 
exception of the bridging node) contain the links to be established with the master regardless of 
where data are generated, i.e., even though the master generates data destined for a slave of its, 
the relative link is included in the schedule of the slave in question. 
The schedules of the masters contain the links to be established with the bridging node, regardless 
of which node (master or bridging node) generates the data. 
Firstly, the masters process the capacity requests of the slaves in their piconets and, consequently, 
calculate the minimal width (T sniff) that the bridging node may choose for its Traffic Window. The 
simulator uses the algorithm represented in figure 4.11 (see chapter 4), in order to calculate the 
minimal T sniff for every master. These values are updated each time one of the slaves sets up a 
new link, according to its schedule. 
Secondly, after collecting the mentioned Tsniff values, the simulator starts the Inter-Piconet 
communication according to the scheduling mechanism described in chapter 4. As mentioned 
above, the schedule of the masters contains: a number of links to be established with the bridging 
node; pauses characterised by the absence of data. The bridging node processes the capacity 
requests and priority classes of the links in turn, then allocates specific amounts of frames for 
each piconet according to the algorithm represented in figure 4.12 (see chapter 4). This amount of 
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frames depends, of course, on the width of the Traffic Window. It is possible either to fix the 
width and keep it constant during the Inter-Piconet communication, or to apply the adaptive 
algorithm represented by the expression 4.2 and figure 4.9 (or expression 4.3 and figure 4.10). In 
the last case, it is even possible either to fix the value of k (in expression 42), or to let the 
simulator itself determine the most suitable k depending on the frequency of the global changes in 
the time schedules of the masters. If k is fixed, the simulator will vary the width of the traffic 
Window only along the correspondent curve depicted in figure 4.9. 
The simulator takes account of Preliminary Windows (see chapter 4) and transmission errors. 
During the initial Preliminary Window, the first value of T sniff is determined and the capacity 
allocated for each piconet; the simulator starts then the user-data exchange, which takes place in 
the Traffic Windows. The capacity distribution among the piconets is kept constant until one of 
the JOBs in the time schedules expires (i.e. the data-packets associated with a specific link have 
all been sent). As soon as a JOB expires, a new capacity allocation will take place (depending on 
the time schedules of the masters), the Traffic Window will be updated and the Inter-Piconet 
communication resumed. The simulation stops when all JOBs in the schedules have been 
performed. 
The output of the simulator consists of Throughput, Response Time and Executing Time, 
calculated for each JOB within the time schedule of each master. The Throughput is calculated 
according to definition 5.3 (see chapter 5), where: 

Delivery Time = Overhead + JOBnos (6.1) 

JOBlPS is one of the amounts reported in the first column of a time schedule (where the capacity 
and priority values are both not zero); Overhead is the amount of frames allocated for the link 
relative to JOBlPS, but not used for transmitting user-data. The throughput varies between 'zero' 
and 'one' and has no dimensions ([a.a]). 'One' is the maximal throughput for which the 
algorithm strives. 
The Response Time is expressed in amount of frames ([# fr.]), which indicates the time elapsed 
since data become available (a new JOB in the schedule is generated) until the first data-packet 
(relative to the JOB in question) is sent 
The Executing Time is also expressed in amount of frames, which indicates the total time needed 
by the bridging node to perform a JOB in the schedule. 
The simulator also calculates the System Throughput, System Response Time and System 
Executing Time. The first is obtained by averaging all throughput values; the others are obtained 
analogously. 

6.2 SIMULATION RESULTS 

LIPSA has been tested varying the data-traffic conditions, according to the decisions made in 
chapter 5. The traffic conditions of interest are the following: 

1. Fully loaded links 
2. Synchronous link among fully loaded links 
3. Bursty traffic 

Any traffic condition can be simulated by choosing suitable time schedules for the masters. We 
will show the chosen schedules in the course of this section. 
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More simulations have been performed; the number of piconets, the bridging node is member of, 
has been varied. For the sake of scheduling efficiency, the situation in which a bridging node is 
member of more than three piconets is not desirable. We assume that the maximal number of 
memberships any node may have is three. This will be also considered the worst case as far as 
Inter-Piconet scheduling is concerned. The results of the simulations, presented in this chapter 
regard the scenario depicted in figure 6.1, wherein a node bridges three piconets. 
The simulation have been performed using three priority classes: '1' is the lowest, '3' the highest 
Moreover, the minima] width the Traffic Window might have is set to 50 frames. 

6.2.1 Fully Loaded Links 

In figure 6.3, the time schedules representing:fully loaded links are depicted. 

M. Ml M3 I 

500 1/3 2 800 113 2 200 1/4 1 
I 

650 2/5 2 100 114 1 300 1/4 2 

400 112 1 600 var. var. 180 317 2 

300 3/4 3 150 2/5 2 400 114 1 
I 

600 3/8 2 270 3/4 3 500 3/4 3 
I 

Job Cap PC Job Cap PC Job Cap PC I 

Figure 6.3 
Time schedules of the masters for fully loaded links. The link represented by the third row ofM1's schedule 
has been monitored during simulations. 'var.' means that the capacity and priority values have been varied. 

As it can be noticed, all rows in the schedules represent links, which must be established in turn. 
There are no pauses during the Inter-Piconet communication. This means that the queues are 
always 'fully loaded' . 
We will focus our attention on a particular link among those listed in figure 6.3: the link 
represented by the third row of M2' s schedule. 
The parameters, which can be varied, are the capacity, the priority class and the width of the 
Traffic Window. 
The first simulation results are represented in the 3D chart in figure 6.4. The Execution Time is 
expressed as a function of priority class and capacity. The width of the Traffic Wmdow is kept 
constant during the simulations; thus, no adaptive algorithm is used in order to tune T sniff. 
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Executing Time as a function of priority class and capacity. 
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It appears that the best Executing Time! is reached when the link carries the highest priority class 
and the highest capacity request. This result is a logical consequence of the working of the 
capacityMallocating algorithm. The higher the priority, the higher the probability that the link gets 
the capacity it asked for. In addition, the higher the capacity request the greater the number of 
frames the link gets within the Traffic Window. Consequently, the Traffic Window will 
asymptotically be occupied by the active window of the link in question exclusively. 
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Figure6~ 
Executing Time as a function of capacity request and width of Traffic Window. 

The priority class is now kept constant on the lowest level; the capacity request and the width of 
the traffic Window are varied The result of the simulations are then represented in figure 6.5, 
where Executing Time is expressed this time as a function of capacity and T sniff. The curves show 

1 The scheduling algorithms should always strive for the shortest Executing Time possible 
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that the choice of a suitable Tsniffcan make the difference, in the matter of Executing Time, when 
the capacity requests are low. 

The simulation results regarding the Throughput are shown in figure 6.6. 
The Throughput is expressed as function of capacity and T sniff. The priority class is again kept 
constant on the lowest level The results indicate that the highest throughput is reached for high 
values of T sniff and capacity requests. 
As we mentioned above, the Throughput is inversely proportional to Overhead (see expression 
6.l). The greater the width of the Traffic Wmdow, the lower is the amount of Overhead (ie. the 
higher the Throughput). This is because the bridging node will switch less frequently than in case 
of a lower Tsniff• In addition, the greater the width of the Traffic Window, the lesser the active 
windows needed to empty the queue. The latter correspond to lesser frames carrying preliminary 
information, which contribute to increasing the amount of Overhead. 
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Figure 6.6 
Throughput as a function of capacity and T.niIf. 

The curve labelled 'LIPSA' represent the performance of LIPSA when the adaptive algorithm is 
used in order to tune the width of the Traffic Window. LIPSA (with the adaptive algorithm) does 
not reach the highest value of Throughput, which means that it keeps T sniff moderately high. The 
reason is that an excessively high T sniff could improve the performance of the algorithm as far as 
Throughput is concerned, but it would make other parameters (e.g. Response Time) worse, as we 
well see later on, in case of different traffic conditions. 
The Response Time, in case of fully loaded links, is equal to zero for all JOBs in the schedule. 
This is because a new JOB is ready to be performed, as soon as a JOB expires. Even though the 
new JOB has different capacity and priority needs, the transmissions of its data-packets will start 
in the old active window (as soon as the old JOB expires) and resumed when the active windows 
is adapted to the new demands. 
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6.2.2 Synchronous Link Among Fully Loaded Links 

In figure 6.7, the new traffic conditions are represented. The schedule of Mz contains the 
synchronous link: 80 frames of inactivity always follow periods of 80 frames, during which the 
link is active. 

Ml Ml MJ 

500 1/6 2 80 112 3 1000 116 I 

300 116 1 80 0 0 100 116 2 

100 113 2 80 tl2 3 

200 1/6 2 80 0 0 

80 112 3 

80 0 0 

80 112 3 

80 0 0 

80 112 3 

Job Cap PC Job Cap PC Job Cap PC 

Figure 6.7 
Time Schedules of the masters : synchronous link among fully loaded links. 

The other schedules show that the bridging node must, at the same time, handle data-packets 
coming from or destined to the other masters. 
We will focus the attention on the synchronous link; the results of the simulations will show the 
behaviour of the average Throughput, Executing Time and Response Time of the JOBs 
representing the synchronous link. A synchronous link can be compared with a mouse connected 
to a laptop as seen in the last chapter. 
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Figure 6.8 
Simulation results regarding a synchronous link among fully loaded links: (a) Throughput, (b) Executing 
Time, (c) Response Time as functions ofTsni.tf. 
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In figure 6.6, the average Throughput (a), Executing Time (b) and Response time (c) are 
expressed as function of T sniff. All results are obtained keeping capacity request and priority class 
constant. We expect that real-time links, as mouse connections and voice, will carry the highest 
priority class, therefore, the simulations have been performed using priority class '3 '. 
Both Throughput and Executing Time are represented by saw-like curves and the standard 
deviation of the measurements is quite large. The reason of this behaviour is the combination of 
the small amount of frames the JOBs consists of, and the equal amount of frames the pauses 
consist of For the sake of simplicity, the frames in which the link is active will be called 'data
frames', while the frames belonging to pause periods will be called 'silent-frames'. More tests 
have been performed with smaller amounts of silent-frames and larger amounts of data-frames. 
The results indicate that the situation depicted in figure 6.8 represents the worst case. 
A logical explanation of the saw-like behaviour of the curves is the following. With regard to 
Throughput, specific values of the period T sniff can influence the size and periodicity of M2' s 
active window in such a way that variable amounts of allocated frames could be filled with silent
frames. Silent-frames in an active window also contribute to the amount of Overhead and, 
consequently, contribute to reduce the Throughput 

(a) (b) 

Figure 6.9 
Two series of Traffic Windows with different widths, in case of synchronous link (M,) among fully loaded 
links. 

In figure 6.9, two examples of Inter-Piconet communication with fixed values of Tsniff are 
illustrated. In 6.9a, the value Tsniff I causes the amount of Overhead to increase because of the 
numerous silent-frames within some active windows of MI. This does not happen in the case of 
figure 6.9b. 
An analogue argumentation is valid for the behaviour of the Executing Time. 
The behaviour of the Response Time is characterised by a trend line increasing exponentially. 
This is because the greater the width of the Traffic Wmdow the later the bridging node will react 
to the presence of new data in the queue of M2. 
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In terms of absolute time, the minimal Response Time obtainable is 8 frames = 10 InS. LIPSA has 
also been simulated with the adaptive algorithm for the width of the Traffic Window. The tests 
have been perfonned for different values of k and the results are represented in the graphs of 
figure 6.8. A value of k > 1 can clearly improve the Throughput and the Executing Time, while a 
value of k < 1 can improve the value of the Response Time. 
LIPSA will automatically choose the most suitable k value after monitoring a series of Traffic 
Window. In the considered traffic conditions, after concluding that one piconet of the three is 
highly unstable, the bridging node will decide not to increase the value of k, at the cost of 
Throughput and Executing Time. The only way to improve these two parameters is to increase 
the k value, but this would be at the cost of the Response Time. 
It looks like there is no way out, but this is not true. Taking a better look to the three graphs in 
figure 6.8, one can conclude that it is possible to reach the ideal condition (high Throughput, high 
Executing Time and low Response Time, which would amount to 18 frames = 22.5 InS) by setting 
the width of the Traffic Window to 84 frames. This value would of course not be the same if 
either the amount of data-frames or the amount of silent-frames or the capacity request changed 
in the schedule. More tests have been perfonned varying these amounts; the results always 
indicate that the mentioned ideal condition could be reached by setting T sniff to a specific value, 
which depends on the information within the schedule. 
LIPSA is not equipped with any tool capable of detecting this ideal width of the Traffic Window, 
in the presence of a synchronous link. However, it is possible to enhance the algorithm by adding 
such a tool. This will be discussed in the last section in this chapter. 
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Figure 6.10 
Response Time of synchronous link, as function of width of Traffic Window and capacity request. 

In order to improve LIPSA' s perfonnance, without adding any enhancement, the capacity request 
should be increased. The result is depicted in figure 6.10: in case of a greater capacity request, the 
Response Time reaches a new minimum at a greater value of Tsniff. This means that a value of 
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k> 1 (that corresponds to keeping large the average width of the Traffic Window; see figure 4.9) 
would also result in an improvement of the Response Time. 
However, the mechanism of choosing the parameter k depends on the frequency of changes in the 
Preliminary Information regularly sent by the masters. Therefore, LIPSA would never decide to 
raise k in the presence of a highly instable piconet. In order to solve this problem, it could be 
useful to provide the bridging node with the information about the synchronous nature of the link. 
This piece of information could be added in the Preliminary Information. As a result, if the 
capacity request is great enough and the traffic conditions in the other piconets steady, the 
bridging node would ignore the dynamic nature of the synchronous link and raise the value of k. 

6.2.3 Bursty Traffic 

The time schedules, which simulate Bursty Traffic is represented in figure 6.11. 

MI M2 MJ 

500 112 2 100 113 2 600 3/7 2 

500 0 0 400 2/5 2 300 0 2 

200 112 2 300 0 2 400 2/3 2 

350 0 0 445 3/4 2 100 0 0 

600 3/4 2 180 0 2 500 113 2 

280 113 2 400 2/5 2 

Job Cap PC Job Cap PC Job Cap PC 

Figure 6.11 
Time Schedules representing Bursty Traffic. 

Large amounts of data-frames are followed by variable amounts of silent-frames. The priority 
class is the same for all JOBs in the schedules. The reason of this choice is that we are interested 
in System Throughput, System Executing Time and System Response Time. This means that the 
average is calculated over all measured values. In addition, tests have been performed varying the 
priority class of one of the time schedules (the one of M2) in order to register the dependency of 
the parameters on the priority class. 
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As it appears in figure 6.12, the best System Throughput and System Executing Time are reached 
in case of a large width of the Traffic Window. This also means that a value of k > 1 can improve 
the performance of the algorithm as far as Throughput and Executing Time is concern. LIPSA 
will also tend to raise k, in case of large bursts. 
In order to improve the System Response Time the width of the Traffic Window should be kept 
small. In this case, a value of k < 1 improves LIPSA's performance in the matter of Response 
Time. LIPSA will decrease k in case of small bursts. 
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Figure 6.13 

(b) (c) 

Simulation results regarding bursty traffic: (8) Response Time, (b) Executing Time, (c) Throughput as 
functions of priority class and T sniff. 

As mentioned at the beginning of this subsection, the algorithm has also been tested for different 
values of priority class. The priority of the JOBs in M2's schedule has been varied (the other 
schedules have not been changed) and the Throughput (Executing Time and Response Time) 
values corresponding to these JOBs averaged. 
Figure 6.l3 shows the simulation results in form 3D charts. The parameters of interest are 
expressed as function of T sniff and priority class. It is clear that, given the value of T sniff, the best 
Throughput, Response Time and Executing Time can be reached raising the priority class. The 
reason of this behaviour has already pointed out in subsection 6.2.1. 
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6.3 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

At the end of chapter 4, LIPSA has been qualitatively evaluated and compared to the other most 
representative QoS-based algorithm: IPSA. 
In this chapter, we presented the results of different simulations with regard to LIPSA. We can 
now draw a quantitative conclusion from the results of the simulations. 
The performance of LIPSA, with regard to Throughput, Executing Time and Response time, 
depends on the following parameters: 

.:. Amount of data-frames per JOB 

.:. Frequency of pause periods during Inter-Piconet communication 

.:. Presence of synchronous link 

.:. Capacity requests 

.:. Priority class 

.:. Width of the Traffic Window 

Firstly, from the simulation results we can conclude that the more the memberships of a bridging 
node the worse the algorithm performs. Accordingly, giving preference to double bridging nodes 
(e.g. when the scattemet is being formed) increases Inter-Piconet communication efficiency 
within the Network.2 

In case of fully loaded links, where no silent-frames occur during communication, LIPSA adapts 
the width of the Traffic Window to the amounts of the consecutive JOBs. The Response Time is 
kept small, since all allocated frames are always used for sending data. Throughput and Executing 
Time, related to one JOB, depend on the width of the Traffic Window, the priority class and the 
capacity request of the link. The best performance (with regard to Throughput and Executing 
Time) is reached in case oflarge widths of the Traffic Window. When priority class and capacity 
request are fixed, LIPSA tends to reach the best Throughput and Executing Time by tuning the 
width of the Traffic Window. However, this tuning also depends on the amount of data-frames 
per JOB, i.e. the stability of the traffic conditions. In the presence of generally unstable traffic 
conditions, LIPSA will tend to decrease the width of the Traffic Window in order to react faster 
to the changes. This will occur at the cost of Throughput and Executing Time (as it is shown in 
figure 6.6). 

We have thoroughly discussed the behaviour of LIPS A in the presence of a synchronous link. The 
simulations referred to the worst case (small amount of data-frames per JOB combined with the 
same amount of silent-frames). The simulations show that it is possible to reach the ideal 
conditions (characterised by highest Throughput, highest Executing Time and low Response 
Time) when the width of the Traffic Window is tuned to a specific value, which depends on the 
parameters mentioned above. 
For further improvements of LIPSA, we recommend to add a tool capable of tracking (or 
calculating) this specific value of T sniff, in the presence of a synchronous link. This will improve 
the performance of the algorithm as far as the synchronous link is concerned. In addition, as it 
was pointed out previously, information about the synchronous nature of the link should be added 
to the Preliminary Information. 

2 This conclusion can have influences in the context of scatternet forming. 
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There is one more issue regarding synchronous links that needs to be discussed yet. In paragraph 
5.1.1, we introduced the term "responsiveness" in case of a link between mouse and laptop: the 
mouse should accordingly be polled every 10 frames (= 12.5 ms) [9]. The topology shown in 
figure 5.1 b (in which the bridging node hosts a master entity) has not been taken into account in 
our simulations. Therefore, we cannot pass judgements about the performance of the algorithm in 
this case. We can draw a conclusion with regard to the mouse-PC link in the case of a bridging 
node hosting slave entities exclusively (as shown in figure 6.1). 
The mouse-PC link can be considered a synchronous link and can be simulated in the same way 
we did in subsection 6.2.2. In the time schedule, instead of 80 data-frames followed by 80 silent
frames, 1 data-frame would be followed by 10 silent-frames. It is not difficult to conclude that 
this would result in a waste of communication resources, as it would be impossible to reach 
reasonable values of Throughput, Response Time and Executing Time. This is not a problem 
associated with the performance of the algorithm, but with the capabilities of the Bluetooth 
technology: a node that must switch to a piconet in order to stay active just for one frame is 
highly undesirable in an unreliable communication environment as the one in which Bluetooth 
operates. 
We recommend that this kind of links (e.g. mouse-PC) should never be involved in Inter-Piconet 
communication. 

The discussion about the behaviour of the algorithm in presence of fully loaded links is still valid 
for Bursty Traffic. However, in this case, the Response Time also plays and important part. 
Whether the bursts are large, LIPSA will tend to enlarge the width of the Traffic Window e.g. by 
increasing k. This would improve Throughput and Executing Time, but would make the Response 
Time worse. However, in case of large bursts, the Response Time is barely important, as the 
traffic conditions barely change and, consequently, a fast reaction to infrequent changes is 
useless. On the other hand, whether the bursts are small, as well as the periods of pause, a smaller 
Response Time is desirable. Accordingly, LIPSA will tend to decrease the width of the Traffic 
Window, at the cost of Throughput and Executing Time. Nevertheless, in this case, Throughput 
and Executing Time are less important, considering the size of the bursts. If these parameters 
were necessarily to be kept large, it is possible to choose the most suitable value of k (see figure 
6.12), and keep it constant during the Inter-Piconet communication. 

One more conclusion is concerned with RF and computational power. According to the baseband 
specifications, every Bluetooth device is in state of becoming a Bridging Node. However, in 
terms of RF and computational power, a Bluetooth headset, for instance. would not be capable of 
taking on the role of a bridging node and handle Inter-Piconet communication. Therefore, we 
recommend that the minimal computational and RF power required to assume the role of bridging 
node should be comparable with the power that characterizes GSM or Palmtop devices. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Project Description 

In this chapter, some background information about the Bluetooth Network model is firstly 
provided. In section 1.2, the research regarding scheduling within the Bluetooth Network will 
come up. Finally, a list of tasks, we will perform during the graduation project, is presented. 

1.1 BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

The communications industry has recently shown a great interest in technologies providing short
range wireless connectivity in general and ad-hoc network mechanisms in particular. Bluetooth is 
apparently considered as a key component in this context. 
The original intention of Bluetooth was to eliminate cables between phones, PC-cards, wireless 
headsets, etc. Today Bluetooth is a true ad-hoc wireless network technology intended for both 
synchronous traffic (e.g. voice) and asynchronous traffic (e.g. IP based data traffic). It should be 
possible to implement it in all commodity devices (telephone, laptop, digital cameras, etc.) in 
order to permit a global connectivity. 

The Bluetooth network is a hierarchical one: Bluetooth units may have the role of master or slave. 
Two or more Bluetooth units sharing the same channel form a piconet. More piconets connected 
with each other form a scanernet. Every piconet has a number of slaves but only one master: this 
device will be responsible for the communication within its piconet. 
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1.2 RESEARCH 

Bluetooth must be enhanced with a number of mechanisms necessary for ad hoc networking. This 
includes among other topics: 

.:. A scheduling algorithm for nodes connected to multiple piconets: inter-piconet scheduling. 
These are the nodes that will be responsible for forwarding packets between different 
piconets 

.:. A scheduling algorithm controlling the master's polling of the slaves: intra-piconet 
scheduling 

Many problems are still unsolved in the Scheduling research field. One of the tasks of the master 
in a piconet is to perlorm polling in order to enable the slaves to communicate in turn. Fairness is 
essential in the polling algorithm. Furthermore, it should be able to support and implement the 
QoS (Quality of Service) concepts that are chosen for Bluetooth piconets. These problems regard 
intra-piconet scheduling. 
The most complex problem is the scheduling between different piconets. The nodes that are 
members of more than one piconet must schedule their presence in each of the piconets and 
preferably make sure that this presence is mutual with the master of the piconet (unless the node 
is the master itself), The QoS (Quality of Service) concepts that are chosen for Bluetooth must be 
supported, too. These problems regard inter-piconet scheduling. 

1.2 ASSIGNMENT OF MY GRADUATION PROJECT 

.:. Knowledge about scheduling within an ad-hoc network must be gathered 

.:. Knowledge about the existing algorithms (B-PEP for intra-piconet scheduling and IPSA for 
inter-piconet scheduling) must be gathered 

.:. The simulator: the Network Simulator (NS) is available in Unix environment. NS has been 
adapted for Bluetooth and this adaptation has been called BluetooNS. The latter doesn't have 
any graphical and user-friendly interlace. Moreover, its source files are based on very simple 
scheduling-conceptions. 
Therefore, a basic knowledge of Unix is needed; a basic knowledge ofTCL (the language NS 
uses in order to create network scenario's) is needed. At last, confidentiality should be 
achieved with the simulator output-files (consisting of trace-lines which shows step by step 
what is happening on the different layers, in the Bluetooth stack) 

.:. The existing inter-piconet scheduling-conceptions and their efficiency should be analysed and 
tested. Accordingly, some algorithms should firstly be implemented in C (or C++) in order to 
create sources the simulator should refer to . 

• :. Whether necessary, either new inter-piconet scheduling algorithms or revised versions of the 
existing ones should be provided in order to suggest a more efficient solution to the 
scheduling problem. The new algorithm should eventually be analysed and tested 

.:. The influences of Scheduling on Routing should be investigated 



CHAPTER 2 

Literature Research 

In this chapter, the literature research assignment will fIrstly be formulated. Thereafter a draft of 
the contents of the graduation thesis will be presented. Finally, the most important keywords will 
be enumerated. 

2.1 LITERATURE RESEARCH STRATEGY 

Bluetooth Networking is a new research fIeld. Research is being performed inside Ericsson 
laboratories and much material can be found in these places. Most of the articles and white papers 
are restricted. 
The Bluetooth Network consists of wireless connections, which are organised according to the 
concept of ad hoc networks. Many articles, proceedings and books concerning "Wireless ad hoc 
Networks" and "Adaptive clustering in Wireless ad hoc Networks" can be found in the literature. 
(Inter-piconet) Scheduling within a Bluetooth Network is the problem, which should be solved. 
Many solutions (scheduling algorithms and schedulers) already exist for different kinds of 
wireless networks (e.g.: TDMA access algorithms). However, the confIguration of the Bluetooth 
Network is completely new and the scheduling algorithms must fIt to the new context. 
Our literature research will aim at collecting articles and papers regarding the issues mentioned 
above. With regard to ad-hoc networks, we will also look for books; with regard to the other 
issues, publications in the form of books will be neglected, as the research fIeld, which 
characterises our graduation assignment, is quite recent and still unexplored; publications older 
than 1998 will also be avoided for the same reason. We will not restrict the investigation to 
specifIc places, however we will give the preference to English literature. 

The scheduling tasks that are performed by a scatternet node (bridging node) can be compared 
with the Operating System scheduling tasks. The algorithms used in the Operation Systems can 
be considered as a reference. 
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In this case, we will look for publications in the fonn of books. Other kinds of publications will 
be avoided. 

2.2 DRAFT OF THE CONTENTS OF THE GRADUATION THESIS 

1. Introduction 
2. The Communication Structure within the Bluetooth Network 
3. Intra- and Inter-Piconet Scheduling Algorithms 
4. Loose-IPSA (LIPSA) 
5. Scenarios and Evaluation Criteria 
6. Simulation results and Conclusions 
7. References 

2.3 LIST OF KEYWORDS 

.:. Ad-hoc Network 

.:. Wireless Network 

.:. Wireless ad-hoc network 

.:. Scheduling algorithm wireless networks 

.:. Scheduling algorithm ad-hoc networks 

.:. Schedulers wireless/ad-hoc networks 

.:. TDMA access algorithm 

.:. Radio multihop communication 

.:. Operating System Scheduling 

.:. Adaptive clustering in Wireless ad hoc Networks 



CHAPTER 3 

Consulted Sources 

In this chapter, the results of the literature research are presented. In each section, the results for a 
given search engine can be found. 
The strategy used during the literature research is the following one: 

.:. Initially, the most general keywords were used (Le. ad hoc/wireless networks) 

.:. Secondly, the research was refmed (restricting the range by using words like scheduling, 
adaptive clustering etc.) 

.:. Finally, only the documents concerning specific information about scheduling algorithms 
were selected 

The indented text deals with search results originating from keywords, authors names or institutes 
"in the previously found references. 
The comments after each search result regard the reason why the documents have been selected. 
The criterion used for collecting publications has been discussed in section 2.1. 
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3.1 ERICSSON INTRA-NET BlueThink 

This database may be consulted within the company; it is a collection of internal and 
confidential publications regarding research in the Bluetooth Networking field. 
Total number of documents found: 3. Period: 15 December 2000. 

Search for: "Inter-Piconet Scheduling" 
Result: 
3 white papers: 
1. Bluetooth SIG (special interest group) Baseband Specification Ericsson SwitchLab BlueNet. 1998. 

CONFIDENTIAL. 
2. Rune, J. Bluetooth Networking white paper, Ericsson SwitchLab BlueNet, 2000. CONFIDENTIAL. 
3. Johansson, P. In1er-Piconet Scheduling Algorithm. IPSA Ericsson SwitchLab BlueNet, 2000. 

CONFIDENTIAL. 
4. Rune, J. Simple Uncoordinated Inter-Piconet Scheduling Algorithm Ericsson, SwitchLab BlueNet, 

1999. CONFIDENTIAL. 
5. Johansson, P. Inter-Piconet Communication in Bluetooth Networks Ericsson SwitchLab BlueNet. 

1999 CONFIDENTIAL 
6. Rune, J. Real-Time Scheduling In Bluetooth Piconet Ericsson SwitchLab BlueNet. 2000 

CONFIDENTIAL 
The papers contain important information about the research concerning inter-piconet 
scheduling itself. They are the only documents concerning specifically this kind of 
algorithms. 

3.2 ERICSSON PATENT SEARCH 

This database is accessible via the intra-net of the company. 
Total number of documents found: 2. Period: 15 December 2000. 

Search for: "ad hoc network scheduling" 
Results: 
1 Document: 
7. Beyer, D; Fullmer, C.; Garcia-Luna-Aceves, J. Node access control method for ad-hoc wireless 

networks (Oyno) Nokia Wireless Routers In. 2000. 

Search for: "scheduling wireless network" 
Results: 
1 Document: 
8. Agre, J.; Qare L. Topology learning method for organising multiple-hop. relayed COmmunication in 

wireless network (Rock-) Rockwell SCI Cent UC, 2000 

The documents contain information about some protocols for wireless networks. 

7 
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3.3 INTERNET SEARCH MACIDNES 
Total number of documents found: 10. Period: 15-18 December 2000. 

The following results were obtained with the help of MSN search, AltaVista, Lycos and 
Netscape Search. 

Search the Web for: "ad hoc network scheduling" 
Results: 
2 reports from Technical Reports: 
9. Zhu, C.; Corson M. An Evolutionary-TDMA Scheduling Protocol <E-TDMA) for Mobile Ad Hoc 

Networks The Institute for System Research, 1998, CSHCN TR 98-14. 
10. Zhu, C.; Corson M. A Five-Phase Reservation Protocol fFPRP) for Mobile Ad Hoc Networks The 

Institute for System Research, 1997, CSHCN TR 97-27. 

These reports present scheduling solutions for general wireless ad hoc networks. Copies 
of the reports are available if ordered on line. 

Search the Web for: "TDMA scheduling" 
Results: 

1 abstract from a Technical Report: 
II. Zhu, C.; Corson M. Bandwidth Calculation in a TDMA-based Ad Hoc Networks The Institute for 

System Research, 1997, CSHCN TR 97-27. 

This report presents some simulation results of the algorithms described in the reports 
above. 

Search the Web for: "roul tihop wireless network" 
Results: 
6 proceedings: 
12. Kazantzidis, M.; Wang, L.; Gerla, M. On Fairness Efficiency of Adaptive Audio Application Layers 

for Multihop Wireless Networks IEEE MOMUC'99, San Diego, CA, Nov. 1999 
13. Slain, I.; Chen, T.W.; Gerla M. A OoS Adaptive Tool for Wireless Networks UCLA CSD Technical 

Report, #980010, Feb. 1998 
14. Wu, H.; Hung, C.; Gerla, M.; Bagrodia, R. Speech Support in Wireless Multihop Networks 

I-SPAN'97 
15. Tang, K.; Gerla, M. MAC Layer Broadcast Support in 802.11 Wireless Networks IEEE MILCOM 

2000, Los Angeles, CA, Oct. 2000 
16. Tang, K.; Gerla, M. Random Access MAC for Efficient Broadcast Support in Ad Hoc Networks 

IEEE WCNC 2000, Chicago, IL, Sep. 2000. 
17. Talucci, F.; Gerla, M. MACA-BI (MACA by invitation). A Wireless MAC Protocol for High Speed 

Ad Hoc Networking IEEE ICUPC'97 

The proceedings concern transmission of real-time data and its need for Quality of 
Service (QoS): one of the central issues in scheduling algorithms. 
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Search the Web for: "Adaptive clustering" 
Results: 
1 article: 
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18. Bruce, A.; McDonald; Znati. T. A Mobility Based Framework for Adaptive Clustering in Wireless 
Ad-Hoc Networks IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in Communications, Vol. 17, No.8, August 1999, 
p. 1466-1488 

Clustering is presented in this article. "Clustering network" is the general denomination 
of networks, which are organized in clusters. The Bluetooth Network consists of clusters 
called piconets (Chapter 1) and the nodes may participate in more clusters, but not at the 
same time actively. The scheduling algorithm should "schedule" the active presence of 
the node in one of its clusters altemately. 

3.4 VUBIS 
Total number of documents found: 12. Period: 18-19 December 2000 

3.4.1 Book Catalogue 

Search in the Book Catalogue of the TUB for: "wireless/ad hoc network" 
Results: 
1 book: 
19. Toh, C-K Wireless ATM and ad-hoc networks: protocols and architectures Dordrecht: Kluwer 

Academic Publishers, 1997. DDK (Datacommunicatie, Computernetwerken, Protocollen), Col. XV. 
3J3p. 

Few example of scheduling protocols can be found in this book. 

Search in the section DDK (Datacommunicatie, Computemetwerken, 
Protocollen) for: "Scheduling algorithms" 
Results: 
1 book: 
20. Cheng, Sheng-Chang Dynamic scheduling algorithms for distributed hard real-time systems 

University of Massachusetts, 1987. Doctoral Dissertation. Ann Arbor: University Microfilms 
International, 1989. Coli. XVll, 200 p 

Few examples of scheduling protocols can be found in this book. 

Search in the Book Catalogue of the TUB for: "Operating System design" 
Results: 
2 books: 
21. Comer, Douglas E. Operating System Design London: Prentice-Hall International, 1984-1987 
22. Habermann, A. N. Introduction to operating system design Paris: Science Research Associates, 1976 
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Search in the Book Catalogue of the TUB for: "Operating System" 
Results: 
2 books: 
23. Silberschatz, A.; Galvin, P.; Gagne, G. AI!Plied Operating System Concepts Wiley 2000 
24. Silberschatz, A.; Galvin, P. Operating System Concepts 5th edition Addison-Wesley Pub. 1998 

The scheduling algorithm of a scatternet node within a Bluetooth Network must divide 
the capacity among the piconets it is participating in. This can be compared with the job 
of an Operating System, which schedules the events that should take place by paying 
attention to the priorities. 
The books above describe the Operating Systems in general and some scheduling 
algorithms are presented. 

3.4.2 Current Contents Periodicals TUE 

Search for: "Adaptive Clustering" 
Results: 
1 paper: 
25. Lin, C. R.; GerIa, M. Adaptive Clustering for Mobile Wireless Networks IEEE Journal on Selected 

Areas in Communications: 1997, Vol. 15; 7; p.1265-1276 

Search for other publications of the author C.R. Lin 
Results: 
1 paper: 
26. Lin, C. R.; Liu, J. S. Wireless Ad Hoc Networks - Papers: OoS in Ad Hoc Wireless Networks 

IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in Communications: 1999, Vol. 17; 8; p.1426-1439 

Search for other publications among the "Wireless Ad Hoc Networks -Papers" 
Results: 
1 paper: 
27. Sobrinho, J. L.; Krishnakumar, A. S. Wireless Ad Hoc Networks - Papers: OoS in Ad Hoc 

Carrier Sense Multiple Access Wireless Networks IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in 
Communications: 1999, Vol. 17; 8; p.1353-1369 

Search for other publications of the author M. Gerla 
Results: 
1 article: 
28. Haas, Z. J.; GerIa, M.; Johnson, D. B.; Perkins, C. E.; Pursley, M. B.; Steenstrup, M.; Toh, C. K. 

Wireless Ad Hoc Networks - Guest Editorial IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in 
Communications: 1999. Vol. 17; 8; p.1329-1333 

These documents provide information about recent articles concerning protocols for 
wireless ad hoc networks 
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Search in the Current Contents Periodicals TUB for: "TDMA" 
Results: 
1 paper: 
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29. Ju, J. H.; Li. V. O. K. Wireless Ad Hoc Networks - Papers: TDMA Scheduling Design of Multihop 
Packet Radio Networks Based on Latin Sguares IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in Communications: 
1999. Vol. 17; 8; p. 1345-1353 

Search for other publications of the author J. H. Ju 
Results: 
1 article: 
30. Ju, J. H.; Li, V. O. K. An optimal Topology-Transparent Scheduling Method in Multihop Packet 

Radio-Networks IEEE ACM Transactions on Networking: 1998, Vol. 6; 3; p.298-319 

TDMA(Time Division Multiple Access) is the access protocol used by Bluetooth 
Network. The scheduling algorithm should be based on this system. The documents 
above present some scheduling solution for TDMA networks. 

3.SINSPEC 
Total number of documents found: 4. Period: 20 December 2000 

Search for: "Scheduling" & "Wireless" 
Results: 
1 article: 
31. Lu, S.; Bharghavan. V.; Srikant. R. Fair scheduling in wireless packet networks IEEE ACM 

Transactions on Networking: 1999. Vol. 7; 4; p.473-49O 
1 paper: 
32. Musumeci, L.; Giacomazzi, P.; Fratta, L. PAPERS: OoS Scheduling: Polling- and Contention-Based 

Schemes for TDMA-TDD Access to Wireless A TM Networks IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in 
Communications: 2000, Vol. 18; 9; p.1597-1608 

1 article: 
33. Passas, N.; Loukas, N.; Merakos, L. A Scheduling Technique for Bandwidth Allocation in Wireless 

Personal Communication Networks International Journal o/Wireless Information Networks; 1997, 
Vol. 4; 1; p.55 

1 article: 
34. Passas, N.; Paskalis, S.; YaH. D.; Merakos, L. OoS-Oriented Medium Access Control for Wireless 

ATM Networks: The MAC protocol and Traffic Scheduling Algorithm IEEE Communications 
Magazine: 1997, Vol. 35: 11 .. p. 42-52 

The documents present some specific algorithms for scheduling within Bluetooth-like 
networks. 
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3.6 DIAGRAM OF SNOWBALL METHOD 

In the figure below. the relationships between different authors and their documents are 
shown. 

2000 

1999 

1998 

1997 

Figure 3.1 

Tang. K.; IEEE WCNC 
Chicago,IL (text 
available on-line) 

Ju, J. H. IEEE Journal on 
Selected Areas in 
Communication; 17; 
1345·1353 

, 
Ju, J. H. IEEE ACM 
Transactions on 
Networking,· 6; 298·319 

Passas, N. International 
Journal of Wireless 
Information Networks; 4; 
55 

Tang, K.: GerIa, M. IEEE 
MILCOM Los Angeles, 
CA (text available on-line) 

Rune, J. Ericsson 
SwitchLab BlueNet, 
CONFIDENTIAL. 

Passas, N. IEEE 
Communications 
Magazine 1997; 35: 42·52 

Diagram of some relationships among the documents found. 

Johansson, P. Ericsson 
SwitchLab BlueNet 
CONFIDEN17AL 

Johansson, P. Ericsson 
SwitchLabBlueNet, 
CONFIDEN17AL 

Wu, H.; I·SPAN ((text 
available on-line) 



CHAPTER 4 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

In this chapter, we will flrstly draw conclusions with regard to the found literature. The recurrent 
authors, inside and outside Ericsson, will be enumerated. 
Secondly, we will give some recommendations for completing and/or continuing the research. 

4.1 CONCLUSIONS 

As expected in the beginning, the existing documents in the literature do not relate to Bluetooth 
Network speciflcally. 
Within Ericsson, few people have been working with scheduling algorithms for scatternet nodes 
in the Bluetooth Network. The documents concerning the recent results of this research could be 
found with the help of Intranet search engines. These will be the most important documents we 
will refer to in the future. 
In the literature, outside the "confldentiality" of the company, many documents could be found 
concerning wireless ad-hoc networks and adaptive clustering. Nevertheless, The content of these 
documents mostly concern routing algorithms also valid for the Bluetooth Network, which is a 
wireless ad hoc network. Unfortunately, the Bluetooth Network model differs from the other 
networks because of specific scheduling tasks that must be performed in every scatternet node. 
The most important examples of scheduling algorithms were found in the documents regarding 
the adaptive clustering and the scheduling tasks of an Operating System. The latter does not deal 
with any "wireless transmission", but does deal with communication. In fact, the Operating 
System "communicates" with the processes in order to flnd an agreement with regard to the 
allocation of capacity. A similar task must be performed by a scatternet node. However, the 
distribution of capacity does not deal with processes but with piconets. 
The most important authors inside the company are Johansson and Rune (SwitchLab Ericsson, 
Sweden), which wrote many articles and white papers regarding Bluetooth Networking in general 
and scheduling algorithms for scatternet nodes in particular. 
The most recurrent authors in the literature outside the company are: Gerla and Lin, with regard 
to adaptive clustering and Quality of Service within wireless networks; Silberschatz and Galvin 
with regard to recent issues about Operating Systems. 
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4.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

In order to complete or continue this literature research, some alternative sources could be consulted. 
The database we have consulted in order to find books is the one at the University of Technology 
Eindhoven. The database at the University of Technology Delft could also be consulted, as well as the 
Dutch Catalogue PICA. 
In reference to articles, the SCI catalogue could be used (search for the authors enumerated in this 
document and titles concerning the issues mentioned in the last chapters). 
Finally, in reference to the contents of the newest magazines, the online contents of PICA should 
be consulted. 



CHAPTER 5 

Definitive List of References 

The list of references (it can be found in the references of the graduation thesis, page 116) is the 
result of the definitive choice, which we made with regard to the importance of the documents 
within the context of our graduation project. 
In this chapter the relation pattern among the documents and the chapters of the graduation thesis 
can be found. 

RELATION PATTERN 

In Table 5.1, the relationship is shown between the chapters of the graduation thesis and the 
found literature references (see section 5.1). 

TableS.l 
Overview of the references used in the chapters. 
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